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Vocabulary 
Education 

1 Match the adjectives 1-3 with the opposites 
a-c. Which of them can be followed by the 
noun school? Which can be followed by subject? 

1 private a single-sex 

2 compulsory b state 

3 mixed c optional 

_ _ __ school ____ subject 

2 Complete the text with the words from the box. 

compulsory discipline head teacher 
main mixed optional private ,/ 
pupils ru les single-sex specialises 
staff state uniforms 

IlfSi'"iii&19it.il'Kl,ta9m9@itff',i"ilig1 
I went to a 1 pr/VCl te school 
before, but it was too 
expensive. Then we found 
Cutherstone Sports College. 
It's a 2 school. but it's 

quite unusual. It 3 in 
sports. The 4 . 

subjects include Maths , English , 
a foreign language, PE and two 
additional sports : those are 
the things everyone has to do. 
I want to become a dancer, so 
my 5 subjects are 
gymnastics and dance, but I . 
also do a few other sports as 6 subjects . 

2 

There are eight PE teachers in the school. and one of 
them is the 7 . The 8 ---

are friendly and support us when we have important 
. . hit f 9 ? It depends. competitions . Is t ere a 0 0 . 

We don't wear 10 ; a lot of the time we walk
11 

around in sports clothes anyway. But there are safety 
_ they are necessary when such a lot of - ---

people are doing sports. 

C h a 12 school , 
Many years ago, ut erstone was 
for boys only. At that time, some people believ~d that 
sport was not so important for girls. But now It s a 
13 school ; exactly half of the 14 are 
girls , and last year the girls ' football team won the local 

championship. -

Grammar 
Present simple and continuous 

3 m Underline the correct form to complete 
the sentences. 

1 This term we read/are reading Macbeth. 

2 My little sister goes/ is going to school for the 
first time next month. 

3 Sam finishes/ is finishing school at 15.30 every 
day except Friday. 

4 Online courses become/ are becoming more 
popular these days. 

5 In democratic schools students vote/are voting 
on the rules. 

6 I can't go out right now. I work/am working on 
my Geography project. 

4 (**) Put the words in the correct order to 
make sentences. 

1 sometimes/homeworkJhelp/herlsisterlVmy/with. 

I 50MenJv..e5 help M'1 515ter With her 

hOMewor/::.. 

2 twice/play/weekJWe/a/basketball 
We ______________ _ 

3 school/cycle/usually/doesn't/to!+iffi 
Tim ______________ _ 

4 you/ge/meet/school/after/always 
Do ___________ ______ ? 

5 Ric/month/to/flying/Qeb/and/are/next/lndia. 
Deb _____________ _ 

Grammar plus: Time expressions 

5 (***l Put the time expressions and adverbs of 
frequency in the correct position in each sentence. 
Sometimes more than one position is possible. 

1 I don't play tennis after dinner. (often) 

I dOh r Omh plCl'1 tehN5 Clmr d l0.h er: 

2 The whole class goes on a school trip. 
(three times a year) 

3 We have really interesting discussions in class. 
(some days) 

4 Pete forgets about birthdays. (seldom) 

5 Does he eat meat? (never) 



6 (**) Complete the email with the verbs in 
brackets in the correct present tense. 

"-

To: alexb78@gmail.com 

From: jb 199O@hotmail.com 

Subject: School in Korea 

Hi Alex, 

You wanted me to tell you about my school here in Korea. 
Well, we 1 NorK (work) really hard. School 2 ___ _ 

, (start) at 8 .30 a.m. and 3 (finish) at 7 p.m. There 's 

. a lunch break 'at 1.30 p.m. and we 4 (have) lunch 
, in our classrooms. In lessons we 5 (listen) to the 

teacher and 6 (answer) questions . We 7 ___ _ 

(not/give) our opinions and we 8 (not/have) 

discussions. 

. We 9 (take) final exams next month, so right now 

: we 10 (prepare) for them really intensively. Every 
day after school I 11 (go) to an evening school 

, called an 'academy' for extra lessons. I 12 (return) 

: home after 10 p.m. and then 113 (do) my homework. 
It's really hard, but my results 14 (improve). 

I hope you 15 (not/work) so much these days. 

Wri te when you have a moment. 

Best w ishes, 

Jeong Bin 

- - .-
7 (***) Complete the questions 1-5 with the 

correct form of the verbs in brackets. Then 
match them to the answers a-e. 

1 Howoften do l-JOI/I do (you/do) sports? 

2 (you/read) anything interesting at 
the moment? 

3 (you/have) any special 
responsibilities at school? 

4 (you/take) any exams this year? 

5 How often (your English teacher/ 
set) homework? 

a In every lesson. 

b I play tennis twice a week and go swimming 
every Friday. 

c No, next year, 

d Yes, a book about cycling around the world. 

e Yes, I do. I clean the classroom once a month. 

S (***) Give answers that are true for you to the 
questions in exercise 7. 

2 

3 
4 ______________________________ __ 

5 

Grammar reference 
Present simple and present continuous 

Use of the present simple 

• We use the present simple to talk about actions or 

events that happen repeatedly (routines, habits): 

Robert goes to the gym every Sunday. 

• We use the present simple to talk about things that are 
always true (general truths): 

Most insects eat plants and other insects. 

Time expressions with the present simple 

• every day/week/month/year/afternoonlTuesday, etc. 

These usually go at the end of the sentence: 

We play basketball every Wednesday. 

• once/twice/three times a day/week/month/year, etc. 

These usually go at the end of the sentence: 

I visit my grandparents twice a month. 

• some/most days/weeks/months, etc. These usually go 

at the beginning of the sentence: 

Some days I feel very isolated and lonely. 

• Adverbs of frequency. These usually go just before the 

main verb: 

I usually have cereal for breakfast. 

They don't often go on holiday abroad. 

Does she always cycle to school? 

100% 0% 

always usually/ often sometimes not often rarely/ never 
normally seldom 

Use of the present continuous 

• We use the present continuous to talk about things 
that are happening now (at the time of speaking): 

He's talking on the phone now. 

• We use the present continuous to talk about things 

that are happening around the time when we speak 

(not necessarily at the moment of speaking): 

In History this term, we're studying the Romans. 

• We use the present continuous to express current 

changes: 

My school grades are getting better this year, 

• We can also use the present continuous to talk about 

a definite future arrangement: 

We're flying to Barcelona next Thursday. 

Time expressions with the present continuous 

• For things happening now, we use: 

at the moment, (right) now, today, this morning/ afternoon, 

this week/month/year, these days, at present 

• To talk about future arrangements, we use: 

tomorrow, next week/month/Monday, on Tuesday/Saturday 

3 

, 
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Vocabulary 
Education and work 

1 Match the sentence beginnings 1-7 with the 
endings a-g. 

1 Kate's doing 

2 You're going to fail 

3 I'm going to university 

4 Emily's just started 

5 Zoe earns 

6 Richard passed 

7 I've applied 

a a higher salary than her husband. 

b all . exams with very good marks. 

c ajob ' a small company. 

9 

SteCDPdary school this year. 

ng. 

is year. 

. you don revise. 

2 Co plete e sentences with the words from 
the box. 

3 

degree career job '/ pay sa lary sack 

1 Jessica is going to apply for a job in Thailand. 

2 They promised me a _ _ _ _ rise after 

tW? years. 

3 My ambition is to have a successful ___ _ 

in the media. 

4 Alan got the ____ from his job for being 

late just once! 

5 My granddad went to university when he 

was seventeen and got a ____ when 

he was nineteen. 

6 Ryan earns a good ____ in his new job. 

Complete the sentences with nouns, adjectives 
or verbs formed from the words in brackets. 

Jack's grandma had a 51/1CCe55fvr ( (success) 
career as a doctor. 

2 He hasn't got the right ____ (qualify) for 
this job. 

3 After a year of hard work, Sue got ___ _ 
(promote) and a pay rise. 

4 Sophie's doing an (apprentice) with 
a large company. 

5 Job (satisfy) is more important to 
me than a high salary. 

Grammar 
State and activity verbs 

4 a m Put the verbs from the box into the 
correct columns in the table. 

[

act,/ agree'/ know learn love 
remember see seem sound study 
want wear 

Activity verbs State verbs 

] 
feeling thought! appearance/ 

opinion the senses 

?lCr ?l!Jree 

b (**) Complete the sentences with the 
correct tense (present simple or present 
continuous) of the state and activity verbs 
from exercise 4a. 

Little Billy dOe 5Yl r N?lhr (not/want) to go 
to school. 

2 We (study) hard for our 
exams these days. 

3 (you/see) that cloud? It's a 
funny shape. 

4 I ___ ___ (act) in the school musical 
next month. 

5 Your idea ______ (sound) 
really good. 

6 We all ____ (agree) that it's a gooq plan. 

7 I (learn) to play the 
piano now. 

S I ______ (love) art lessons. 

9 Millie (wear) a lovely 
dress today. 

10 The children ______ (seem) quite 
happy here. 

11 1 ______ (not/remember) where I've 
put my keys. 

12 ______ (you/know) this word? 



5 C**) Underline the correct verb form. 

Mum cooks/is cooking something. It smells/ 
is smelling delicious. 

2 We don't need/aren't needing a new car. 
The old one is/is being still okay. 

3 Which optional course do you prefer/are you 
preferring? I take/am taking drama this year. 

4 Do you hear/Are you hearing that sound? I think 
someone plays/is playing the violin. 

S Jack hates/is hating his school uniform. Right 
now he wears/is wearing the trousers and shirt, 
but not the jacket. 

6 'Why is Amy crying/does Amy cry?' 
'She doesn't understand/isn't understanding 
her Maths homework: 

6 C **) Complete the sentences with the correct 
tense (present simple or present continuous) of 
the verbs in brackets. 

'What film ?'Ire '101/1 w?'Ifdlfi''fl (you/watch)?, 

'The Godfather. I really !t"/::.e (like) it: 

2 Tom ______ (behave) a bit strangely. 

He (seem) worried. 

3 I (not believe) that man. He 

______ (not tell) us the truth. 

4 Daniel ______ (not care) about his 

exam results. Everyone _____ _ 

(revise) but he ______ (do) nothing! 

S This coffee (taste) wonderful. 

______ (you/make) some more? 

6 1 ______ (not mind) coursework. 

______ (work) on a project now 

and I quite ______ (like) it. 

7 C***) Decide if the verb in brackets in each 
sentence describes an activity or a state. 
Complete the sentences with the correct verb 
form in brackets. 

1 I do,,", 't thrh/::. (not/think) you should go there. 

2 I can't concentrate. I (think) 
about the holidays. 

3 My parents (think) I'm not 
studying hard enough. 

4 'Mike (have) breakfast: 
'But it's one p.m.!' 

S I (have) a new guitar. 

6 Laura (have) a degree in 
mathematics. 

7 You can talk to him now, he _____ _ 
(have) a break. 

S The new computer lab ______ (look) 
great. 

9 We ______ (just/look) at these dresses. 

Grammar reference 
State and activity verbs 
Activity (dynamic) verbs describe activities. We use them 
in the present simple or the present continuous tense: 

Bethany often watches TV. (a habit) 
She's watching a film now. (at the moment of speaking) 

State (stative) verbs describe states. We do not normally 
use them in the present continuous (they don't take -ing 
form), even if they refer to things or states happening at 
the moment of speaking: 

I don't understand her. 
She doesn't want my help. 

Common state verbs 

• be, have, need: 

I'm very hungry. 
We don't have much time to spare. 
How much money do you need? 

• hate, like, love, prefer, care, don't mind, want (verbs 
which describe emotions/feelings): 

Matthew hates getting up early on Sundays . • 
I don't mind which film we see. 

• believe, know, remember, forget, agree, think, 
understand (verbs which express thoughts/opinions): 

I don't believe in ghosts. 
I remember that girl from school. 

• feel, hear, see, taste, smell, sound, look, seem (verbs 
which refer to the senses or appearance): 

This cake tastes delicious. 
You seem pleased with yourself. 

Some state verbs can have an 'active' meaning, for 
example think, have, look. We use them in the present 
continuous tense like other activity verbs: 

I think Tom's very intelligent. (think here means believe 
and refers to a state) 

What are you thinking about? (think here means consider 
and refers to a mental activity) 

She has two brothers. (has here means possesses and 
refers to a state) 

I'll call you later. We are just having dinner. (have here 
means eat and refers to an activity) 

Your new haircut looks great! (look here means 
appearance and refers to a state) 

I'm looking for my mobile phone. (look here means search 
and refers to an activity) 

5 
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Vocabulary 
Improve your concentration 

1 Match the verbs 1-7 with the nouns a-g. 

1 make ~ a distractions 

2 solve b a decision 

3 ignore c one's concentration 

4 improve d important skills 

5 set e sense (of something) 

6 learn f problems 

7 make g goals 

2 Complete the sentences using the correct form 
of the expressions from exercise 1. 

1 When I have to MtJr~e tJr dU(5/oYl , I think 

about things before deciding what to do. 

2 I like to myself 

___ ___ - I think it's important to 

know what you want to achieve. 

3 I don't understand this text at all, I just can't 

______ of it. 

4 When I revise for my exams I find it hard to 

______ such as text messages 

from friends. 

5 If you have a logical brain, then you probably 

find it easy to _ _ ___ _ 

6 I find it hard to pay attention in class. I need to 
______ my _____ _ 

7 I'm doing business studies because I think the 

course helps you to _____ _ 

3 Complete the sentences with the noun or verb 
form of the word in brackets. 

We have to write a de5CrtphoYl (describe) 

of a friend for English homework. 

2 You can find ____ (inform) about 

millions of different topics on the internet. 

3 I studied really hard last year and paid 

____ (attend) in class. There was a big 

____ (improve) in my marks. 

4 I find it hard to (concentration) 

when I study, so I try not to have any 

____ (distract) like music. 

5 Jamie can (persuasion) anyone 

to do anything, and he can ___ _ 

(organisation) anything! 

6 That's a really difficult problem, I don't know 

what the ____ (solve) is. 

Listening 
4 a CD Listen to the radio programme about 

learning styles. Complete the descriptions with 
the correct learning styles below. 

[

concrete thinkers abstract thinkers . ] 
active processors reflective processors 

______ make sense of an experience 
by thinking about it. 

2 learn by doing things. 

3 learn by observing and 
analysing things. 

4 make sense of an experience 
by quickly using the new information. 

b Which is your learning style? 

5 CD Listen again and choose the correct 
answers. 

1 Tina thinks instruction books are 
a easy to use and understand. 
b boring but useful. 
c not worth reading. 

2 Alex read his instruction book because 
a he wanted to find out how to store phone 

numbers on his computer. 
b he thinks you learn more if you read the 

instruction book. 
c he doesn't like experimenting with things, 

he prefers to follow instructions. 

3 Vicky 
a usually enjoys reading instruction books 

and experimenting. 
b doesn't like people telling her what to do. 
c has a friend who taught her how to use 

her mobile. 

4 Most people use 
a one main learning style. 
b at least three learning styles. 
c all four learning styles. 

5 The presenter 
a is an active processor. 
b likes thinking about new experiences. 
c doesn't like learning new things. 

6 Dr Jones thinks that 
a not everyone is clever because some 

people don't learn very well. 
b everyone is clever, but people are clever in 

different ways. 
c everyone is intelligent, but people should 

use a variety of learning styles. 



Reading 
6 Read the dictionary extracts, then look at the text 

title and pictures below. Answer the question, 
then read the text and check your answer. 

7 Read the text and match five of the headings 
below to the correct paragraph A-E. There is 
one extra heading. 

1 Learn something new 

2 Try puzzles and games 

3 Vary your routine 
The text is probably about 

a the most intelligent people in the world. 0 
b how to develop your ability to think. 0 
c why some people are good at games. 0 

4 Keep a diary or use a notebook 

5 Stop playing computer games 

6 Eat the right food 

brain power n your ability to think I 
t 'challenge v to test someone's skills or abilities 

8 Read the text again and tick (.I) true or 
cross (X) false. 

1 0 You must do all five activities to develop 
your brain power . 1 expand v to make something bigger I 

~ 

.. ~ 

strategic thinking thinking that is carefully 2 0 Games like chess help to improve your 
ability to think and plan. planned in order to achieve something 

stimulate v to encourage something to develop 
3 0 There are no computer games that can 

help develop your brain. 
and improve -

vary v to change something, to be different in 
.. ~ 4 0 When you change your routine the brain 

gets better at making quick decisions. 
differe nt situations 

routine n your usual way of doing things, 
5 0 Fish such as salmon are good for the brain 

because they contain omega-3. 
especially when you do them in the same order 6 0 People who learn lots of new' skills always 

have a lot of friends . 
at the same time every day 

.-. 
'-

When you want to get fit, you go to 
the gym or do some exercise. But 
what about when you want to 
improve your concentration? Then 
you need to exercise your brain! 

Here are our top five activities to 
improve the way your brain works 
and help you develop better focus and 
concentration - try one and see! 

A 

Do some crosswords or try sudoku. 
These types of puzzles stimulate the 
brain because you have to solve clues 
or use logic and reasoning to find the 
solutions. Practise your strategic 
thinking by playing games like chess, 
GO and Mancala - you'll find you can 
plan better in other areas of your life, 
00. If you love playing computer 

- "'" 

games, then challenge yourself with 
one of the brain-training computer 
games. Once you try them, you won't 
want to stop! 

B 

We are creatures of habit and we 
often follow the same routine every 
day, so the brain becomes lazy. Try 
going to school by a different route 
one day a week, or using a different 
type of transport. Varying your routine 
challenges the brain and helps you to 
make quick decisions and solve 
problems. 

C 

Certain types of food can help your 
brain stay healthy and work well. 
Proteins are great for the brain so eat 
plenty of cheese, meat, fish and milk. 

The brain also needs carbohydrates 
and some fat, and these come from 
fruit, vegetables, grains and olive oil. 
Omega-3 is a fantastic food for the 
brain, you find it in fish such as 
salmon and tuna. Remember, a 
balanced diet is essential for the brain. 

D 

Start a new hobby, learn a language, 
take up a new sport ... it doesn't 
matter what you do. New activities 
stimulate the brain and expand the 
way the brain thinks. You can also 
learn important or useful skills and 
meet new friends . 

E 

Clever people write down their 
ideas. They organise their thoughts 
and set goals for things they want 
to do. Writing things down tells 
your brain it is producing good 
ideas, so it produces more ideas 
and better ideas. This is a great 
way to improve your brain power. 



riti 
A formal letter of application 

1 Write your address 
and the date in the 
top right corner. 

2 Write the address of 
the person or 
organisation you are 
writing to on the left. 
Include the person's 
job title/department 
if you know it. 

3 Begin the letter 
Dear Sir/Madam if 
you don't know the 
name of the person 
you are writing to. If 
you know the name, 
begin Dear + name. 
Use Mr for men, Mrs 
for married women 
and Ms for women 
when you don't 
know if they are 
rna rried or not. 

4 In paragraph 1, say 
why you are writing: 
I am writing in 
connection with .. . 
I am writing about . . . 
If appropriate, give 
dates. Say what 
you are enclosing 
with your letter, 
for example a • 
photograph or a CV. 

5 In paragraph 2, 
describe yourself and 
your background; 
give information 
about your age, your 
fam ily and where 
you live. 

The Head Teacher 
Nottingham School 
3 Stark Street 
Nottingham 
N28DD 

Dear Mr Anderson, 

1 085 Budapest 
Krepesi ut, 92 
Magyarorszag 

6 May 2010 

I am writing to apply to study English at Nottingham School. I would 
like to study on the three-week summer course, starting on 4 July. 
I enclose my photograph. 

My full name is Katalin Nagy. I am seventeen years old and I live with 
my parents in Budapest in Hungary. 

I am currently studying for my school-leaving exams. I love learning 
languages and I also enjoy visiting other countries. Last year I stayed 
in France on an exchange programme. As a result, my French 
conversation skills have greatly improved. In addition, I enjoy meeting 
people from different cultures. 

My ambition is to be a translator. I would like to study at Nottingham 
School because the course is recognised internationally and it has an 
excellent reputation. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ktdalin Nag!} 

Katalin Nagy 

6 In paragraph 3, 
describe your 
studies and 
interests. 

7 In paragraph 4, 
describe your 
ambitions using 
phrases such as: 
My dream is to ... 
In the future I hope 
to ... 
Also give your 
reasons for applying: 
I would like to do this 
course/study at this 
centre because it has 
a good reputation. 

8 Say that you 
expect a reply: 
I hope to hear from 
you soon. 
Ilook forward to 
your reply. 

9 Close the letter with 
Yours faithfully if 
you began it with 
[)ear Sir/Madam. 
If you used Dear + 

• 
name, close the 
letter with Yours 
sincerely . 

........................ ------------J 10 Sign the letter and then print your 
name or write it in 

• CAPITAL LETTERS. 

1 Read the letter and answer the questions. 

1 Why is Katalin writing? 

2 Read the sentences and look at the underlined 
words. Decide if the words indicate addition (A) 
or consequence (e). Then find and underline 
examples in the letter above. 

2 Where does she live? Who does she live with? 

3 What are her interests? 

does she want to study at Nottingham 

8 

1 I would like to apply to participate in 
the music course and also live with an 
English family. .LL 

2 During the year I am always busy with 
school. As a result, I don't have 
enough time to practise. 

3 I love reading and watching films. 
In addition, I like doing sports. 

• 



3 Complete the sentences with also, in addition or as a result. 

1 I practise the piano a lot. A5 ~ re51/1(t , I play very well. 

2 I like travelling. I like meeting new people. 

3 It will be an opportunity to develop my music skills. 

______ , I will meet young musicians from all 

over the world. 

4 I play the violin. I ______ play the piano. 

5 This course means I can improve my music. 

_ _____ I can practise my English. 

6 If I play in an orchestra, I will get useful experience. 

______ it will be easier for me to get a place at 

university to study music. 

4 Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

• [ reason addresses.l information interests 

A formal letter of application 

• Write the 1 ~ddre25e5 and the date in the correct places. 

• Give your 2 for writing in paragraph 1. 

• Describe yourself and your background, your studies, your 
____ and ambitions. 

• Add 4 ____ with linking words such as In addition, also, 
As a result. 

• Do not use contracted forms (I have NOT /!ve). 

• Organise your letter into clear paragraphs to make it easier 
to understand. 

Don't forget to sign off correctly. 

• Check the number of words and then check your grammar, 
punctuation and spelling. 

5 Read the task and then write your letter of application. 
Use the ideas in exercises 2 and 3 and the strategies in 
exercise 4 to help you. Write 120-150 words. 

You want to take part in an international music course in 
England for a month. 

• Describe yourself and your background. 

• Give information about your studies and interests. 

• Describe your ambitions. 

• Give at least two reasons why you want to go on 
this course. 

] 

Speaking 
Having a conversation 

6 Complete the conversations with 
the expressions from the box. 

Nice to meet you 
I see you like Sorry? 
What do you mean?.I 
Excuse me! That's amazing! 

A: Where are you staying? 

B: WIT~t do 101/1 w.e~YI? 

A: Where's your accommodation? 

2 A: My name's Helen. 

B: , Helen . 

3 A: I love Coldplay's music. 

B: So do I! ___ _ _ _ 

I listen to them all the time! 

4 A: _ _ ___ _ 

B: Yes? Can I help you? 

5 A: Where are you going? 

B: Can you 

repeat that?' 

A: Yes .. . Where are you going? 

6 A: I've just bought some new CDs. 

B: Can I look at them? 

______ thesame 

music as me. 

7 Put the conversation between 
Laura and Mark in the correct order. 

o Mark: No, the seat is free, 
please sit down. I see 
you like books, what are 
you reading? 

0 Laura: Sorry? What was that? 

m Laura: Excuse me! Is anyone 
sitting here? 

0 Laura: Northern Lights ... it's 
by Philip Pullman. 

0 Mark: Nice to meet you, Laura. 
I'm Mark. 

0 Mark: Seriously? He's my 
favourite writer! That's 
amazing. Have you read 
The Amber Spyglass? 

o Mark: The Amber Spyglass ... 
it's another book by 
Philip Pullman. 

o Laura: No, I haven't read it. 
Anyway, my name's 
Laura. 

9 
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Vocabulary 
Sporting activities 

1 Underline the correct verbs to complete the 
dialogue. 

A: I need to 1 ggJ/go fit. I haven't done any 
exercise in months. 

B: I 2 do/go running every evening. Would you 
like to go with me? 

A: Really? 
B: Yes, I want to 3 enter/ lose a competition this 

spring . 
. A: That's great, but ... I don't know ... what if I 

4 get/go injured? 
B: Injured? Jogging around a park? Well, you can 

5 join/get a gym instead if you like. 
A: I don't like gyms .. . there are too many 

people and the exercises are boring. 
B: You don't really want to do a sport, do you? 
A: Perhaps not ... but 16 support/ beat our local 

basketball team! 

2 Complete the text with the words from the box. 

[ best goal injured match (x2) team./ ] 

We're in the eighty-fifth minute of the final match 

of the inter-school cup and it's Slough High versus 

Maidenhead School. The score is two all. We've 

got five minutes left to beat the other 1 TePtfv, 

and win the 2 • Sam Wood has got the 

ball .. . come on, Sam! Oh, no! He's fallen over! 

Is he okay? So far, nobody's got 3 in 

this tournament. Now Maidenhead's Tim Brooke 

has got the ball .. . and he scores a beautiful 

4 ! And here's the referee's whistle! It's 

over! Slough have lost the 5 ! Still, let's 

thank them for doing their 6 ___ _ 

Grammar 
Defining relative clauses 

3 CD Match the three parts of each sentence. 

Tennis is=1a person whose job isto 
defend the goal. 

The goalkeeper is a place J which requires speed 
and general fitness. 

A pool is a game who teaches you how 
to playa sport. 

An instructor is the footballer where you go swimming. 

4 CD Underline the correct relative pronoun to 
complete the sentences. 

1 Yesterday, I met a girl who/ which was in my 
class in primary school. 

2 I bought a stopwatch which/whose broke after 
a week. 

3 This is the house which/where we lived when I 
was a child. 

4 I'm phoning the person whose/ who car is 
parked in front of the gate. 

S The shop where/ which I bought my table 
tennis bat is closed today. 

5 C**) Complete the email with who, which, 
where or whose. 

To: naughton_f!@hotmail.com 

From: jessie_n 16@gmail.com 

Subject: Hi 

Hi Mum and Dad, 

I'm enjoying myself at the sports 
camp. Here is a photo. It shows 
the court 1 WMere we play 
tennis . On the court you can 
see Rachel , the girl 2 ___ _ 

I play with most of the time. 
Next to her is Shelley, the girl 
____ racquet I borrowed 

last week when I broke mine. 

There is a swimming pool 
4 we swim every 
morning . The boys 5 ___ _ 

we swim with are Rachel 's 
brother Dave and his friend Tom. Tom 's got a friend 6 ____ , 

sister is a kickboxer. I think that's so cool. I'd like to try a sport 
7 not many girls do. What do you think? 

Lots of love, 

Jessie xxx.xx 



6 (***) Complete the second sentence so that 
it means the same as the first. Use who, which, 
whose or where. 

A player got injured in yesterday's match. 
He is now in hospital. 

The player who gor lj.y0Y'ed If., 

'1esreY'dt:+'1 's Mt:+rch is now in hospital. 

2 We were planning to use a classmate's ball for 
the match. He's not here. 

The classmate _________ _ _ _ 

______ is not here. 

3 Mike got a present. He liked it very much. 

Mike got a present _ _______ _ _ _ 

very much. 

4 He was born in a small town. It had no 
football stadium. 

The small town __________ _ 

______ had no football stadium. 

S A woman answered the phone. She had a 
strange voice. 
Thewoman _______ _____ __ 

_____ had a strange voice. 

7 (**) Cross out the relative pronouns who, which 
or that wherever possible. 

1 This is the house tAat our grandfather built. 

2 They live in a house which looks a bit like 
a castle. 

3 All the money that we had was stolen last night. 

4 Alice is the only person that understands me. 

S Chris is the only person who I trust. 

Grammar Plus: Reduced relative clauses 

8 (***) Complete the second sentence using 
reduced relative clauses. 

1 I saw a man who was wearing an FC Barcelona 
football shirt. 

I saw a man wet:+Y'If.,g t:+YI Fe Bt:+Y'ce!oYlt:+ 

{oorbt:+!! shirr . 

2 The new gym that was built last year is better 
than the old one. 

The new gym __________ _ __ 

______ is better than the old one. 

3 There was a family that had five children in 
the park. 

There was a family _ _________ _ 
_______ in the park. 

4 Can you see the car which is coming up the road? 

Canyouseethecar _ _________ ? 

S Bill is the man who's got blue eyes and a 
warm smile. 

Bill is the man _ _ _ _ ______ _ 

Grammar reference 
Defining relative clauses 

Relative clauses give information about the subject or 
object of a main clause. We begin a relative clause with a 
relative pronoun. 

A Sat-Nav is a 

computer device 

[main clause] 

which 

[relative pronoun] 

can direct you to a 

destination. 

[relative clause] 

Relative pronouns: who, which, that, where, whose 

• We use who or that for people: 

That's the man who/that sold me his car. 

• We use which or that for things: 

A dictionary is a book which/that explains the meaning 

of words. 

• We use where for places: 

This is the place where Isaw Robert for the first time. 

• We use whose for possession/belonging. 

Jessica is going out with a boy whose brother is a 

swimming champion. 

Omitting the relative pronoun 

We can omit a relative pronoun when it is the object of a 
sentence: 

This is the picture (which/th€lt) Martin painted last week. 

I quite like the girl (who/that) you have invited to the party. 

We cannot omit a relative pronoun when it is the subject: 

A scientist is a person who asks questions and tries different 

ways to answer them. (we cannot omit who) 

I won't ask Hannah anything which could embarrass her. 

(we cannot omit which) 

Reduced relative clauses 

We can reduce relative clauses by omitting the relative 
pronoun (who, that or which) and the auxiliary verb be 

(is/ arel wasl were) : 

Do you know the woman who is talking to Nick? -> 

Do you know the woman talking to Nick? 

The player that was injured during the match was our best 

striker. -> The player injured during the match was our 

best striker. 

When we talk about physical characteristics and 

possession, we can use with instead of the relative 
pronoun (who or that) and the auxiliary verb have: 

Have you seen the girl who has long curly hair? -> 

Have you seen the girl with long curly hair? 

People who had small children boarded the plane first. -> 

People with small children boarded the plane first. 

, 
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Vocabulary 
Likes and dislikes 

1 Mark these statements + (like), - (dislike) or 
+/- (neutral). 

---I love going to football matches~ El 

2 I can't stand team games. D 

3 I don't mind volleyball. D 

4 I can't see the point of watching sport on TV. D 

s 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2 

I find swimming boring. D 

I'm really passionate about biking. D 

I quite enjoy tennis. D 

I'm really into surfing. D 

I'm not really into football. D 

Complete the text with the words from the box. 

[

about into.l of enjoys finds ] 
mind stand 

Posted: 23 February other tIIIOfW 

~~ • 
My cousin's really 1 tf,.ro football. He's passionate 
2 supporting his local team, he never misses 
a match, and he also plays himself. 

Unfortunately, his wife can't see the point 3 ___ _ 

it. Okay, she quite 4 watching the World Cup 
final on 1V once in four years and she doesn't 
5 her husband playing football, as it's good 
for his health. But when he watches all the European 
and local games every weekend, she 6 it 
really boring. And when his friends come round to 
watch matches together and shout non-stop for 
90 minutes, she really can't 7 it. 

"l~ 
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Grammar 
Present perfect and past simple 

3 CD Complete the questions and answers 
with the present perfect form of the verbs 
in brackets. 

A: /--lt7I'i t7IYl10Yl e 'ieeYl HeleYl recehli1 
(anyone/see Helen) recently? 

B: Yes, she was here a moment ago. She ''i 
/l/T'ir le ft (she/just/leave). 

" 2 A: ______________ _ 

(you/ever/play) baseball? 

B: No. Actually, 1 _______ _ 
(never/understand) the rules. 

3 A: _________________________ __ 

(Paul/arrive) yet? 

B: No, but ________ (he/just/ 
phone). He's on his way. 

4 A: ______________ __ 

(you/see) my swimming things? 

B: I (already/tell) you. 
They're in the bathroom. 

S A: Are you still using my pen or can I have 
it back? 

B: Just a second ... 1 _______ _ 
(not/finish) yet. 

4 (**) Complete the sentences with the 
words from the box. 

.. ., 

[ ago at in last one When.l ] 

Jack started running wheYl he was still in 

primary school. 

2 He and his dad went running in the park 

_______ 6 a.m. every day. 

3 _______ day, he met the coach of a local 

athletics club. 

4 He joined the club 2006. 

S Two years he won his first 

international race. 

6 month he was chosen for the 

Olympic team. 



5 (**) Underline the correct form to complete the sentences. 

1 In 2006, my father has taken/took me to Berlin to see one of 
the World Cup matches. 

2 I've been/I went to Spain five times before. 

3 Have you seen/Did you see George yesterday? 

4 Julie lost/has lost her passport! She can't get on the plane 
without it. 

S I met/I've met some really great people in France last year. 

6 Three years ago I didn't know/haven't known how to 
play squash. 

7 The players just came out/have just come out of the 
'dressing room. 

S Veronica has become/became interested in Taekwondo 
when she was fifteen. 

6 (***) Complete the text with the correct form (present 
• perfect or past simple) of the verbs in brackets. 

id you know that ... ? 
~.~~*******.************* 

PELE 
The most famous 

footbalier of all time 

* He 1 W?l5 borYl (be born) into a poor family and as a boy he 
2 (not have) a proper football. He and his friends 
3 (play) with a sock stuffed with old newspapers or 
with a grapefruit. 

In the twenty years of his football career, he 4 (score) a 
total of 1,281 goals - more than any other professional footballer. 

* He 5 (play) for the Brazilian team in three World Cups. 

... On 7 July 1957, in a match against Argentina, he 6 ___ _ 

(become) the youngest player to score in an international game. 

... In 1958, he 7 (be) the youngest player to play in a 
World Cup final. 

When he 8 ____ (score) his 1,OOOth goal in 1969, he 
9 (dedicate) it to the poor children of Brazil. 

He 10 ____ (write) several autobiographies. 

... He 11 (appear) in thirteen films. 

Since his retirement, he 12 (be) an ambassador for 
various international organisations. 

Grammar 
reference 
Present perfect and past simple 
Use of the present perfect 

We use the present perfect to talk about 
actions or situations which happened not 

long ago and have results!consequences now: 

Mark has just won a gold medal in the 

700m breast stroke! (and that's why he's 

happy now) 

We also use the present perfect to talk 

about actions or events which happened in 
the past, but we don't know or we are not 

interested in when exactly they happened: 

My uncle has been to America four times. 

(in his life, it doesn't matter when exactly) 

Have you ever eaten Spanish omelette? 

(it is not important when) 

Time expressions with the present perfect 

We often use the present perfect with time 
expressions such as: 

already, yet, just, never, ever, recently 

Use ohhe past simple 

We use the past simple to talk about 
actions or events which happened at a 
definite time in the past: 

We went to the zoo last Tuesday. 

When my grandfather was young he lived 

in Argentina. 

Time expressions with the past simple 

We often use the past simple with time 

expressions such as: 

yesterday (morning/evening) 

the day before yesterday 

last (year/ month/ weekiSaturday/ night) 

in (February/ 7999/the 7960s) 

at (70 0'clockl3.30/midnight) 

(three days/a weeklfifteen years) ago 

when I was (ten/young) 

one (day/afternoon) 

on (Tuesday, 2nd June, my birthday) 

Notice! 
We do not use the present perfect with 

a definite time. 

I visited many interesting museums 

last year. ,/ 

NOT: I hlwe visited many interesting 

museums last year. 

, 
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Vocabulary 
Sports competitions 

1 Read the text. Choose the best word, a, b or c to 
complete the gaps in the text. 

Did you know that James Naismith 
1...£L the rules of basketball in 
18917 It quickly 2 _ allover the 
world and now it is now a popular 
sport in many countries. It became 
an Olympic sport in 1936 and the 
US has 3 _ the most gold 
medals so far. Michael Jordan 
4 _ a champion in the 1990s 
and he's still one of the most 

___ ~_ famous players ever. 
Before he retired, he 5_ many records and his average of 
31 .5 baskets a game is the best in NBA history. Every year, 
thousands of American schools 6 _ basketball competitions 
and students compete in local leagues. 

2 

3 

14 

------------------------------
a developed./ b broke c decided 

2 a travelled b went c spread 

3 a held b won c played 

4 a developed b became c won 

5 a broke b changed c started 

6 a hold b throw c catch 

Complete the table with the correct verb or 
noun form. 

Verb Noun 

1 d evelop development 

injure 2 

achieve 3 

4 invention 

record 5 

compete 6 

7 training 

Complete the sentences with the correct verb 
or noun from exercise 2. 

He lis1v,red his leg when he fell over and had 

to go to hospital. 

2 Michael Phelps holds the Olympic ___ _ 

for the most medals in swimming. 

3 We're playing in a tennis tomorrow. 

4 She was given a special medal fo r all her 

____ in sport. 

5 I think the English ____ the game of 

football, but I'm not sure. 

6 You have to do a lot of ____ before a 

marathon. 

Reading 
4 Look at texts A and B quickly and choose the 

best answer. 

Text A is 
a a newspaper article 
b a biography 

2 Text B is from 
a an encyclopedia 
b a sports magazine 

5 Read Text A carefully and match five of the 
sentences a-f to the correct place 1-5 in the 
text. There is one extra sentence. 

a Her first big achievement was winning the 
100 metres at the age of fifteen in the Welsh 
Junior National Games. 

b Tanni GreyThompson is an incredible person 
and many people admire her. 

c Then she went to Loughborough University 
and got a degree in Politics and Social 
Administration . 

d She is also active in various charities, 
including Sportsleaders UK and the Sport for 
Good Foundation. 

e They have one daughter, (arys. 

f In 2000 she came third in the BBC Sports 
Personality of the Year. 

Dame* Tanni Carys Davina 
Grey-Thompson 
born 26 July. Cardiff. Wales 

Biography 

Dame Tanni Carys Davina Grey-Thompson is a 
Welsh athlete and lV presenter. Grey-Thompson was 
born with spina bifida* and she uses a wheelchair. 
However, she has overcome her disability to become 
one of the most successful and popular athletes 
in Britain. 

Grey-Thompson went to St Cyres Comprehensive School, 
Penarth, near Cardiff. ' _ 

When she was young, Grey-Thompson tried basketball 
and swimming . Although she enjoyed these sports, she 
became more interested in athletics after watching the 
London Marathon on lV. 2 In 1988 she won a bronze 
medal for the 400m at the Seoul Paralympic Games. 
Since then , she has won fifteen more Paralympic medals, 
including eleven gold medals - and thirteen World 
Championship Medals. She also holds over thirty world 
records and she won the London Wheelchair Marathon 
six times between 1992 and 2002. 



6 Read Text B carefully. Tick (.I) true or cross (X) 
false for the statements below. 

1 0 Tanni makes clothes for disabled children. 

2 0 Tanni competed in the Paralympic Games 
in Athens. 

3 0 Tanni won an important sports award 
in 2000. 

4 0 Tanni complained to the BBC because 
she couldn't get onto the stage in her 
wheelchair. 

7 Read both texts again and choose the 
correct answers. 
1 Tanni became interested in athletics 

a because she didn't like other sports such 
as swimming. 

b after she saw a sports competition on 
television. 

c because she couldn't play basketball. 

2 In total she has won _ Paralympic Medals. 
a 13 b 15 c 16 

3 Now, Tanni 
a is still competing in competitions. 
b is training for the World Cup in Manchester. 
c does not compete professionally any more. 

4 X-Rayis 
a the television programme thatTanni has 

presented. 

® 

• 

5 The name 'Tanni' is a nickname that she got 
because her sister 
a couldn't pronounce her name 'Carys' 

correctly. 
b thought she was very small when she was 

born. 
c was smaller than her when she was born. 

6 When she was made a member of the World 
Sports Academy, Tanni 
a was extremely pleased. 
b admired the sports star Michael Jordan. 
c didn't think it was very important. 

DID YOU KNOW ... ? •••••••••••• 
• · * ~hnni G~ey-Thompson was Originally called 'Carys' : 

• b en s e was born, her sister called her'tiny' . 

9~tcahuse ~hke was very, very small. This is how she • 
er mc name Ianni: • 

* ~e~ d,~u~hter Carys thinks athletics is boring. She * Y' . u mummy, you go round and round in drcles!' 
Tanm works as an advisor to a com an h 
makes clothes for disabled childre.n: y t at * She competed in the Paral . G . 
Barcelona, Atlanta, SYdne::~CAt~~es~ 1n Seoul, 

* She says one of her proudest moments was when • 
~~~dwas ch~s~n as a member of the World Sport 

b a TV programme that not many people watch. 
c a computer programme, not a TV programme. 

and ~~ha~~~~ndcludes sports legends such as Pele 
ran. 

* ~he was unable. to accept her award for BBC 
ports Personabty of the Year in 2000 b 

: ~~e could.n't get up onto the stage in he~cause 
• 1': e~lch~~r. Hundreds of viewers complained but 
• anm sal .she wasn't angry about the mistake. 
: : Her favounte food is fish and chips! 

: ;:ra~~h~e;e~~~band have identical tattoos on 

• • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••• ••• 

3_ln addition, she has won BBC Wales Sports 
Personality of the Year three times, in 1992, 2000 and 
2004. In 1992 she received an MBE* and in 2000 the 
Queen awarded her an OBE*, both for services to sport. 
She was made Dame in 2005. 

Although she retired from competitive sport in 2007 after 
the Paralympic World Cup in Manchester, Grey-Thompson 
remains a public figure. She has presented the popular 
BBC Wales TV consumer programme X-Ray. 4 _ 

Grey-Thompson is now one of the organisers of the 
London Marathon. 

She is married to Dr Ian Thompson. 5 _ 

* Dame is a title for a woman who the British government has given 
a special honour to 

* spina bifida is a medical condition that affects the back bone 

* MBE (Member of the British Empire) and OBE (Order of the British Empire) 
are medals that the Queen gives for special services to the country 
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Reading 
True/False/No information 

1 Read the beginning of the article, A Countryside 
Education and the statements 1-3. Tick (wi) true, 
cross (~) false or write (?) if there is no information. 
Then read a student's notes for each statement 
and complete them with information from 
the text. 

A ... CQ~.p.t.ry.~.id.~ ... E.d.q~~t..i.QP' ...... ...... . 
When people hear that Oliver Martin doesn't go to 
school, orne of them are surprised. Oliver, 17, is one 
of approximately 20 000 children and young people 
in the UK who are educared ar home. And for Oliver 
home i a farm in Yorkshire where his parents run a 
riding club. Ever since he was five, he's spent most of 
his rime wirh horses. You mighr sa)', 'Bur thar's not 
education!' Oliver is confident, however, rhat he's 
learning all sortS of things: Biology, Geography, 
History, English, and useful life skills besides. Today 
he shares his experience with us. 

1 0 Oliver lives on a farm. 
• in Yorkshire: 

The text says 'for Oliver ------

2 0 Horses are the only animals on the farm. 
The text mentions only but there 

could be other animals. 

16 

3 0 Oliver studies a lot of subjects at school. . 
The text says he's learning but It 

also says 'Oliver Martin go 

to school'. 

2 Match the sentence beginnings 1-3 and 
endings a-c to create the exam tip. 

A statement is true when 
2 A statement is false when 
3 We can say there is no information when 

a the statement and the text say things which 
cannot both be true at the same time. 

b the statement could be true, but the text 
does not say so. 

c the text says the same thing in other words. 

3 Read the second paragraph of the article and 
the statements below. Tick (wi) true, cross (~) 
false or write (?) if there is no information in the 
text. Underline the sentence or phrase which 
helped you to choose each answer. 

I've been riding since I was six, and now I take part in 
competitions. I also know how to look after and train 
a horse. And that's not the same as looking after a 
bicycle; a horse is alive and has its own opinions. 
I've also helped with sick and injured horses a lot; 
I could probably work as a vet's assistant now. 

1 0 Oliver has won some riding competitions. 

2 0 Looking after a horse is more difficult than 
looking after a bicycle. 

3 0 Oliver works as a vet's assistant. 

4 Read the rest of the article and the statements 
below. Tick (wi) true, cross (~) false or write (?) 

if there is no information in the text. 

I've learned a lot of geography from riding, both on 
my own and with customers. I know every riding trail 
in Yorkshire, and I could get from here to Scotland on 
horseback. I also read a lot about local history. Last 
year I did a project on places connected with writers 
in Yorkshire, with my own photos. A short version is 
now on our club's website. I like literature and I'm 
doing an A-level in English as an independent student. 

The great thing is that everything I do happens in the 
real world. On a farm you have responsibilities that are 
serious: you can't forget to feed animals and just say 
'Sorry, Miss, I forgot.' When I take a gro\lp of riders 
out I'm also responsible for them. I have to take care 
of them and make sure they don't do anything 
dangerous. That's probably the most difficult skill I've 
learned: working with people. 

1 0 Oliver learns geography from books. 

2 0 Oliver isn't interested in world history. 

3 0 Oliver's history project was connected 
with literature. 

4 0 Parts of Oliver's history project are on 
the internet. 

5 0 Oliver has never forgotten to feed the 
animals. 

6 0 Working with people is easier than 
studying. 



Listening 
Matching 

5 a In exercise Sb you will hear a 
young woman talking about the 
sports she did at school. Before 
you listen, read statements A-C 
and think why a person might 
say these things about sports at 
school. Match the statements A-C 
to the possible reasons 1-3. 

A I,became interested in volleyball 
through a friend, 

B I enjoyed PE more than other 
subjects. 

C I became especially good at 
one sport. 

1 0 Because I'm very active and I 
don't like sitting down. 

2 0 Because our school 
specialised in it. 

3 0 Because I liked watching 
her play. 

b CD Listen twice to a young 
woman talking about the 
sports she did at school. From 
the statements A-C in exercise 
Sa choose the one which best 
summarises what she says. 

Speaker 1: Statement_ 

Before you listen, read the questions 
or statements carefully and think 
about what the speakers might say. 

6 0 Listen to three other people 
talking about the sports they did 
at school. Match the statements 
D-G to the speakers 2-4. There is 
one extra statement. 

D I didn't enjoy the sports that were 
available at my school. 

E I learned one sport very well at 
school. 

F I found most sports boring. 
G I can't see the point of 

competitive sports. 

Speaker 2: Statement_ 

Speaker 3: Statement_ 

Speaker 4: Statement_ 

Use of English 
Gap fill 

7 Match the words 1-6 with words a-f to make collocations. 

8 

9 

1 pass/fail--- a in 

2 primary/private 'l b goals 

3 set (yourself) ---=>. c an exam 

4 go d (good/bad) marks 

S get e swimming/running 

6 specialise f school 

Put the collocations from exercise 7 in the categories below. 

verb+noun ~ __ 

verb + preposition _ 

verb + ing form _ 

adjective + noun _ 

a What part of speech do you need in each gap: noun (n.), 
verb (v.), adjective (adj.) or preposition (prep.)? 

1 I went to a _ school which was very expensive. t:7q/ 

2 Mark goes _ every morning before school. __ 

3 Kate is unhappy because she _ an important exam 

yesterday. __ 

4 Our school specialises _ art subjects. __ . 

S You must to learn to set yourself _ which you can 

ach ieve. 

b Complete the gaps with words from exercise 7. 

Learn collocations. The missing words in a gap-fill exercise 
often form collocations with the words before or after the gap. 

10 Read a description of a favourite teacher. Complete the 
text with the words below. There is one extra word. 

[

about get pass primary.l ] 
set walking who worth 

My best teacher ever 

My favourite teacher was Miss Crewdson - my class teacher in 

, prtJ-v"t:7rt1 school. She was the person 2 taught me 

to enjoy learning. She read aloud to us and then gave us books 

that were 3 reading. She talked 4 Maths in 

an interesting way, using funny examples. Some days instead 

of sitting in class we went 5 in the park and looked at 

trees and birds. In Miss Crewdson's class, it was more important 

to learn and have fun than to 6 ____ good marks in exams. 

She even taught me to 7 myself goals; often j ust small 

ones, such as 'to learn to write my name beautifully: I' ll always 

remember Miss Crewdson. 

17 
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Vocabulary & Grammar 
1 Cross out the word or phrase that you cannot 

use with the words in bold. 

1 get the sack/5kill5/a pay rise 

2 beat/support/enter the other team 

3 win a match/a race/a goal 

4 make sense/goals/decisions 

5 state/optional/compulsory subjects 

6 get your best/injured/fit 

7 pass/ revise/fa il an exam 

2 Complete the sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 Prt"vPlre schools in England are very expensive. 

2 John's rea lly passionate footba ll. 

He wants to be a professional footballer. 

3 I have no idea how to play cricket - the 
____ are too complicated for me. 

4 Gina's studying to be a doctor but she hasn't 

chosen the area of medicine she wants to 

____ in yet. 

5 I think she earns quite a high ____ in 

her new job. 

6 I playing chess a bit boring. 

7 My uncle has a successful as an actor, 

writer and director in theatre and television. 

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the verbs in brackets. Use the present simple, 
present continuous, present perfect or past 
simple tense. 

1 Fiona MPI$ beeYl to America three times. 

2 What time (they/come) home 
yesterday? 

3 That dress ______ (look) really nice 
on you, Joan. 

4 1 ______ (not/see) their new show yet. 

5 Tom, listen to me! What _____ _ 
(you/think) about ... ? 

6 I (go) to Disneyland when I 
was eight. 

7 My best friend ______ (get) married 
next month. 

8 Ian ______ (not/want) to be a teacher. 
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4 Match the beginnings of the sentences 1-6 
with the endings a-f using correct relative 
pronouns. Make any necessary changes and 
omit the pronouns where possible. 

1 A vet is a person .. . 

2 This is the place .. . 

3 The police are looking for the woman .. . 

4 I didn't like the meal ... 

5 A Sat-Nav is an electronic device .. . 

6 I don't like teachers ... 

a Her fingerprints were on the gun. 

b They give a lot of homework. 

c She cooked it for us yesterday. 

d I saw her here for the first time. 

e He/She treats animals. 

f It helps people to find their way. 

1 A vet- 15 PI per$OYl WMO frePlt;; PlYIIJv..PlI$. 

2 

3 
4 ________________ _ 

5 
6 ________________ _ 

5 Complete the blog entry with one word in 
each gap. 

.' 

SPORT? - Not for me! 
To say that I'm not really 1 ~ sport is just not 
enough. I hate it! And, in particular, I can't 
2 team games like football. When you 
think about it - what is it all about? Twenty-two 
people 3 run on the pitch kicking the ball. 
I can't really see the 4 of it. To be honest, 
I 5 never been good at sport. That's 
probably why I hate it so much. But does 
everybody need to be sporty? After finishing school, 
I'm going to get a 6 in education and 
teach 7 a school. And, obviously, I'm 
8 planning to teach Physical Education! 

-~"- """ -.----=-=-"""""- ~ ~ ---- -.- - ,--=--«< --
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Listening 
6 IT) Listen to the radio programme What~ new in 

education? Answer the questions with the names of three 
speakers (Ann, Robert or Grace). 

Who: 

1 has just started learning at home? 

2 has improved academically? 

3 at first didn't like the idea of home schooling? 

4 finds the experience of learning at home 
quite lonely? 

5 ~njoys learning Maths? 

15 I 

Reading 
7 Read the newspaper article. Tick true (,f) or cross (X) false or 

write (?) if there is no information. 

hoot cricket 
anged my life' 
onty Panesar is a hero to many 
young cricket fans. He is a 

_ member of the England cricket 
and one of the best bowlers in 
orld. Cricket has been part of 
. life since he was a young 

Iboy. This is why he has recently 
his support to an exciting new 
( programme for state schools in 

Ib~d and Wales. 
programme, called Chance to 
was started by the Cricket 

~c::r:lation in 2005 . When it began, 
_ one in ten state schools played 

ti tive cricket. Its aim is to get 
n playing cricket in a third of all 

primary and secondary schools. 
gramme gives school children 
ce to learn the game and play 

___ "L _ _ matches against other schools. 
already reached more than 70,000 
n and aims to reach more than 

two million by the time the programme 
comes to an end in 2015. 

Monty explained that being a good 
cricketer changed his life in school, and 
helped him to grow up. 'Playing for my 
school cricket team made a huge 
difference to my school life,' he said. 
'For the first time, I knew people in the 
years above me and from the other 
schools in my area. It widened my social 
circle and helped me to get to know and 
respect lots of people.' Monty added, 
'When I was younger I benefited from 
K wik Cricket and I think the game needs 
in itiatives such as Kwik Cricket and 
Urban Cricket to encourage kids to play. ' 

Chance to Shine is also providing 
links to schools overseas. Monty Panesar 
has recently launched Chance to Shine's 
Anglo-Indian links, bringing together 
100 schools in the UK with schools 
in India. 'It will help the children 
understand life in each other's country 
through projects and lessons based on a 
shared love of cricket,' Panesar said'. 

/'..../"'........,---

1 Monty Panesar has helped Chance to Shine financially. 

2 At the beginning of the programme cricket was played in 
33% of state schools. 

3 The programme has already started in some schools in 
England. 

4 Playing cricket changed Panesar's life at school because 
he met a lot of people. 

5 Panesar has never played Kwik Cricket. 

6 Panesar is planning to launch the programme in many 
countries. 

Communication 
8 Complete the dialogues with one 

word in each gap. 

1 A: E XCl//5e me! I think you've 
dropped your glasses. 

B: Oh yes, thank you very much. 

2 A: My name's Sam. 

B: Nice to m you, Sam. 
I'm Olivia. 

3 A: I actually spoke to Beyonce. 

B: S ? That's amazing! 

4 A: I love classical music .. . well, 
sort of .. . I'm not really into it ... 

B: What do you m ? 
I don't quite understand. 

9 Match six ofthe questions 1-7 
with answers a-f. There is one 
extra question that you do 
not need. 

What sport does he Clo? 

2 Where was he born? 

3 When did he start playing 
basketball? 

4 Did he train a lot when he was 
at school? 

5 Has he broken any records? 

6 Has he won any competitions? 

7 What are his hopes for the future? 

a Yes, he's been the county 
champion three times. 

b When he was in primary school. 

c In Malaga. 

d No, not really. Only twice a week. 

e .He wants to play in the Olympics. 

f He plays basketball. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Listening 

Reading 

Communication 

Total: 

131 marks 

IS marks 

16 marks 

18 marks 

ISO marks 
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Vocabulary 
Physical description 

1 Match the words 1-6 which cannot 
describe the same person as the 
words a-f. 

in herteens a short 

2 scruffy b slim 

3 tall c straight hair 

4 plump d dark hair 

5 wavy hair e middle-aged 

6 blonde hair f glamorous 

2 Read the descriptions of Mike, Paul 
and Richard and look at the picture. 
Identify the family members, then 
write in the missing letters to 
complete the sentences about 
Paul and Richard. 

Mike and Paul are brothers. They are 

both in their teens, but they look 

completely different. Mike is tall and 

thin, with dark wavy hair. He looks 

rather scruffy. 

Paul is 1 s h~.!::t and slightly 2p ___ p, 

with a 3 r ___ d face, but he looks 

really 4 s ___ t because of his clothes. 

Their father, Richard, is 7 m ____ _ -

___ d. He's 8t ___ and quite good-

looking, but he's going 9 b ___ . 

3 

Grammar 
Making comparisons 

3 ffi Build the comparative and superlative forms of 
these adjectives. 

Comparative 

dark dtJ>r"-e.r 

fine 

slim 

tidy 

elegant 

bad 

4 a (**) Complete Sarah's 
thoughts with comparative 
and superlative forms of 
the adjectives in italics. 

Superlative 

Me. dtJ>r"-e.5f" 

Who should I go out with? Chris is tall and good-looking. 

Alex is slightly 1 f"tJ>((er and 2 be.ffe.r-(oo!;t'h(j1 than Chris. 

Mike is the 3 and 4 of the 

three. Alex is intelligent. Mike is a lot 5 than 

Alex. And Chris is the 6 • Mike's got a good car. 

Chris's car is 7 than Mike's. But Alex has got by 

far the 8 car in our town. 

b (**) Complete Sarah's conclusion with the words from. 
the box. 

[ less as.l as than much ] 

I think I'll go out with Bill. He's not 1 ~ good-looking 

____ Chris, he's 3 intelligent than Alex 

although he hasn't even got a car! But he's 4 kinder 

and more responsible 5 all three of them. 



5 c*~) Read what Sam says about 
his family. Write their names 
under the pictures. 

a Eva is slightly taller than me. 

b Frank is by far the tallest of us all. 

c Daniel is a little shorter than me. 

d Ruby is a lot shorter than me. 

e Jack is much taller than me. 

6 c***) Complete the second sentence 
so that it means the same as the 
first. Use the word given in bold. 

1 Tom is more talkative than Julia. 
as 

Julia is hOr t'l5 rt'l ll:.t'lfive t'lS' 

Tom. 

2 Life in the city is more exciting 
than life in the country. less 

Life in the country ____ _ 

_ __ life in the city. 

3 Women are different from men. 
same 

Women are not ____ _ 

___ men. 

4 My brother's hair is a bit like mine. 
similar 

My brother's hair _ _ __ _ 

_ _ _ mine. 

S Gail is not like her sister. from 

Gail is her 

sister. 

6 Christine is slimmer than Lynn. 
as 

Lynn is _______ _ 

Christine. 

Grammar reference 
Making comparisons 

Form 

Adjectives 

One syllable short 

clean 

One syllable, wide 

ending in-e cute 

One syllable, big 

ending in one slim 

consonant 

Ending in -y dry 

pretty 

Comparatives 

shorter 

cleaner 

wider 

cuter 

bigger 

slimmer 

drier 

prettier 

Superlatives 

the shortest 

the cleanest 

the widest 

the cutest 

the biggest 

the slimmest 

the driest 

the prettiest 

Two and three responsible more/less responsible the most/the least responsible 

or more syllables modest more/less modest the most/the least modest 

Irregular good better the best 

bad worse the worst 

Use of comparative adjectives 

We use the comparative form (+ than) to compare two things, people 

or groups of things or people: 

My shirt was more expensive than Robert's. 

We usually use an object pronoun after than (me, you, him, her, it, us, them). 

He is stronger than me. 

Use of superlative adjectives 

We use the superlative form to compare more than two things, people 

or groups. We normally use the before a superlative. After a superlative 

we can use in or of. We use in with the names of places or groups: 

My uncle Pete is the tallest person in our family. 
Crows are believed to be the most intelligent of all birds. 

Describing small and big differences 

When we want to describe a small difference, we can use a little, 
slightly or a bit before a comparative adjective: 

Her hair is a little longer than mine. 
Jack's new car is slightly bigger than mine. 

My new shoes were a bit more expensive than the old ones. 

When we want to describe a big difference, we can use much or 
a lot before a comparative adjective. We can use by far before a 
superlative adjective: 

The book is much more interesting than the film. 

The red dress is a lot cheaper than the blue one. 
This is by far the fastest car in the world. 

Other useful phrases for comparing 

• different from 

My school is different from yours. 

• similarto 

Your school report is very similar to mine. 

• the same as 

My shoe size is the same as my sister's. 
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Vocabulary 
Describing people 

1 Match the sentence beginnings 1-6 with the 
endings a-f. 

1 Dominant people 

2 Sociable people 

3 Shy people 

4 Argumentative people 

5 Popular people 

6 Sensitive people 

a are not confident. 

b often disagree with others. 

care well liked by others. 

d may cry more easily than others. 

e like the company of other people. 

f tell others what to do. 

2 Complete the text with words which describe 
appearance or personality. 

1 f r~f:6.L~2 and 21 _ __ brown hair is Jessica. 

She's got a very strong 3 p __________ and 

she can be quite 4 d _ ______ : she likes telling 

people what to do. The big guy's Dave. He's 190 cm 

5t _ __ . He's very 6 S ___ _ __ _ : he loves hanging 

out with friends more than anything in the world. 

I don't like Chloe very much; she can be quite 

7 a ____________ sometimes and it's difficult 

to do things together with her. Alex is a quiet, 

as __ boy who doesn't talk much. He's also quite 

9 S ___ _____ ; for example, he always notices 

whensomeoneisunhapp~ 

Grammar 
Questions with look like, be like, like 

3 m Match three answers to each question. 

1 [II D D What does she look like? 

2 D D D What is she like? 

3 D D D What does she like? 

a She talks a lot. She's one of the most talkative 
people I know! 

b She's small and slim, with curly blonde hair 
and freckles. 

c I don't really know her very well. She's nice and 
friendly, but I can't tell you more than that. 

d Sports, cooking and parties. And being with 
her boyfriend! 

e She looks very glamorous, like a movie star. 

f She's passionate about music. She listens to 
every kind of music and she's got about 
10,000 music files on her computer. 

g She's really into horse riding. She spends every 
weekend riding and looking after her horse. 

h Exactly the same as her twin sister - the same 
height, the same dark hair and green eyes. 

She's very confident, with a really strong 
personality. She scares me a bit! 

4 C**) Use the words in brackets to make 
questions for the answers. 

(Richard) WM?!r- doe5 RicM?!rd ft'F.e ? 

Maths, music and long-distance running. 

2 (your first teacher) ? 

She was very nice. 

3 (your neighbours) ? 

They're terrible, in fact. Very argumentative. 

4 (your grandma) ? 

She's very good-looking, actually. Tall, slim, 
and very elegant. 

5 (Anne) ? 

She's really into dancing. 

6 (your twin cousins) ? 

They're not similar at all. One is slim and dark, 
the other plump and blonde. 



5 (**) Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

My little cousin Millie is one of the loveliest children I know. 

She's just eight years old and she 1 100/:.5 like a doll with her 

delicate pink face, curly hair and big grey eyes. But she's no 

doll. She 2 very intelligent and she's 3 ___ _ 

an extremely strong personality. She usually knows very well 

what she wants. She's fit and lively and she 4 ___ _ 

playing games .. . but she doesn't 5 

Grammar plus: look and look like 

6 (***) Complete the dialogues with the 
correct form of look or look like. 

losing! 

A: She 100/:.5 k/:.e a fashion model: tall, slim and 

glamorous. 

B: She's much too slim. She ____ healthy at all. 

2 A: The new neighbours ____ friendly. 

B: We'll see. 

3 A: I'm surprised. You your sister. In fact, you're 

completely different. 

B: I our Mum, and Millie our 

grandma. When she was young, I mean. 

4 A: You tired. Are you okay? 

B: Yes, I'm fine, I'm just working too much. Do 1 ___ _ 

that bad? 

5 A: Hey, that new boy ____ Mark Wahlberg. 

B: Are you joking? He younger than my 

fourteen-year-old brother. And why do you want all 

boys to ____ movie stars anyway? They're much 

nicer if they're just normal! 

Grammar 
reference 
Questions with look like, 
be like, like 

We use look like to ask about appearance: 

What does she look like? --+ She's tall and 

slim. She's got brown eyes. 

What do they look like? --+ They're short and 

they've both got blonde wavy hair. 

We use be like to ask about personality or 
for a general description: 

What is he like? --+ He's very talkative. He's 

got a strong personality. 

What are they like? --+ They're confident and 

easy-going. 

We use like to ask about likes/dislikes and 
people's tastes: 

What does she like? --+ She likes listening to 

jazz. She doesn't like football. 

What do they like? --+ They like Chinese food. 

They don't like dancing. 

look and look like 

We can use look + adjective to talk about 
appearance: 

He looks very sleepy today. 

You look great in that jacket. 

We use look like + noun/an object pronoun/ 

person to talk about similarities: 

Do you think owners look like their pets? 

(noun) 
My sister doesn't look like me at all. (object 

pronoun) 

His new girlfriend looks like Julia Roberts. 

(person) 
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Vocabulary 
Personality 

1 Complete the text with the words from the box. 

[

punctual bossy.l sensitive dynamic ] 
self-centred ambitious organised 
easy-going indecisive conscientious 

teenage bloggers 

I've got a sister and a brother. My brother, Peter, is older than me 
and he's reol~ 1 b055':1 - he's always telling me what to dol 
BUt he's fun to be with because he's very 2 - he's 
got lots of energy and great ideas about things to do. Sometimes 
his plans go very wrong because he isn't very 3 • 

He never pions things coreful~. Of course, he's always late - he 
isn't 4 at 0111 He thinks about himself a lot of the 
time, so he con be a bit 5 __ _ 

My younger sister, Kate, is very different. She can be diffiruk 
because she gets upset eosi~ -I suppose she's very 
6 • Sometimes she tokes ages to make her mind up, 
so she can be 7 • She's works very hard and she's 
very • . She always does dings mrefuIy.1 think it's 
bemuse she's very 9 - she wants to be rich and 
successful in the futurel .. 
I'm very calm, relaxed and 10 .1 suppose we're all 
very different, but we get on well and enjoy 
doing things together. 
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2 Write the opposites. Use the correct negative 
prefix, un-, in-, im- or dis-. 

1 decisive IhdecI51ve 

2 successful 

3 tidy 

4 organised 

5 polite 

6 ambitious 

7 sensitive 

8 sociable 

9 punctual 

10 dynamic 

Listening 
3 Look at the cartoon and match the 

questions 1-3 with the answers a-c. 

Look at the cartoon in exercise 3 again. What 
do you think the interview is about? 

a People describing their boyfriend or girlfriend. 

b A girl describing how she met her boyfriend. 

m Listen to the interview with Rachel and 
Daniel and choose the correct adjectives for 
each person. There is one extra word. 

[

confident .shy g~od-Iooking beaut~fUI ] 
argumentative qUiet calm easy-:.golng 
sociable 

• 
Daniel: ___________ _ 

Rachel: ____ _______ _ 

6 m Listen again. Tick (.I) true or cross (X) false 
or write (?) if there is no information . . 

1 0 Rachel thinks that Daniel is shy even 
with people he knows well. 

2 0 Rachel says that Daniel isn't argumentative 
because he doesn't like fights. 

3 0 Daniel hasn't got a very good memory; 
he can never remember facts. 

4 0 Rachel thinks people who arrive late 
are very annoying. 

5 0 Daniel says that Rachel is more sociable 
than he is. 

6 0 Daniel doesn't get all the information 
about Rachel correct. 



Reading 
7 Look at the title of the story and the 

introduction. What sort of story do you 
think it is? 

1 Science fiction 2 A mystery 

The July Ghost 
The extract is from a short story by A.5. Byatt. A 
man is staying in a house after the break-up of 
his marriage. He thinks there is something 
strange about his landlady* because she doesn't 
speak much and seems sad. It is a hot summer 
and the man spends a lot of time in the garden. 
Then he starts to see a boy there. Who is the 
boy? We never learn the three main characters' 
names - which adds to the mystery of the story. 

* landlady (n) = a woman who owns a house, flat or room that 
people pay money to live in 

8 Read the extract and choose the correct 
answers. 

1 The first time the man sees the boy, 
a the boy is looking for something in 

the garden. 
b the boy is climbing up a tree. 
c the boy is wearing strange clothes. 
d the man likes the T-shirt the boy is 

wearing. 

2 When the man speaks to the boy, 
a the boy says something in reply. 
b the boy smiles at the man but 

says nothing. 
c the boy is really cheeky to the man. 
d the boy stays where he is and watches 

the man. 

3 The second time the man sees the boy 
a the boy is wearing different clothes. 
b the boy is under the tree. 
c the boy is reading a book in the tree. 
d the boy is in the same place as before. 

4 The third time he sees the boy, 
a the man doesn't notice what he is 

wearing. 
b the boy is not in the tree. 
c the boy is wearing the trainers as before. 
d the boy speaks to the man for 

the first time. 

S When the man describes the boy to his 
landlady, 
a she reacts immediately. 
b she says he is one of herson's friends. 
c she doesn't say anything for a long time. 
d she says she doesn't knowwho the boy is. 

The boy was sitting in a tree. He did not seem to be 
looking for a ball. He wore blue jeans and trainers, and 
a brilliant T-shirt, in the colours of a rainbow, which 
the man on the grass found attractive. He had rather 
long blond hair, falling over his eyes, so that his face was 
hidden. 

'Hey, you. Do you think you should be up there? It might 
not be safe.' 

The boy looked up and grinned*, and disappeared over 
the wall. He had a nice grin, friendly not cheeky. 

The boy was there again the next day, in the tree, arms 
crossed. He had on the same T-shirt and jeans. The man 
watched him, expecting him to move again, but he sat, 
smiling down pleasantly, and then looking up at the sky. 
The man read a little, looked up, saw him still there, and 
said, 'Have you lost anything?' 

The child did not reply: after a moment he climbed 
down a little, hand over hand, dropped to the ground, 
and then climbed over the wall. 

Two days later the boy was lying on his stomach on the 
grass, this time in a white T-shirt with a design of blue 
ships, his bare feet and legs stretched in the sun. The 
man said, 'Hi there,' and the boy looked up, met his look 
with very blue eyes and smiled. 

The man felt reluc-tant* to tell his landlady about the 
boy, but when he met him walking out of the kitchen 
door, spoke to him and got no answer, he wondered if 
he should speak to her. 

The boy was probably a friend of her son's, his landlady 
said. She looked at him kindly and explained. Her son 
was killed on the road, two years ago. 

'What was the boy like?' she said. 'The one in the house? 
I don't - talk to his friends. I find it painful. It could be 
Timmy, or Martin. Maybe they were looking for 
something, or want ... ' 

He described the boy. Blond, about ten at a guess, very 
blue eyes, slim, with a rainbow-striped T-shirt and 
jeans. And the other T-shirt with the ships and wavy 
lines. And an extraordinary* smile. A really warm smile. 
A good-looking boy. 

The man was used to his landlady being silent. But this 
silence went on* and on and on. She was just staring 
into the garden. Mter a time, she said, 'The only thing I 
want, the only thing I want at all in this world, is to see 
that boy.' 

• grin (v) = to smile showing your teeth (a grin (n) = a big smile) 
• reluctant (adj) = not willing to do something 
• extraordinary (adj)= very special, wonderful 
• go on (v) = continue 

A.S. Byatt The July Ghost 
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Writing 
A description of a person 

In the introduction, say 
who you have chosen 
and why: 
I admire/ respect Ellen 
because ... 
Someone I admire is ... 
I would like to be like 
him/her because ... 
If it is someone you 
know, explain how you 
know the person: 
I·will always remember 
Mr Brown, my first 
English teacher .... 

2 In 'paragraph 2, 
describe his/her life. 
Make it clear when each 
thing happened: 
At the age of twenty ... 
When he/she was in his/ 
her twenties .. . 
Ten years ago . . . 
After (leaving school/he 
left school) ... 
While he was working .. . 
Three years later/after .. . 

My Inspiration 

My inspiration is my aunt , Mary Davis . She 
inspires me because she does a dangerous job very 
well . I also admire her because she ' s thoughtful -
and she ' s fun to be with . 

Mary was born in Inverness in Scotland, but she 
grew up in Edinburgh . After finishing her university 
course , she dec i ded to become a fire o f ficer . The 
training course was difficult . However , she worked 
very hard and passed the course with top marks . 
She got her first job with Edinburgh Fire Services . 
When she was only thirty- five she became the manager 
of her local fire station . 

I think one of her greatest achievements was 
winning the Fire Officer of the Year award ten years 
ago . This award is given to people who have shown 
great bravery in a dangerous situation . 

Another reason for admiring her is that she is not 
only brave , but she is also very talented - she is 
a fantastic photographer . Furthermore , she is a 
generous person and spends some of her free time 
volunteering for a local charity . It ' s a charity 
which· works with young people who have committed 
crimes to try to help them learn new skills . 

In conclusion , I admire my aunt because she has 
achieved a lot in her life . I think she is a role 
model for young people because she has shown that 
you can be very successful if you work hard and 
are determined . 

3 In paragraph 3, give 
examples of the 
achievements 0 

describe one i 

In the conclusion, 
summarise the rea 
why you admire/ 
respect the person: 
In conclusion, ... 
To sum up, .. . 
To conclude, . . . 

1 Read Peter's description and 
answer the questions. In which 
paragraph does he 

2 a Complete the table with the words below. Are there.any 
words which could go in both columns? 
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a 0 describe the person's life? 

b 0 summarise why he admires 
the person? 

c 0 introduce the person and say 
why he admires her? 

d 0 talk about her personal 
qualities and hobbies? 

e 0 describe one important 
achievement? 

strong hard-working lazy successful untidy 
argumentative sociable confident thoughtful./ 
talkative bossy self-centred indecisive organised 
dynamic ambitious 

Positive characteristics Negative characteristics 

b Find four more adjectives in the text which describe 
positive characteristics. Add them to the table above. 



3 Marek has some problems with his essay. Read the task in 
exercise 5 and Marek's description. Tick (..') true or cross (X) 
false for the statements 1-6 below. Look at the model text 
on page 26 to help you decide. 

: wou ld like to be like Mrs Lawson , my first teacher in 
~~~mary school . I admire her because she ' s a strong , 
~ccessful person . 

=~e was born in London in 1980 and she ' s lived there 
~l her life . She s tudied at York University . She left 
_.iversity . She moved to Manchester . She became a 
~eacher because she likes kids . She works with children 
-.r~o have learning difficulties . She started that job 
~en she was in her late twenties . 

=~e ' s got many interesting hobbies such as sports and 
~=avel ling . She r aised £2 , 000 for charity last year -
~at was a great achievement. 

~~e wor ks hard and she doesn ' t let obstacles stop her . 
=~e ' s dynamic and talented . That ' s why I admire her. 

1 D He doesn't divide his essay into clear paragraphs. 

2 D He includes all necessary information in his description. 

3 D He uses a variety of adjectives to describe the person. 

4 D He uses time expressions to show order of events. 

5 D He uses an appropriate expression to introduce his 
conclusion and he explains why he admires the person. 

6 D His essay is too short. 

4 Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

[ adjectives order information..' conclusion ] 

A personal description 

• Read the task carefully. Write notes for all necessary 
1 IhforMt7Itt'OYl you need to include (e.g. why you chose the 
person, their life and achievements, personal qualities). 

• Organise your notes into paragraphs. 

Use a variety of personality 2 ____ to make your 
description interesting. Avoid meaningless adjectives such as 
good or nice. 

• Use time expressions to show the 3 of events clearly. 

• Summarise why you admire the person in the 4 ___ _ 

• Check the number of words and then check your grammar, 
punctuation and spelling. 

5 Read the task and then write your description. Use your own 
ideas or rewrite Marek's description from exercise 3. Use the 
strategies in exercise 4 to help you. Write 200-250 words. 

• Write a description of a person you know that you 
would like to be like. 

Speaking 
Making and responding 
to suggestions 

6 Put the conversation a-f between 
Matt and Kate in the correct 
order 1-7. 

a D Matt: I suppose it's not very 
exciting. What about 
Theatre for all? 

b D Matt: Okay, I've got a better 
idea, then. What do you 
think of The Chameleons? 

c D Kate: I'm not sure about that. 
I think it's a bit boring. 

d D Kate: I think that's a great 
idea! I love it! 

e D Kate: Theatre for all? It's not 
bad, but I think we can 
do better. 

f [Z] Matt: We need a new name 
for our theatre group. 
How about The 
Brighton Players? 

g D Matt: Okay, so we agree! Let's 
go and tell the others. 

7 Complete the dialogue with the 
phrases from the box. 

a better idea I suppose so 
So, do we all agree That's it 
that's a good idea What about 
How about going ..' 
I'm not sure about that 

Andy: 1 How t71bovrt fjtOlhfjt for 

a pizza tonight? 

Marie: I think 2 ______ _ 

Chris: We always go for pizza .. . 

let's go somewhere else. 

Andy: Okay, I've got 3 ____ _ 

_ _ . We can go to the 

Indian restaurant. 

Marie: 4 • I don't 

like spicy food. 

Chris: Well, all right. 5 ____ _ 

__ trying that new 

Spanish restaurant? 

Andy: 7 _______ ! I love it! 

Chris: 8 ? 

Andy: Yes, I want to try the food there. 

Marie: Yeah, okay. 

27 
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Vocabulary 
Work and young people 

1 Match the words 1- 6 with a- f to make 
collocations. 

1 child ~ a work 
2 working b paid 

3 earn c labour 

4 career 

5 full -t ime 

6 well 

d conditions 

e your living 

f opportunities 

2 Complete the text with the words below. 

[

career conditions educate hours 
labour living treated wages 
wealthy .l work 

If you're sixteen or seventeen and live in a 
1 we(?lft?lt1 European country, you probably 

haven't started full-time 2 yet. Perhaps 
you work at weekends or in the holidays to earn 
some extra money, or to get experience which will 

improve your 3 opportunities in the 
future. If you do, you are probably reasonably well 
___ ; and you can give up the job if you 

feel it doesn't leave you time to study for exams. 

But in poor countries, child 5 is part of 
everyday reality. Many parents cannot afford to 
6 their children. Children as young as 

seven or eight work to earn their 7 --

There are about 160 million child workers 
worldwide, often working long B and 
always for very low 9 .The working 
10 for them can be extremely unhealthy. 

] 

Grammar 
Obligation 

3 rn Match the sentences 1- 5 with the signs a- e. 

d SILENCE 

e ( Free entry ) 

You have to fasten your seat belts. 0 
2 You must be quiet. D 
3 You don't have to pay to come in. D 
4 You're not allowed to turn left. D 
5 You mustn't cycle here. D 

4 (**) Read the signs and notices below and 
complete the sentences with must/mustn't, 
(don't) have to or are not allowed. In one 
sentence there are two possible answers. 

You (?Ire rooT- (?Iffowed 

to skateboard on 
the steps. 

2 You 
wear a uniform on 
Friday. 

3 You 
bring food or drink 
into the computer lab. 

4 You ------
slowdown. 

NO 
SKATEBOARDING 
ON THESE STEPS 

-

Friday October 16tb: , 
NON-UNIFORM 

DAY 

I "". .... 

NO FOOD OR 
DRINKS 
IN THE 

COMPUTER LAB !!! 

REDUCE 
SPEED 
NOW 



5 (***) Complete the dialogue between Millie 
and her grandma with the correct form 
(present or past) of (don't) have to, must, 

mustn't or be (not) allowed. 

Millie: Oh, Grandma. I'm so fed up with 

school. 11 hcwe ro wear this awful 

uniform. I 2 to use my 

mobile phone at all during the day. 

13 do about a million 

pages of homework every night, and 

Miss Grant always says 'You 

4 ____ try harder! You 

____ forget about your exams! 

Grandma: I'm sorry you're so tired, dear. But you 

____ study so hard tonight; 

it's Friday! 

/Ylillie: ____ you ____ work this 

hard at school, Grandma? 

Grandma: Let's see .. . we 8 ____ study 

Millie: 

Latin and that was quite difficult. On 

the other hand, we 9 learn 

IT, because it didn't exist! And girls 

10 ____ to do a lot of sports as 

people believed it wasn't necessary 

for us .. . but I don't think that was a 

good thing! We 11 ____ weara 

full uniform, of course, and we 

12 ____ to wear any jewellery. 

Grandma, you 13 write the 

story of your school days for us! 

Grammar plus: have got to or must (not) 

6 (***) Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of have got to or must (not). 

1 All employees mvr5r wash their hands 
before returning to work. 

2' No, I can't come out tonight. 1 ____ help 
my brother with his project: 

3 Students ____ wear the school tie at 
all times. 

4 Employees use the company 
electronic communications system to 
send personal emails. 

5 'I can't talk any longer. I ____ go: 

6 Visitors to the laboratory touch 
the equipment. 

Grammar reference 
Obligation (have to, must, don't have to, 
not allowed to, mustn't) 
Use of have to and must 

• We use have to + verb to say that something is 
necessary (rules or laws): 

We have to leave our coats in the cloakroom. (these are 

the rules) 

In informal, spoken English we often use have got to: 

I'm sorry but I've got to go now. 

• We use must + verb to say that the speaker thinks 
something is necessary or important: 

I must call her as soon as I get home. (it's important that 
I phone her) 

I must talk to my mother before making a decision. (I'd 

really like to do that) 

Must is often used to give strong advice or 

recommendations or to say that something is necessary 

in formal, written English: 

You must work harder if you want to pass th~ exam. (strong 

recommendation) 

All passengers must have a passport valid for at least 

six months after the date of return to the UK. (formal, 

written English) 

The past form of both must and have to is had to: 

I didn't come because I had to finish my essay. 

Use of don't have to 

• We use don't have to + verb to say that something is 

not necessary: 

We don't have to wear a school uniform. 

The past form of don't have to is didn't have to: 

When I was a child, I didn't have to make my bed. 

Use of mustn't and not allowed to 

• We use mustn't + verb to say that something is not 

permitted or give strong advice/recommendations: 

You mustn't park here. (it's not permitted) 

You mustn't smoke when you're pregnant. (strong advice/ 

recommendation) 

• Must not is often used to say that things are forbidden 

in formal, written English: 

Passengers are reminded that luggage must not be left 

unattended at any time. 

• We use not allowed to + verb to say that something is 

not permitted and to give rules: 

My son isn't allowed to watch TV before he does his 

homework. (it's the rule in our house) 

The past form of not allowed to is wasn't/weren't allowed to: 

When I was a teenager, I wasn't allowed to drink coffee. 
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Vocabulary 
Jobs 

1 Match the jobs 1-6 with the descriptions a-f. 

1 A miner ~ a answers phone calls all day long. 

2 A farm labourer b catches fish. 

3 A governess c works underground. 

4 A servant d taught other people's children. 

5 A call-centre worker e works in the fields. 

6 A fisherman f did housework in another 
person's home. 

2 (**) Complete the sentences with the jobs from the box. 

PR consultant advertising executive .I social worker 
systems analyst 

Monica is an (/IdVerti5lhg, execvrtive . She organises all 
the work necessary to create an advertising campaign for 
a company. 

2 Paul is a . He plans and sets up complex 
computer systems for companies. 

3 Tim is a . He helps large companies 
present a positive image of what they do. 

4 Jenny is a . She helps families with 
problems. 

3 Complete the interview with the words from the box. 

badly paid challenging employer fun 
repetitive.l respectable stressful supervisors ] 

Grammar 
Make and let 

4 rn Read the sentences and 
replace the parts in bold with the 
phrases from the box. 

I have to I'm allowed to.l 
I'm allowed to I don't have to 
I'm not allowed to 

My parents let me stay out late at 
weekends. 

I'w, /AlloNed ro 5fMl ovrr 
I(/Ire (/Ir NeeKehd5. 

2 But they always make me plan 
who's bringing me back home 
and when. 

3 Fortunately, they don't make me 
do my homework on Saturday 
morning any longer. 

4 They let me organise my own 
study time. 

5 But they don't let me stay up all 
night in front of the computer. 

ADVERTISER 28 March 

So, Mr Bolton, can you tell us 
about your impressive 
career? How did it all begin? 

properly and I knew I was good 
at something. It was also more 
5 , because people 
knew I had some real skills. 
After ten years I started my 
own car repair business, which 

I started work at sixteen in a 
factory. I had to put things in 
boxes. It was I repetitive and 
boring. It was also 2 ___ _ 

I earned £15 a week. The 
3 . were quite strict; if 
you made a mistake, you were 
paid less. I knew I didn't want 
to do that all my life. I studied 
in the evenings and learned 
how to be a car mechanic. That 
was a lot more 4 : I 
had to know how to do things 

then grew ... I'm an 6 ___ _ 

now; I have' five hundred 
people working for me in 
seventeen cities. It's . still 
____ ; I enjoy what I do 

but the work never stops for 
me now. I think about the firm 
day and night. It's quite 
8 . Sometimes I think 
about the days when I was a 
25-year-old mechanic . .. 



5 (**) Complete the text below with the correct form (present or past, 
positive or negative) of make or let. 

M1 f/r5t M eMort"e5 of 5ct1001 Plre not ver1 !Jood. O n the f/r5t dPl1 1 the t ePlcher 

, M Pl d e M e 51t- n extfo PI !Jt"r!. 1'he other b015 IPlV1!Jh ed PI t M e. 1'he !Jlrl, M ol111 

pencI1Nhen I brol;e MI"ne. S he dreN PI II"ne d ONn the M ladle of the de51; Plnd 

____ M e I;eep to M !J 5lae. BV1t510N11Ne becPlM e frt"end5. B1 the end 

M1 Idtle 501'1 !J0e5 to PIn Pllt ernPlfive 5chool, Nhere ever1thl"n!J '<; different: 

H I5 t ePlcher > the chl1dren 51t- NI'th PI d lffe.!"!!-nt c!Pl55MPlt e ever1 

ft"w.. e, 50 thPlt the1- PI//!Jetfo I;nON ePlch othe r: [he1 hPlve PI lot of freed o M 

the thl"n!J5 the1- n eed.·pPlper or coloV1rl"n!J pen c I15 _Pln d 50 On . In fPlct; I th l"nj; 

the 01'111 th l"n!J 5he " theM do 15 h it- other chtYdren! 

6 (**) Put the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

1 him/~/four/mum/go/weekito/cinema/the/times/lets/a 

Mike's M0M l e t>; hlJv,. go TO the ClheM t?I {ow' fiJv,. e 'i t?I wee!::. 

2 music/parents/listen/let/don't/him/to/~/loud 

Luke's ___________ _ ___________ _ 

3 employer/lot/go/makes/of/her/Jarte!.s/meetings/to/a 
Jane~ ________________________ _ 

4 that/they/Fortunately/man/make/to/me/didn't/sit/nextIboring 

Fortunately, _____________________ _ 

S Elien's/her/~/an/parents/for the first time/to/let/Saturday/all-night 
party/go. 
Last _______________________ ___ 

6 at lunchtime/employer/leave/let/gee5/you/your/the office 
Does __________________________ ? 

7 (***) Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the 
first. Use make or let. 

I only did it because they forced me to do it. 

I only did it because they Mt?lde lyl e do it. 

2 Most employers don't allow anyone to smoke in the office these days. 

Most employers in the office these days. 

3 Rainy weather always causes me to feel sleepy. 

Rainy weather always sleepy. 

4 My mother didn't force us to eat things we didn't like. 

My mother things we didn't like. 

S My grandma's parents didn't allow her to go out with boys until she 
was eighteen! 

My grandma's parents didn't out with 
boys until she was eighteen! 

6 Did they force you to pay for the broken cup at the cafe? 

Did they for the broken cup at the cafe? 

Grammar 
reference 
make and let 
Sometimes two verbs follow 
one another in a sentence. 
The second verb can take a 

different form, depending on 
the first verb. After make and 

let, the second verb follows 
the pattern: object + infinitive 

without to. 

make 

make + object + infinitive 
without to means to force 

someone to do something: 

My mother makes me clean 

my bedroom every Saturday. 

(= she forces me to clean my 
bedroom - I have to do it) 

I was so happy t~at our parents 

didn't make us apologise to 
the neighbour. 

(= our parents didn't force us 

to apologise - we didn't 
have to do it) 

let 

let + object + infinitive 
without to means to allow 
someone to do something: 

My grandmother always lets 

me eat sweets after dinner. 

(= she allows me to eat 

sweets - I can do it) 

The teacher didn't let us leave 

the classroom before the end 

of the test. 

(= the teacher didn't allow us 
to leave the classroom - we 
couldn't do it) 
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Vocabulary 
Making a living 

1 Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the words in brackets. 

32 

1 Money is less important to me than 

being happy with my job. I want my job 

to be reWtlIrdthJ! (reward). 

2 Mark hasn't got a job at the moment, 

he's (employ). 

3 Jackie started a business a few years ago 

and it's been very (succeed). 

Now she employs over a hundred 

people. 

4 I think you should ___ _ 

(advertisement) your products on the 

internet. 

S In modern business, you have to 

____ (reaction) to changes in 

technology and adapt. 

2 Choose the best word, a, b or c to 
complete the gaps in the text. 

So, you've fi nally finished all your exams and 
now you want to start work and '...£L some 
money. Everyone has to '_ a living by 
working, but you should choose a job that you 
will enjoy - after all, you will 3 _ a lot of time 
doing it! Many companies ask you to 4_ s~me 
work experience before you start. If you can t. 
find a job immediately, then don't 5_ your life 
waiting for the right job - volunteer som~~here. 
Melanie volunteered to help in an advertising 
agency and got some great experience there. 
Now she 6_ her living by doing the same 
thing. 'I started off making coffee for people and 
making photocopies, but now 17_ my own 
business! I 8_ a lot of money, but more 
importantly, I love my job,' she explains. 

1 a earn'/ b take c waste 

2 a get b do c make 

3 a pass b spend c have 

4 a try b get c make 

S a waste b get c pass 

6 a works b gets c earns 

7 a do b run c start 

8 a make b take c run 

Reading 
3 Look at the texts A-C on page 33 and match them to 

the correct text type 1-3. 

1 D magazine interview 

2 D a newspaper article 

3 D website 

4 Read text A about Ben Southall. Tick (,/) true or cross 
(X) false or write (?) if there is no information. 

1 D Ben Southall is Australian. 

2 D The sixteen finalists enjoyed their four-day stay 
on the island. 

3 D They announced that Southall got the job on a 
TV programme. 

4 D Southall has to write a blog every day about life 
on the island. 

S D The living conditions for the job are not 
very good. 

5 Read texts Band C and choose the correct answers. 

6 

1 Which is true about Mike's job? 
a Mike doesn't want to work full -time. 
b Mike would prefer to work as a computer operator. 
c Mike doesn't like working with primary school 

children. 
d In his job, Mike has to wear special clothes 

and travel. 

2 Jane 
a works as a DVD tester now. 
b worked as a DVD tester for a long time. 
c liked working as a DVD tester. 
d thought the job wasn't very easy. 

3 What is true about Michelle's job? 
a It isn't easy to prepare the food when the boat is 

at sea. 
b You don't need any special skills to do it. 
c She only ever works part-time, not full -time. ' 
d She thinks travelling in bad weather is exciting. . 

Read all the texts again and answer the questions. 

1 How much will Southall earn? 

2 When did Mike start his job? 

3 What was difficult about Jane's job? 

4 Did Jane see any good films? 

S How long has Michelle had her job? 

6 Why does she like her job? 



DAILY NEWS 27 JANUARY 

British 'man gets world's 'best job'! 
A British man has beaten more · 
than 34,000 applicants to get the 
position descr,ibed as 'the best job 
in the world'. 

Ben Southall, 34, was chosen from 
sixteen finalists after spending fout 

ys on Hamilton Island, in Australia's 
Great Barrier Reef. The finalists had to · 
-how their swimming and snorkel ling 
ab ilities and their blog-writing ski lls. 
Tourism Q ueensland announced that 
- uthall was the successful candidate in 
a reality TV show. 

outhall's job description? 'To explore 
the islands of the Great Barrier Reef, 
S\\'im, snorkel, make friends with the 
ocal people and generally enjoy the 
rropical climate and lifestyle.' Southall 

o has to write a daily blog on the 
,'ebsite and make a photo diary and 
ideos as well as interviewing tourists and 

.0 al people. For his island job, he'll earn 
£- 3,500, and live in a three-bedroomed 

ouse with a swimming pool. 

ou got an unusual or interesting job? 
'S the strangest job you've ever done? 
and tell us! 

VIII re-enactor 

-'" oast eighteen months I've had a full-time 
.:.;;:: enry VIII re-enactor l I dress up as 
:; -~ ry VII I and visit primary schools around 

-= ::~n ry to bring history to life. I try to help 
agine what life was like in 1509 when 

:-ecame King of England. It's great fun 
- - ~~ better than myoid job as a 

__ ~er operator! 
Mike, Crewe 

- _ ~-ester 

er I worked as a DVD tester. I had to 
- :~e DVDs and check they worked OK. 

'=' : ~s so it was a fantastic job - and it was 
- xsJ • The only problem was that I worked at 

=.-., it was hard not to fall asleep because 
-- :':en tired. In the morning I often couldn't 

- =-:er all the films I watched! I had to watch 
~ -:?'lole fi lms, but I saw lots of good ones too. 

Jane. Aberdeen 

This week in 
Jobs 70day 
we talk to 
Michelle Bush, 
who is a cook 
on a yacht. 

JT: Michelle, when did you start 
the iob? 

MB: Seven years ago. 
JT: What skills do you need? 

MB: You need to be a good cook, 
friendly and hardworking It helps 
If you have good people skills, too. 
If you get seasick, this is not the iob 
for you. It 's difficult to prepare and 
cook food in a very small space 
when the boot is movingl 
JT: What hours do you work? 
MB: You can work po rt-time, but 
I often work fourteen hours a day 
with no weekends off ' 

JT: What's the best part of the iob? 
MB: I meet some interesting people 
and I travel to a lot of exotic places 
JT: And the worst port? 
MB: When the weather is bod 
being on the yach t at sea is ' 
frightening I don't like that. 



Reading 
Multiple matching 

1 Read about Josh's first girlfriend, 
Ava. Underline what he says 
about the following things, as in 
the example. 

• Ava's appearance 

• A.y.if~.p.e.r.~.Q.o.9.!jW 
• bQw tb~ relat ionship eng!;g 

Share your memories of 
your first boyfriend or girlfriend. 
Click [here 1 to add a post. 

When Ava agreed to go out with me, 
I thought I was the luckiest guy in the 
world , She looked like a fashion model; 
beautiful and glamorous. She was taller 
than me, actually! I didn't understand 
what she saw in an ordinary guy like me. 
She was y'~ry .. ~9.GjR,RJ~ and loved gOing 
out ... and being the centre of attention. 
She loved talking about herself and 
about her shopping - she could do that 
for hours. But when I tried to tell her 
something, she stopped listening very 
quickly. In the end , I decided to f ind 
myself a girlfriend I could talk to for a 

change! 

2 Read the five sentences below. 
Tick (.I) the ones that are true 
about Ava and her relationship 
with Josh. 

1 She was perfect in every way. 

2 Her personality was less attractive 
than her appearance. 

3 She left me because I wasn't 
glamorous. 

4 I decided she was not the right 
person for me. 

S She was talkative and self-centred. 
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In this type of task, reading for specific information is 
important. This is because all the texts are on a similar topic 
and you have to find the details that make them different. 

3 Read three people's descriptions of their first girlfriend/ 
boyfriend. Match the statements 1-7 below to the people 
A-C. You can choose each person more than once. 

My first boyfriend Charlie and I were in the same class in secondary 
school. I liked him from the beginning; he had red wavy hair and a 
funny round face with freckles . When we were eleven, he was small 
and plump, but then in two years he grew tall and thin and looked 
really cool. He was easy-going, friendly and great fun to be with ... and 
he still is. He was a great boyfriend and now he's a great husband! 

Adam was good-looking, with lots of dark wavy hair, but his clothes 
often looked a bit scruffy. That was because he often climbed trees 
and got into strange places to photograph birds. He was really into 
photography. He always had a camera with him and took pictures of 
people, houses, trees, of everything really ... and also of me. He's a 
professional photographer now, and when I see his work in a book or 
magazine I sometimes th ink, ' I was in his earliest photos. ' 

My first girlfriend was Amy in primary school. We were both seven 
years old. She had lovely grey eyes and long, soft hair, and I told her 
she was almost as beautiful as my mum. She was a very good girlfriend: 
she always gave me one of her sandwiches. I gave her my favourite 
model car, a red Porsche, and we promised to get married in the future. 
I was very jealous when she talked to other boys, but I said nothing, 
because my dad told me a man must respect a woman 's freedom . 

Which person says this about his/her first boyfriend/girlfriend? 

1 0 His/Her appearance changed with age. 

2 0 He/She shared something with me. 

3 0 I compared him/her to someone I admired. 

4 0 We eventually got married. 

S 0 He/She had an artistic passion. 

6 0 We met at a very early age. 

7 0 He/She was attractive but didn't look tidy. 



Listening 
True/False/No information 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Read these pairs of sentences. Tick (,f) if they 
mean the same, cross (X) if they don't. 

1 a He often works long hours. 
b He always works long hours. 

2 a This job is never stressful. 
b If you learn to relax, this job is not stressful. 

3 a She did badly paid work all her life. 
b She was never well paid. 

4 a Some of my customers are polite. 
b All of my customers are polite. 

5 a It's always exciting. 
b It's exciting every time. 

When deciding whether a statement says the 
same as the text, pay attention to words such as 
always, every time, often, never, all, some. Some 
of them mean the same, but others don't. 

5 CD Listen to an interview with a hairdresser. 
Read the three statements below. Listen to the 
first part of the interview as many times as you 
need to. Match the statements 1-3 with the 
answers a-c and complete the explanations. 

1 0 Rita enjoys working with people. 

2 0 Rita thinks a hairdresser's work is always 
creative and challenging. 

3 0 Every person's hair changes with age. 

a The statement is false because Rita says 

'/fyou , it's ___ _ 

b There is no information because she talks 

about something else. She says 'The same 

____ is different at different ___ _ 

c The statement is true because she says 'It's 

____ because I work ___ _ 

6 CD Listen to the second part of the interview 
twice. Tick (,f) true or cross (X) false. If there is 
no information in the recording, write (?). 

1 0 I have never damaged a customer's hair. 

2 0 Customers always expect good work. 

3 0 Before New Year's Eve customers ask for 
special party hairstyles. 

4 0 I chat with all my customers. 

5 0 The business executive always falls asleep. 

6 0 Some customers talk about their families. 

7 0 Some customers say they'd like to be 
fashion models. 

Use of English 
Word formation 

7 Look at the examples of adjectives formed with 
suffixes. Build adjectives from the words from 
the box using the same suffixes. 

[ talk stress rely boss ambition,f ] 

1 glamour - glamorous ?lfvlbdioYl - ?lfvlbt'hol/T5 

2 respect - respectable 

3 wealth - wealthy 

4 repeat - repetitive 

5 beauty - beautiful 

8 Make the adjectives from the box negative by 
adding the prefixes un- or in-. 

[

ambitioUS,f decisive formal 
sensitive successful tidy 

in-: _____ _ 

happy 

Learn the different prefixes and suffixes used 

] 

to build new words. Always think about the 
meaning of the gapped sentence before you 
put in the missing word. Does it need a negative 
prefix - especially when it is an adjective? 

9 Use the words in brackets to build words to 
complete the text. 

The unusual twins 

Julia and Lucy are twin sisters, but they are 

1 cOfvlplefel'1 (complete) different. Julia is 

extremely 2 (ambition). To her, the most 
important thing is to have a 3 (respect) 

job with a large company. She thinks there's 

nothing worse than being 4 _ ___ (success). 

Lucy is not interested in a career in business. She 

says it's much too 5 (stress) and would 

make her 6 (happy). Lucy enjoys making 

____ (beauty) things, but she's not sure what 

she wants to do. Her aunts ask herlDon't you want 

to achieve anything? You're so 8 (decide)! ' 

But Lucy just laughs and says 'Perhaps I'll just marry 

a 9 (wealth) man .. . !' 
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Vocabulary & Grammar 
1 Choose the best word a, b or c to complete the 

2 

sentences. 

I'd hate to be ....k..- . I can't stand talking on the 
phone. 
a a system analyst b a call-centre worker./ 
c an advertising executive 

2 He earns a lot of money - his job is very _ . 
a well-treated b wealthy c well-paid 

3 My father is going _ . He hasn't got 
much hair. 
a bald b plump c scruffy 

4 I'm quite ambitious so career _ are 
important to me. 
a opportunities b supervisors 
c conditions 

S Robert is . He'll be fifteen tomorrow. 
a in his fifties b middle-aged 
c in his teens 

6 My sister is very _ . She always tells me 
what to do. 
a self-centred b "bossy c organised 

7 Jessica's hair is not wavy, it's _. 
a dark b straight c medium-length 

Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the adjectives from the box. Add any 
necessary words. 

[

indecisive nice argumentative ] 
organised beautiful'/ sociable 

1 In my opinion, Julia Roberts is more 

beC1l//ft(l//( thC1 Y1 Angelina Jolie. 

2 Don't you know what time your appointment 

is tomorrow? Why can't you be a little 

______ __ , Sara? 

3 Mrs Perkins is neighbour 

on our street. She's always ready to help. 

4 My boyfriend's me. I 

don't like going to parties so much. 

S Peter is Tom. They both 

argue a lot. 

6 Jill never knows what to choose in a shop. 

She's person I know. 

3 Complete the sentences with one letter in 
each gap. 

1 Olivia gets upset very easily. She's very 

s !f:b.2..it:i.~!f: . 

2 My job is very boring and r _________ . 

I do the same things every day. 

3 As ____ _ worker works with children and 

families who need help. 

4 I'm sorry but I can't accept f _ _ _ work. 
I can work only three days a week. 

S What a pretty dress! You look very 

g _ ______ _ in it, Sylvia. 

6 Sam doesn't like his job, but he works hard 
because he needs to earn his 1 ____ _ 

7 My sister is really s __ . She never talks to 

anybody and is not very confident. 

4 Underline the correct words to complete 
the sentences. 

1 Your jacket looks very similar as/ to mine. 

2 At your age, I had to/must make my bed myself. 

3 Let me go/ to go, Mum! I' ll be back by ten. 

4 My brother's much/more older than Nick. 

S We mustn't/ don't have to go to school 
tomorrow. It's Sunday. 

6 The film was different of/ from the book. 

7 My English teacher makes us to read/ read a lot. 

8 The rules in my school are very strict - you're 
not allowed/don't have to use your mobile. 

9 I think Bethany is as/ less clever as Hannah. 

5 Complete the gaps in the text with the correct 
form of the words in brackets. 

........... -
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB? We've got something for 
you! No job for this summer? We' ll search our database for a perti 
job for you. Hundreds of I e mp(0'1er5 (employ) are looking 
for someone with your skill s now. Our summer jobs are fun but a 
2 (challenge), so you can learn new things. Some 
positions can be quite 3 (stress) - that's why we 're 
looking for people with a strong 4 (person). 

If you' re hard-working and 5 (ambition) - call us nO\\ _ 
We' ll find a 6 (reward) job for you. 



Reading 
6 Read four teenagers' texts from the school newsletter. 

"d: 

Answer the questions below with their names 
(David, Rebecca, Paul, Olivia). 

- I was fifteen I was desperate to earn some money, so I 
~ . ed to do a paper round before school. I started at six every 

ing, and did it all on foot. I'm not a good cyclist, especially 
a heavy load of newspapers. The pay was not good but still 

::r;er than my pocket money! On the whole, it was a good 
'ence, but a bit boring. I had to do t he same thing every 

. My mother was not happy because I was very tired and my 
at school got worse. She let me do it for on ly six months. 

cca: 
ed my first money babysitting for our neighbour. I was 

lOSt fifteen and quite responsible. One night my neighbour 
d to go out with some friends and asked me to stay with 

daughter, Lucy, for a couple of hours. Lucy was four and 
me quite well. But the moment her mum left, she started 

:aeaming and wou ldn't stop. I tried phoning her mum, but 
n't get through. I didn't know what to do. Those were the 

;gt:st two hours of my life! And, of course, Lucy stopped 
. 9 t he minute her mum walked through the door! 

ul: 
:::amed my first money by walking dogs. Dog walking sounds like 

- but it can also be challenging if you have to walk severa l dogs 
-!laY. In my first job I walked seven dogs, collecting them from 
-'=:erent places at different times each day. It was easy 
-- make a mistake, so every evening I wrote down all the 

sses, the dogs' names and the exact time I was walking 
--em the next day. I loved the experience and I'm definitely going 
-;... work with animals after I finish school. 

"a: 
-.en I finished primary school, I started earning money at home 

- ' stuff like cleaning the car and digging the garden. My 
er always sa id 'the money is there if you put in the time 

effort'. The problem was that she made me do things I didn't 
" . And sometimes she wasn't really pleased with the results. 
w I don't have time to earn money in this way - I'm too busy 

:reparing for my A-levels. 

Who: 

1 was not very conscientious? 

2 had to plan his/her work very carefully? 

3 wasn't allowed to continue with 
his/her job? 

4 has made a decision about his/her 
future career? 

5 found his/her first job extremely stressful? 

6 thought his/her job was badly-paid? 

7 worked for his/her family? 

8 found his/her first job repetit ive? 

181 

Communication 
7 Complete the dialogues with the 

phrases from the box. 

8 

2 

what about ./ think of 
another idea 've got 
'm not sure how about all right 
don't think all agree not bad 

Tom: 1 Wht1r t1bol/lr going to the 

cinema ton ight, Ian? 

Ian: 12 about that. 

I've got Maths homework to do 

for tomorrow. 

Tom: Okay. Here's 3 • I'll 

Ian: 

help you w ith your Maths first 

and then we'll go. 

Well, 4 then. 

Thanks. 

Mum: We need a name for our new 

puppy. 

Julia: What do you 5 

Flossy? 

Nick: l t 's 6 but it 

sounds a bit like a cat's name. 

Jul ia: A cat's name? Maybe you're right. 
I 7 a better idea. 
s Pluto? 

Nick: That's it. I love it! And I 

9 ____________ anybodycan 

say it's a cat's name. 

Mum: Do we 10 ____________ , then? 

Jul ia, Nick: Yeah! 

Write questions for the given answers. 
1 A: ________________________ _ 

B: She's very tall and slim. 
2 A: ________________________ _ 

B: They like playing basketball . 
3 A: ______________________ ___ 

B: He's very easy-going. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar /30 marks 

Reading 18 marks 

Communication 112 marks 

Total: 150 marks 
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Protecting the environment 

1 Match words 1-6 with a-f to make 
collocations. 

1 save/waste 

2 recycle 

a the heating 

b warming 

3 turn down/up 

4 global 

c the environment/wildlife 

d pollution 

S protect/destroy 

6 reduce 

e energy/fuel 

f paper/glass/plastic 

2 Underline the correct words to complete the 
sentences. 

Look, there are lights on in all the rooms. We 
shouldn't waste/save energy like that. 

2 It's so hot! Can you turn down/up the heating? 

3 Please remember to switch on/off the light 
when you leave. 

4 Don't throwaway/ up this paper. Recycle it. 

S Governments are working on ways of 
reducing/protecting carbon emissions. 

6 Pollution from cars and planes is destroying/ 
saving the environment. 

3 Read the sentences. Tick (.I) the ones that are 
true and correct the ones that are false, using 
the words and phrases from the box. 

[ less no animal products save ] 
the amount of carbon dioxide we produce .I 

Carbon footprint is the name of a common §as. 

t{,f:. {:JJfrJe.0.l::::.te.tc{:JJcize.1::::. r;!tQxir;!e, i':JJ.f:. ,t2Ce.r;!fdCf:. 

2 A vegan is a person who eats fruit, vegetables 
and milk products. 

3 Global warming is probably caused by carbon 
dioxide emissions. 

4 Energy-saving light bulbs help us waste energy. 

S If you recycle paper, glass and plastic, you 
throwaway more. 

6 Turning down the heating is one of the ways 
in which we can protect the environment. 

Grammar 
Future with will and going to 

4 

5 

m Look at the pictures and write sentences 
with going to using the verbs and phrases from 
the box. 

[

fall jump recycle their waste ] 
learn to ride a bike .I be a storm 

1 He '5 fjtoth.fjt ro !etJIrh ro rtde tJI bt~e 

2 She ____________________________ _ 

3 They __________________________ _ 

4 There ____ ~------------~---------
S He ____________________________ ___ 

m Complete the sentences with will or won't. 

1 Do you believe our new recycling bins wtl! 
make a difference to the environment? 

2 Don't worry. I'm sure you fail. 
You've practised so hard. 

3 What time do you think they ______ _ 
arrive? 

4 I'm sure she like Tom; he's such a 
nice guy. 

S I hope the new road destroy 
local wildlife. 



6 C**) Complete the dialogue with going to and the verbs 
from the box. 

invite make spend wear have get./ ] 

Jo: Guess what? Chris and I are getting married. 

Sue: Congratulations. That's fantastic! When ' ewe I-rl/7 

fjt0lhfjt to fjtet married? 

Jo: In June. 

Sue: And who 2 ______ __ ? 

Jo: We're 3 ________ a very quiet wedding, so 

just a couple of friends. You, for example! 

Sue: What 4 _ _ ______ ? 

Jo: Just a simple white dress. 

Sue: And who 5 ______ __ a speech? 

Jo: Chris's brother, I think. 

Sue: And where 6 _ ____ ___ your honeymoon? 

Jo: In the Lake District. 

7 (**) Complete the sentences with will or going to and the 
verbs in brackets. 

I Iv, fjt0lhfjt to wc>.5h. (wash) the car today. I've wanted to 

do it for weeks. 

2 She belongs to a group that believes the world 

_ _____ (end) in 2034. 

3 Look at these clouds. It ______ (rain). 

4 I'm optimistic: I think people _ _____ (learn) to 

protect the environment better in the future. 

S I know they (not/help) us. We'll have to 

manage by ourselves. 

6 What (you/do) with your old laptop? 

Could I have it? 

Grammar 
reference 
Future with will and going to 

Use of going to 

• We use going to + infinitive to talk about 
intentions and plans: 

Next year I'm going to give up smoking. 

He is going to visit his grandmother at the 

weekend. 

• We use going to + infinitive to make 
predictions based on evidence or 

something we can see now: 

I think they're going to lose. (The score is 

0:3 at the moment and they are playing 
very badly) 

Look at that girl! She's going to fall off 

her horse! (I can see that the horse has 
tripped over a stone) 

Use of will 

• We use wil// won't+ infinitive without to 

to make predictions based on what we 

think or believe, or on experience: 

I'm quite sure you will like this film. 

(prediction based on my belief) 

I th ink she'll fail her driving test again. 

(prediction based on experience - she's 

already failed her driving test once) 

• We often start predictions with will 

with phrases like: 

I think (that) ... I believe (that) .. . 

I'm sure (that) .. . 
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Vocabulary 
Transport and t he environment 

1 Match the words 1-5 with a-e to make 
collocations. 

public l a licence 
2 bus b jam 

3 driver's c lane 

4 cycle d transport 

5 traffic e pass 

2 Complete the texts with the words below. 

What's it like getting around your city? 

40 

[ rollerblade lanes traffic ./ ] 

posted by Jeanie34 April 15 

The 1 ty.c;,ffrC in our city is really bad. You can reach 

your destination faster if you cycle or 2 than 

if you drive. Fortunately, there are a lot of cycle 

, and we also have a good train service. 

[ 
cancelled crowde~ distances ] 
passengers transport 

posted by niamhd April 17 

Public 4 • in our city is not very good. Buses 

are really 5 - can you imagine a hundred 
___ on one bus? They are often 7 as 

well. And the 8 are really too long to walk. 

[

cycle delayed jams ] 
journey reliable 

posted by jspc65 April 20 

My 9 to school takes an hour if I take a bus 

and forty minutes if I 10 ! It's because of the 
traffic 11 • And the trains are not really 
12 • They are very often 13 

3 Underline the correct preposition to complete 
each multi-word verb in the sentences. 

1 I was lucky: I got QJJ/off the bus just before it 
started to rain. 

2 Jane felt ill at school, so her dad picked her off/up. 

3 Sam gets on/ around the city on his bike most 
of the time. 

4 When I go out/ up in the morning, I see a huge 
traffic jam all along our street. 

5 The girl got off/out the train at the wrong station. 

Grammar 
First conditional and future time clauses 

4 a 00 Match the sentence beginnings 1-6 
with the endings a-f. 

1 If I become president, 

2 He'll be sick, 

3 If you clean the floor, 

4 You'll break it, 

5 I'll be home at five, 

6 If you leave the letter on the table, 

a if you aren't careful. 

b unless there's another meeting. 

c I'll protect the environment. 

d if he eats all those chocolates. 

e I'll post it for you. 

f I'll do the washing up. 

b Match the sentences from exercise 4a to 
. the pictures. 



5 (**) Complete the sentences with the verbs 
in brackets in the correct form for future 
situations. 

6 

1 I {lid (let) you have this book as soon as I 

6hl5fJ (finish) it. 

2 When Mum (see) what we've done, 

she (be) very angry. 

3 1 ____ (ask) him to phone you as soon as 

he (come) back. 

4 I (not let) you go until you 

____ (tell) me the truth. 

S If we ____ (be) late, they ___ _ 

(start) without us. 

(***) Complete the second sentence so that it 
means the same as the first. Use unless. 

1 If you don't hurry up, we'll be late. Unless 

tt0!/l fJ!/Irr'1 !/If? ,we'll be late. 

2 He won't pass the driving test if he doesn't 

learn how to park. He won't pass the driving 

test how to park. 

3 If the weather doesn't change, we'll go to the 

mountains next week. We'll go to the 

mountains next week unless _ ____ _ 

4 I won't finish this work on time if you don't 

help me. I won't finish this work on time 

______ me. 

S I'll call the police if they don't stop that noise. 

I'll call the police unless _____ _ 

Grammar plus: in case + present simple 

7 (***) Complete the second sentence with in 
case and the idea from the first sentence. 

We might see something we want to buy. 

Take some money Ih Ct'l 5e w e 5ee 

something we want to buy. 

2 My flight may be delayed. I always travel with 

a book delayed. 

3 Someone might come. Let's buy more food 

4 Bill might call. I don't want to go out 

S You might lose your suitcase. Write your 

name and address on your suitcase 

______ it. 

6 I might not see you before I leave. I'll say 

goodbye now before I leave. 

Grammar reference 
First conditional and future time clauses 

First conditional 

• We use the first conditional to talk about possible 
future situations. But after if we use the present tense, 
not the future. 

Form 

Condition Result 
if + present simple will/won't + infinitive without to 

If you come fifteen minutes I'll help you with your homework. 
before the class starts, 

If the weather is fine, 

If Sam passes his exams, 

If Alice doesn't eat her 

vegetables, 

we'll go swimming. 

his parents will buy him a car. 

she won't get any sweets. 

• If can go at the beginning or in the middle of the 
sentence. When we put the if clause first, we use a 
comma (,) to separate the two clauses: 

If I see him, 1'/1 pass on the message. 

• When we put the main clause first, we don't use a comma: 

1'/1 pass on the message if I see him. 

• In conditional sentences, we can use unless (= if not) 
instead of if. 

Her father won't let her go out unless she does her 
homework for tomorrow. (Her father won't let her go out if 
she doesn't do her homework for tomorrow.) 
I'll tell Robert everything unless you want me to keep a secret. 

Future time clauses 

• We also use the present simple to talk about the future 
after these time expressions when, after, before, 
as soon as, until: 

I'll take a gap year when I finish school. 
She'll need a lot of rest after she comes back from hospital. 
We'll get in touch before we make plans to visit your city. 

I'll text you as soon as our plane lands. 
I will continue taking driving lessons until I feel confident 
I can pass the test. 

In case + present simple 

In case + present simple means 'because something 
might happen: We use it to talk about things/ 
situations we usually want to avoid. The main clause is 
will + infinitive without to or imperative: 

I'll take the umbrella with me in case it rains. 
(I'll take the umbrella with me because it might rain; 
I'd like to avoid getting wet.) 
1'/1 check the computer before my presentation in case it 
doesn't work. 
Say hello to your cousin from me in case I don't see him again. 

Take the house keys with you in case you get home before me. 
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Vocabulary 
Travel and eco-tourism 

1 Match words 1-7 with a-g to make 
compound nouns. 

2 

1 travel ~ a guide 
2 luxury b company 

3 holiday c correspondent 

4 tourist d animals 

5 tropical e work 

6 endangered f holiday 

7 voluntary g forest 

Complete the sentences using the compound 
nouns from exercise 1. 

1 Jane is a 1 fycwe! corre5pohdehr for a 

magazine. This month, she's travelling to India 

and writing about 2 _______ _ 

2 I don't want to spend lots of money on a 

________ . I want to help people 

so I usually do some 4 _______ _ 

3 The 5 ___ _____ told the visitors all 

about the history of the castle. 

4 We went to the Amazon to visit a 

6 and see the wildlife. 

5 Which 7 ________ did you use to 

book your holiday? 

3 Complete the magazine article with the words 
below. There are two extra words. 

[

sightseeing villa luxury ship ] 
caravans exotic'/ balloon t ickets 
lands passengers remote tours visit 

Summer is coming, 
50 what are the 
coolest holidays this 
year? Read our tips 
and find out! 

The Bahamas 
These I exofi"c islands 
are the perfect location for 
a 2 holiday. 
Stay in a 3 --,--_,..--_ 

instead of a hotel. Cruises 
Greece A cruise 6 is a great 
It's the coolest place to way to travel if you love the sea! 
visit ancient monuments You sleep and eat on the boot, 
and beautiful islands. but you stop at various places too. 
There are lots of well- You can soon meet all the other 
organised 4 7 and have lots of fun. 
and plenty of opportunities Remember, 8 sell out 
for 5 fast, so book early. 

Listening 
4 You are going to listen to five street interviews. 

Read the interviewer's questions below and 
tick (,/) the words you think you will probably 
hear in the text. 

• Who do you think should be responsible for 
reducing carbon emissions? Individuals or 
the government? 

• What do you personally do to save energy? 

o pollution 0 relationships 

o public transport 0 cars 

o shopping 

5 0 Read the opinions a-g. Then listen to the 
interviews and match the speakers 1-5 with 
their opinions a-g. There are two extra opinions. 

o Sally 4 0 Mark 

2 0 Ben 5 0 Alex 

3 0 Kathy 

a thinks public transport in his/her area is very bad. 

b thinks there should be more laws to cut down 
on pollution. 

c thinks it's important to recycle domestic rubbish. 

d thinks it's better to walk than take public 
transport. 

e says people create more pollution than industry. 

f thinks it's better to cycle to reduce traffic jams. 

g says it's better not to buy new things very often. 

G 0 Listen to the interviews again and choose 
the correct answers. 

Sally thinks that 
a better public transport would reduce 

traffic jams. • 
b public transport uses a lot of fuel. 
c there are enough buses and trains Iready. 
d it's easier to drive everywhere than take 

the bus. 

2 Ben 
a only drives to go to the shops, not to work. 
b uses his car to get to work. • 
c doesn't like using public transport. 
d drives and uses public transport. 

3 Mark says that 
a he usually walks home from school. 
b he travels home by bike now instead of 

by car. 
c his mum picks him up from school every day. 
d he uses public transport to travel home 

from school. 



Reading 
7 Read the introduction to the 

interview and choose the 
best answer. 

The text is about 

a what a typical teenager 
can do to protect the 
environment. 

b a family that tries to be 
envi ron mentally-friend Iy. 

8 Read the interview and 
match the missing phrases 
and sentences a-f to the 
correct place 1-6 in the text. 

a We went on a trip in a 
hot-air balloon last month! 

b Well, we did all the usual 
things, 

c Well, first I persuaded my 
parents 

d I looked on the internet to 
find out where electricity 
comes from. 

e No, there's loads to do! 

f I broke my promise a lot, 
so I tried something else. 

9 Read the interview again. 
Tick ("I) true or cross (X) 
false or write (?) if there is no 
information. 

o Electricity in Britain is 
very expensive. 

2 0 All the members of 
Connal's family talked 
about ways to use less 
energy. 

3 0 Each family member 
promised to do one 
thing every month to 
save energy. 

4 0 Using the computer for 
an hour less every 
day saves a lot of 
energy. 

5 0 Connal had to get up 
much earlier to cycle 
to school. 

6 0 Next month, members 
of the family will 
only use one gadget, 
on Thursdays. 

How to be 
eco-friendly 
These days, everyone knows it's important to protect the 
environment and reduce their carbon footprint. But how often 
have you said What I do doesn't make a difference? 
If everyone makes excuses like this, then no positive changes 
happen. Stuck for ideas about what to do? Read about Connal 
Barry and his family - they've had some great ideas! 

EcoLife: First of all , why did you decide to become more eco-friendly? 

Connal: Well , my dad was always telling me to turn off the TV or 
computer - he complained about the cost of electricity! He kept saying it 
wasn 't good for the planet, either. 1 That's when I realised that most 
energy sources are running out. 

EcoLife: What did you do? 

Connal: 2 _ to change their electricity supplier to a green suppl ier. 
Then the whole family - me, my parents, and my sister, Sarah - sat dow n 
to d iscuss what we could do at home to save energy. 

EcoLife: And? 

Connal: 3_like not leaving the computer and TV on standby, using 
energy-saving light bulbs, turn ing the heating down and recycling more 
stuff .. . but then we decided that wasn 't enough. 

EcoLife: What else did you do? 

Connal: We all prom ised to do one energy-saving th ing every month. 

EcoLife: What did you do? 

Connal: Well , first I said I would use the computer for an hour less each 
day, but I love computer games and chatting on line so tha t was really 
difficult ! 4 _ I got up just half an hour earlier during the week and cycled 
to school instead of taking the bus. I got much fitter and I didn't feel so bad 
about using the computer so much! 

EcoLife: What about the rest of the family? 

Connal: Last month , my dad used public transport to get to work, instead 
of driving. My mum switched her mobile off every afternoon - she found 
that difficult because she often texts her friends. My sister stopped using her 
hair-dryer. 

EcoLife: And if everyone keeps their prom ise for a month, you do 
something fun together - is that right? 

Connal: Yes. 5 It was so cool. 

EcoLife: And what's your next energy-saving idea? 

Connal: Next month , we're going to have a gadget-free day every Thursday. 

EcoLife: What's that? 

Connal: We don't use any gadgets ! You know, no computer, no TV, no 
mobile phone, no mp3 player, no CD player, no microwave. 

EcoLife: That sounds difficult! 

Connal: 6 _ We're going to play board games - I'm learn ing chess . 
And we' re haVing a homework-help hour - my parents will help us w ith 
any problems. Oh , and if the weather's good, we 're going to have a 
barbecue in the garden! 
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Writing 
A description of a place 

1 In the introduction, 
give information about: 
- the geographical 
location: 
it's on the coast ... 
it's in the north/south/ 
east/ westicentre of the 
country ... 
it's near London .. . 
- population: 
the population is about .. . 
with a population of . . . 
- what kind of place it is: 
a busy industrial city . . . 
a small traditional 
vii/age ... 

2 In paragraph 2, 
describe some of the 
famous sights: 
some of the most famous 
landmarks are .. . 
if you go sightseeing, 
you shouldn't miss the 
National Gallery ... 

Madrid 

Madrid is the capital of Spain and the largest city, with a population of 
around 3.2 million. It is located on the river Manzanares in the centre 
of the country. As the capital city, it is an important political and 
business centre and a popular tourist destination. 

Madrid is famous for its beautiful old buildings such as the Royal Palace, 
the Teatro Real (Royal Theatre) and the National Library. It also has 
three world-famous art museums, as well as many other interesting 
museums and galleries. There are many lovely parks to walk and 
relax in, such as the Retiro Park. Madrid is easy to get around because 
it has an extensive underground train network called the 'Metro'. 

You should definitely visit the historic centre. You can sit and have a 
drink in the Plaza Mayor, a beautiful old square. The streets around 
the Plaza Mayor are narrow and they are always busy because 
there are many traditional cafes, restaurants and shops. If you like 
shopping, there is a huge street market every Sunday, called 'EI 
Rastro' . You can buy anything there, from clothes to souvenirs, plants 
to jewellery. 

Madrid is a wonderful city to visit and the people are very friendly. 
Perhaps the best time to visit is May, during the festival of San Isidro, 
the patron saint of Madrid. There are lots of free music concerts and 
fantastic fireworks - you'll have a great time if you come. 

~ . . iIfI!!'!!I¥!I1&1i!!ll . 1 -0&11 1kM~"-"i; mil ""' 

3 In paragraph 3, give 
more information a 
the place, e.g. descri 
typical area or famo 
people who live/ have 
lived there. Try to use 
variety of adjectives: 
a beautiful square, b 
narrow streets, 
restaurants . . . 

4 In the conclusion, 
summarise what ma 
the place special, an 
recommend someth
interesting to see or 

1 Read the description of Madrid and answer the 
questions. 

l ' How many people live in Madrid? 

2 What is the Retiro? 

3 a Read Jo's notes for her introduction to a 
description of Berlin. Tick (.I) two things Jo 
needs to do to improve the introduction. 
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3 What can you buy in the street market? 

4 What happens during the festival of San Isidro? 

2 Find the adjectives below in the description in 
exercise 1. Put them in the right category. 

popular busy huge world-famous 
lovely friendly important interesting 
easy to get around beautiful.l narrow 
historic old traditional wonderful 
fantastic great 

a townlcity / area: -"'Cb...:o:e:.::.?I:..::.V7!.!.,fi.!,LIG..::..V7"-'0'--_____ _ 

2 buildings: ,:,:,b...:o:e=?I""V7"'-fi!.L,ln""'V7""0 ________ _ 

3 people: _____________ _ 

4 other places, e.g. parks, museums, markets 

5 transport ____________ _ 

6 genera I descri ption: ...:o:b...:o:e""?I:..::.V7!.!..fi.!,Lln..::..V7""'0'--____ _ 

, 
.. Ber/,'n;$ on t he 5j/J-ee ,f,'ver. J 

-rhe j/oj/L-dat,'on 's about 3.</ />1I//''on . 

.. It ,s ~ oI'the />'7OSt ?oj/ular toUr'st 
des 6;d,Ons 'n &roj7e .' 

.. It;$ ,n the east oI'the eoadry. It ,s the 
ecpt a/ 60/. It ,s a busy 60/. 

.. It ,s an ;~tad ~t;c.a/) SCI&~:;l?c one! 
cultural Centre. It ,s the 1ar:rst'60/ 
,n GerMa!Y. 

1 D Organise the information. 

2 D Give information about the geographical 
location. 

3 D Use and, but, because, etc. to join her 
ideas together. 

4 D Say what kind of place Berlin is. 

b Rewrite Jo's introduction. look at the 
description of Madrid to help you. 

l3er/lh. 15 the c?lpd-?l1 cd-,? . .. 



4 Rewrite Jo's conclusion. Replace the adjectives in bold with 
descriptive adjectives from exercise 2 or adjectives of your 
own choice. 

5 

6 

Berlin is a nice 1 JVohder64 city to visit. The people are 

nice 2 • It's a good 3 idea to visit Berlin 

during one of the many nice 4 ____ festivals, for example 

the Carnival. The Carnival is nice 5 people wear 

good 6 costumes and the music is 

good 7 • You'll have a good 8 time. 

Read Jo's notes about Berlin. Choose four or five things to 
include in paragraphs 2 and 3. Decide which order you 
would write them. 

Famous buildings and monuments/other things to see or do 

• 50 theatres and 153 galleries D 
• Museum Island - district with lots of museums 

• Charlottenburg Castle - a beautiful building 

Brandenburg Gate - a famous monument, lots of 

D 
[ZJ 

wide roads around it D 
• two cathedrals D 
• Hackescher Market - good for shopping + area around 

it has lots of clothes shops, cafes and galleries D 
• Tiergarten - famous park D 
• very good public transport D 
• Tower in Alexanderplatz - 368m high views of city D 
Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

[ descriPtion grammar include.l irrelevant ] 

A description of a place 

• Read the task carefully. Think about what information you can 
1 {"y,cl0de in each paragraph. Make notes and decide which 
is the most interesting information. Eliminate 2 ____ or 
unnecessary information. 

• Organise your notes into paragraphs. 

• Use a variety of adjectives to make your 3 more 
interesting. Avoid meaningless adjectives such as good or nice. 

• Summarise what makes the place special and make 
recommendations. 

• Check the number of words and then check your 4 ___ _ 

punctuation and spelling. 

7 Read the task and then write your description. Write about a 
city you have visited or about Berlin, using the information 
in exercises 3-5. Use the strategies in exercise 6 to help you. 
Write 200-250 words. 

• A tourist website is preparing descriptions of cities for 
visitors. Write a description of a city for the website. 

Speaking 
Directions 

8 Match the questions 1- 5 -
answers a-e. 

9 

1 Do you know where the bus 
station is? 

2 Excuse me, I'm lost. Can you 
help me? 

3 Excuse me, is the bus station 
near here? 

4 How do I get to the bus station 
from here? 

5 Excuse me, how do I get to 
Tate Modern? 

a Go past the bus station and turn 
right. It's down that street, near 
the river. 

b The bus station? No, I'm sorry I 
don't. I'm a visitor here too. 

c Sure, where do you want to go? 

d Yes, it is. It's just round the corner . 

e Go straight on and then turn left 
after the bank. 

Complete the dialogues with the 
phrases below. There are two 
extra phrases. 

do you know How do I get 
just five minutes turn right 
Thanks anyway Excuse me.l 
You're welcome Go past 

A: 1 EXCWie Me ,I'm looking for 

the National Museum. 

B: I'm sorry, I don't know the 

museum. 
A: 2 ___ _ 

A: Excuse me, 3 ____ the 

National Museum? 

C: Ah, yes. It's in Dunbar Street, 

near the train station. 

A: Is it near here? 

C: Yes, it's 4 from here. 

A: How do I get there? 

C: It's really easy. Go down this road 

and turn left. Then 5 ___ _ 

at the traffic lights and it's on 

your left. 

A: Thanks very much. 

C: 6 ___ _ 

4S 
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Vocabulary 
Social relationships 

1 Match 1-7 with a-g to make relationship 
phrases. 

1 next-door a brother 

2 distant b mate 

3 great- c cousin 

4 step- d pet 

5 team e neighbour 

6 family f boyfriend 

7 ex- 9 aunt 

2 Complete the text with the words from the box. 

after colleague each fell friends fun 
get kept know.l laugh out up 

This is a photo of my snowboarding friends. I got 

to 1 6hON them at a snowboard camp and we 

have 2 in touch through the internet. 

We meet from time to time. Alice goes 3 ___ _ 

with Tim; you can see they adore 4 ___ _ 

other. Last year they split 5 , but only 

for a week. Kate and Alfie are close 6 ___ _ 

They have a good 7 together. Kate 

doesn't 8 on with Ruby. I think they 

9 ____ out because Ruby made 

10 ____ of Alfie. Mike is a bit older than the 

others; he's Alfie's brother's " ____ from 

work. He's really nice; he looked 12 ____ me 

when I was ill at the camp. 

Grammar 
Present perfect with for and since 

3 m Match questions 1-5 with answers a-e. 

1 How long have you been friends with Julie? 

2 How long did Laura go out with Adam? 

3 How long have you had this watch? 

4 How long did you play the piano? 

5 How long have you lived in this house? 

a Since my last birthday. It was a present. 

b For five years, and then I stopped because I 
was too lazy to practise. 

c Since we were in primary school together. 

d For eight months. They split up after an 
argument. 

e For ten years. It was built when I was six. 

4 m Complete the sentences with for or since. 

1 Harry and Jane have known each other ~ 
two months. 

2 Jan has lived in Prague he was born. 

3 We had our dog Blackie a long time. 

4 I've been here last week. 

5 My parents have been married ages. 

6 Luke travelled around the world ___ _ 
two years. 

5 (**) Put the words in the correct order to 
make sentences. 

ra bbit/yea rs/had/th reel a/KateI pet/ha s/for 

Kate Mt:1 z. Mt:1a t:1 eel" mbbt'l- {pr three ~et:1t::i. . 

2 10ng/known/Steve/you/have/~ 

How ? 

3 sincelt->.fe/was/Budapest/lived/in/l/born 

I've 

4 Peg gy Iyea rs/haven'tlV see n/five/fo r 

I 

5 has/last/JaEk,lsince/Luke/with/friends/beenl 
winter 

Jack 

6 recentlylVbeen/cinema/the/to/haven't 

I 

7 week/hundred/M*e/a/taken/photos/has/this 

Mike 



6 (***) Complete the text with the correct form 
(present perfect or past simple) of the verbs 
in brackets. 

My great-uncle Derek is a very interesting man. 

Al l his life he 1 MCl5 beeh (be) interested in 

ravelling and getting to know different 

countries. As a young man, he 2 _ ____ _ 

(study) at the University of Edinburgh for five 

years. Then he 3 (find) a job in 

Ba rbados and he 4 ______ (work) there 

fo r six years. In the last thirty years, he 

______ (live) in nine countries and 

_ _____ (learn) six languages. Since 

2005 he 7 (live) on a Greek island. 

He 8 (have) a yacht for about ten 

years and recently he 9 (sai l) 

across the Atlantic. 

Grammar plus: Time expressions for the 
recent past 

7 (***) Complete the sentences with the correct 
form (present perfect or past simple) of the 
verbs in brackets. 

We MClveh r beeh (not/be) anywhere 
exciting lately. 

2 He (leave) just a minute ago. 

3 (not/do) very much work in 
the last few days. 

4 I (talk) to my distant cousin 
not long ago. 

S (you/ met) any interesting new 
people recently? 

6 We (see) several good 
films lately. 

Grammar reference 
Present perfect with for and since 

We use the present perfect with for and since to talk 

about actions or situations which started in the past and 

continue into the present: 

I've known Rachel since 1998. (I still know her.) 

Robert has lived here for five years. (He still lives here.) 

for and since 

• We use since with a point in time (when the 
action started) : 

since 200S/Monday/last winter/ her birthday/yesterday/ 

I was a child 

• We use for with a period of time (the length of the 

time the action has taken): 

for twenty minutes/ three months/ thirty years/ 

most of my life/a long time/ages 

Questions with How long ... ? 

• We can use for and since to answer the question 
How long ... ?: 

'How long have you had this watch? 'Since my birthday: 

'How long have you worked here?' 'For five years: 

We can also use for and questions with How long? in 

the past simple to refer to actions or situations which 

happened in the past and are now finished: 

'How long were they married?' 'They were married for 

twenty years: (they're not married now ' past simple) 

'How long have they been married?' They've been 

married for twenty years: (they 're still married - , 

present perfect) 

Time expressions for the recent past 

We can use the present perfect with the following 

time expressions which refer to the recent past: 
lately, recently, in the last few days: 

I haven't seen her recently. 

Have you seen any interesting films lately? 

I've read 200 pages of this novel in the last few days. 

We use the past simple with other time expressions 

which refer to the recent past: not long ago, 

a minute ago: 

I visited Barcelona not long ago. 

I saw them just a minute ago. 
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Vocabulary 
Describing emotions 

1 Underline the correct words to complete the 
sentences. 

1 I feel depressed/worried. Nothing seems to be 
going well for me. 

2 I opened the door of my flat and saw a thief 
inside. I've never been so frightened/ worried in 
all my life! 

3 We were all terribly nervous/disappointed 
when they cancelled the concert. 

4 Adam's annoyed/ nervous with his younger 
sister, because she's been playing with the 
things on his desk. 

S You mustn't feel guilty/ disappointed. You 
haven't done anyth ing wrong. 

6 I'm worried/jealous about my brother. He looks 
very upset and I don't know why. 

2 Complete the extract from Lily's diary with the 
words from the box. 

[

bored embarrassed excited./ guilty ] 
interested jealous nervous 
sympathetic upset 

~:::~ ··;~~~······~···· ;~I:t~······~······s;:t;I:~~. ···· L:~ · 
so 1 eyct'red . WJ.L I,CI- CC(,lS~ OLiNCI- bC 

b,CI-C7 He's so l>tlruASCmC ' Actua.LL~) L'm 
. WJ.L bC Lvk.C mC 7 

----

Sunday .......................................................................................................................................................... . 

Lt v-&lS bOli-vll c. OLvVCI- J./J....\.ccd.. v-vt\, mC) 

wt I'C JUSt LoolcJ.. 3 . L'm S(,lI-C 

I,c t\,U"-KS L'vc yot .\.Ot\,U"-lj U'\.tCI-CStU"-lj to 
S&l~. L v-&lS SO 4 L &lLmost CI-...cd... 

Monday 

L'vc t&eLlcd.. to LJ.~ . Sbc v-&lS v0'l, 5 

&lruA SI,C S&lcJ.. L mUSt"- t V-Ol-I'j: ----
rcCli>tlr:l; bC v-&lS JUSt 6 &lruA 

tA-cJ...\.' b\.Qv- v-I>tlt to S&l~ . 

Tuesday . 

GOt &l"- Cm.&lJ. {I-om. OLvVCI-! He v-&l,,-tS mC 
" t l 7 lo yO wt v-L.tl, I'c.m.' He S&l~S v-.,c I-C bO , 

U"- t\,c S&lmC b,~s . 

Wednesday 

AJ./J...m vS 8 IJCC&lUSC L 'm yOU"-lj 

Wt v-vt\, OLvVCI-. &;.t L spli.,t 1.,4) v- i.,t\, AJ./J...m 

&l LOt'-lj tc.m.C &lyO. Wb~ vS bC b1U"-lj to 
m.&llc mC {tel 9 t\.Ov- . 

Grammar 
Present perfect continuous 

3 m Complete the sentences with the present 
perfect continuous form of the verbs from 

4 

the box. 

o 

.... o 

[ wa~ch stu~y ./ eat write ] 
sWim repair 

1 He '5 beeh 5f0d"p""'g all night. 
2 They ______ _ 

3 She ________ her bike. 

4 They a scary film. 

S She Christmas cards. 

6 He chocolates. 

(** ) U nderli ne the correct form of the verbs to 
complete the sentences. 

1 How many cakes have you bought/been buying? 

2 Sorry to be late! Have you waited/ been waiting 
long? 

3 He's worked/ been working on this painting for 
a month. It's almost ready. 

4 I'm so sorry - I've lost/ been losing your book. 

S My neighbour has looked after/been looking 
after her elderly mother for years. 

6 Anne is sad today. She's fallen out/ 
been falling out with Patrick. 



5 (**) Complete the sentences with the correct 
form (present perfect simple or present perfect 
continuous) of the verbs in brackets. 

6 

1 I'm so tired. I 've been revl51hfjt (revise) all day 

and I nt?lven't frhl5nea (not/finish) yet. 

2 He (travel) for many 

years. He ________ (visit) 

about fifty countries. 

3 Sam _______ (cook) all 

afternoon. He ________ (prepare) 

·a wonderful dinner. 

4 This is one of the best films I ____ _ 

___ (ever/see). 1 _______ (try) 

to get it on DVD for ages, but I can't find it. 

S I (find) my mobile! 

I (look for) it 

all morning! 

6 Susan ________ (text) me a lot 

recently. She (send) me 

about fifty texts this week! 

(***) Complete the questions with the correct 
form (present perfect simple or present perfect 
continuous) of the verbs in brackets. 

2 

3 

4 

Jessica is taking her driving test again 
tomorrow. 

a How long nt?l5 <jne been (et?lrhlhfjt 

(learn) to drive? 

b How many times nt?l<j <jne tt?l6en (take) 
the test so far? 

Fred is a filmmaker. 

a How long (make) 
films? 

b How many films 
(make)? 

Greg works at a bank. 

a How long (work) 
there? 

b How many other jobs 
(have)? 

Ellen and David have decided to get married. 

a How long (go out) 
together? 

b (buy) a flat yet? 

Grammar referen 
Present perfect continuous 

Form 

IIYou/We/They 
+ 

He/She/It 

IIYou/We/They 

He/She/It 

have ('ve) been waiting. 

has ('5) been waiting. 

have not (haven't) been ~ 
has not (hasn't) been waiting. 

Have I/you/we/they 
? Has he/she/it been waiting? 

Yes, I/you/we/they have. 

Short No, I/you/we/they haven't. 

answers Yes, he/she/it has. 

No, he/she/it hasn't. 

Wh- questions 

Why have you been waiting? 

How long have you been waiting? 

Use of present perfect continuous 

• We use the present perfect continuous to talk about 

actions which started in the past and continue up to now: 

My brother has been studying chemistry since 2006. (he's 

still studying chemistry) 

• We also use the present perfect continuous to talk 

about activities from the recent past which have 

results/consequences in the present: 

I feel tired. I've been painting my bedroom all day. (that's 

why I'm so tired) 

Present perfect continuous and present perfect simple 

• We use the present perfect simple to focus on the result 

of an activity (especially when answering the question 

How much? or How many?). We use the present perfect 

continuous to focus on the activity itself (especially 

when answering the question How long?): 

I've read three books about ancient Egypt. (focus on the 

result of activity, three books) 

I've been reading about ancient Egypt. (focus on the 

activity itself, reading) 

They have played two matches. (How many? two matches) . 

They have been playing all morning. (How long? all morning) 

• We use the present perfect continuous to ta lk about a 

repeated action over a period of time: 

He's been texting me recently. (repeated action over a 

period of time) 

He's texted me recently. (one completed action) 

Notice! 

We use the present perfect continuous with activity 

verbs. With state ve'rbs (e.g. know, have, understand, 

believe, like) we can only use the present perfect simple. 

We have been dancing for hours. (dance is an activity verb) 

I have always liked coffee. (like is a state verb) 
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Reading 
1 Read the title of the article and the 

headings and choose the 
best answer. 

The text is 
a a newspaper article about 

being famous. 
b a newspaper article about how 

a couple met. 
c a newspaper article about 

relationships. 

2 Find the words or phrases in the 
text and choose the correct meaning. 

1 announced 
a made an advertisement 
b asked about 
c told the public 

2 deliriously happy 
a extremely happy 
b a little bit happy 
c not happy at all 

3 propose 
a to suggest a place to go out 
b to ask someone to marry you 
c to finish a relationship 

4 opening night 
a the time of day when it 

becomes dark 
b the last time you can see a 

play/show 
c the first performance of a 

play/ show 

S accepted 
a said 'yes' to a proposa l 
b said 'no' to a proposa l 
c said 'maybe' to a proposal 

6 couple 
a one person 
b two people 
c three people 

3 Read the text and tick (.I) true or 
cross (X) false. 

1 D Jeremy works in finance. 

2 D Jeremy is more or less the 
same age as Connie. 

3 D Connie and Jeremy did not 
sit next to each other at 
the train station. 

4 D At first Connie was pleased 
that Jeremy was interested 
in her. 

S D When Connie first looked at 
Jeremy she thought he was 
very attractive. 

4 Read the text again and choose the correct answers. 

It wasn't easy for Jeremy to find Connie because 
a she wouldn't give him her phone number or email address. 
b she didn't want him to know she was a famous singer. 
c he forgot what she looked like so he didn't recognise he r. 
d he didn't know how to contact her in the beginning. 

2 Connie 
a was already famous when she appeared on a TV 

talent show. 
b became famous in Britain after she was on the TV show. 
c is famous allover the world as a result of being on the 

TV show. 
d isn't very famous now, although she was on a TV 

talent show. 

3 When Jeremy asked Connie to marry him 
a she was on stage singing in a show. 
b he didn't give her an engagement ring. 
c he was very romantic. 
d she didn't accept at first. 

4 The couple 
a already know which date they are going to get married on. 
b have yet to decide the exact day for the wedding next year. 
c think they may get married in the next few years. 
d are definitely going to get married this year. 



- nie Fisher, 25, has just announced her 
:::-_ ~agement to Jeremy Reed, 40, an 
..:::ernational banker from Barry, South Wales. 

Love at first sight 

-: :mie and Jeremy first met on a crowded station 
. ...::.::::ior m in Wales, last July. Connie was on the phone 
_ :-ter mum when she realised the man sitting next 
_ :-:er was interested in her. At first she was annoyed 
-=-.: use she was feeling ill that day with a sore throat 

.-::.::: headache. Connie explains: 'I had the feeling 
-7 xas going to start talking to me and 1 thought: 

"That's all 1 need, some guy trying to chat me up." 
We had a bit of a conversation but at first 1 didn ', 
even look at him. Then ... 1 turned round - antl there 
was this gorgeous man! ' 

Connie said later: 'I am deliriously happy - 1 kne\\' 
J eremy was Mr Right from the moment 1 saw him.' 

They chatted for a while, then left on different 
trains - without exchanging phone numbers or email 
addresses. 

Detective work 

Millions of people in Britain saw Connie win the 
TV talent show How Do You Solve A Problem Like 
Maria? She became famous all over the country after 
the show - but Jeremy had no idea who she was. or 
how to contact hel~ Then he remembered something 
she said during their conversation at the station, 
Connie mentioned that she was singing in a show 
in London's West End , So Jeremy asked a friend 
who works in show business to help him find her. 
Jeremy got in contact with Connie and they 
arranged to meet. 

On their first date, Jeremy gave Connie a special 
present: a toy train, to remind her of their meeting 
at the station. The couple have been together 
since then . 

A happy ending 

After going out together for almost a year. Jeremy 
decided to propose. He asked Connie to marry 
him after the opening night of The Sound oj Jlusic 
in Cardiff. He got down on his knees and ga\"e her 
a diamond ring in true romantic style' He \\'as 
delighted when she accepted. The couple plan [0 

marry some tim~ next year. 

* The West End is an area of London II' here there are 10 s n; 
theatres with shows, s imilar to Broadll'a,' in :\e\\' York 51 
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Reading 
Sentence completion 

1 In each pair, complete the second sentence 
with one or two words so that the meaning 
stays the same as the first. 

1 a What Jack enjoys about his work is being his 

own boss. 

b Jack likes his job because he's his own 

2 a My interest in travelling began in my 

childhood. 

b I first became interested in travelling as a 

3 a Van Gogh's art became popular after his death. 

b Before he , Van Gogh's art was 

not popular. 

4 a We were travelling from San Diego to 

Las Vegas that day. 

b Our destination .?n that day was ___ _ 

50metimes the word you need for the gap 
is used in the text, but the sentence is built 
differently. Somet imes you need a different 
part of speech, or a different word to express 
the same idea. 

2 Read the first paragraph of a story about Charlie 
and Eva. Complete sentences 1- 3 with one or two 
words, according to the information in the story. 

Rf}t.u.mlr.Qm .. lg~u. .F.a.ll$ 

Charlie and Eva adored each other, everyone knew that. 
They read the same books and watched the same films. 

They cooked, danced, and travelled together. One summer 
they cycled around the Mediterranean. Sometimes one of them 
travelled alone and then came back to tell the other the stories 
of their adventures. They always had something to talk about. 

-
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..... --
Charlie and Eva did a lot of things ___ _ 

2 They travelled around the Mediterranean by 

3 Charlie and Eva could always find a topic to 

____ about. 

3 Read the rest of the story and complete 
sentences 1-8 with one or two words, 
according to the information in the story. 

No-one understood why they fell out. Did they argue abo 
politics? Or about the route of the bike trip across No 
Africa they were planning? One thing was clear: Charlie anC 
Eva were no longer together. 

No-one knew much about their feelings, either. E CI 

concentrated on her studies, and Charlie took his bike anc 
flew to Argentina. He cycled around South America for fiTI' 
months. He saw mountains , deserts and tropical forests . H 
saw Iguazu Falls, a huge, roaring curtain of water surround 
by green jungle. 

He came back one Saturday morning in September. As be 
cycled home, he realised he just had to tell Eva about his trip. 
Even though he was so tired from the journey, he simp 
couldn't stop himself. He turned into the street where s 
lived and nearly fell off his bike. 

There was a large car in front of Eva's house, a car decorat 
with flowers , white ribbons and balloons. Charlie knew t 
car. It belonged to Jeremy, a guy he couldn't stand. 

'No ,' said Charlie to himself, 'please, no.' 

At that moment the door opened and Eva rushed out, wearim 
a white dress, her long hair blowing in the wind, as beau . 
as the Iguazu Falls. She saw Charlie and a smile lit up her fa 

'Charlie! Thank God you're here! What a mess! No-one" 
remembered to pick up the wedding cake from 
restaurant. Will you come with me and help me? I'd no id 
what a nightmare organising a wedding is.' 

.' 
Charlie stood there, unable to say a word. 

'Why are you staring like that, Charlie? My sister Julia" 
marrying that idiot Jeremy. Can you believe it? Oh, it's 
good to see you. It's been such a long time.' 

And two arms in white silk closed around Charlie's dirty n 

1 Some friends thought Eva and Charlie had an 

_ ___ about politics. 

2 At the time they split up, Charlie and Eva were 

planning to travel to ___ _ 

3 Charlie spent ____ in South America. 

4 Iguazu Falls are in a _ __ _ 

5 Charlie returned in ___ _ 

6 Charlie was upset when he saw the ___ _ 

7 Eva had a problem because no-one had 

remembered to bring the _ __ _ 

8 Eva was busy because her sister was getting 



Listening 
Multiple choice 

4 (ill Listen to the introduction to a programme 
about travelling to school and choose the best 
answer, a, b, c or d. 

The government wants to encourage children 
to travel to school on foot, by bike or by public 
transport rather than by car because 

a D it's good for their health. 

b D it helps the environment and the traffic. 

c D more than eight million children travel to 
school by car. 

d D the number of trips to school has 
increased. 

5 (ill Match the following explanations 1-4 to 
options a-d in exercise 4. Listen again if you 
need to. 

1 The answer is wrong because the speaker 
makes a similar statement about journeys by 
car only. 

2 The answer is wrong because the number 
refers to all the children who travel to school. 

3 The answer is wrong because this is only true 
about two of the solutions and not about all 
three. 

4 The answer is correct because this is true about 
all three ways of getting to school. 

The wrong answers often appear similar to 
something in the recording, and may use the 
same words, but they are not the same. Listen 
out for the difference in meaning. 

6 GD Read the questions. Listen to the rest of 
the programme. Choose the correct answers 
a, b, c or d. 

1 Walking is 
a always the best alternative to car transport. 
b the only healthy way of travelling to school. 
c made safer thanks to special lessons. 
d recommended when there is no bus. 

2 On a walking bus children 
a follow a different route every day. 
b are looked after by older children. 
c have the opportunity to talk to each other. 
d don't carry their books. 

3 To make cycling more attractive, schools can 
a create cycle lanes. 
b introduce low-speed zones. 
c close their car parks. 
d give students a safe place to leave their bikes. 

Use of English 
Gap fill 

7 Complete the sentences with t he 
the box. 

8 

after get.l jam pass pick 
transport 

1 It's difficult to get around this city wi 

2 Public in my town has impro>vp 
lot in the last five years. 

3 Mum, can you me up after school? 
I don't want to walk in this rain! 

4 I've got a free bus to go to and 
from school. 

5 We fell with our neighbours 
because our dogs can't stand each other. 

6 There's a terrible traffic . 

7 When I was little, my grandma often looked 
____ me. 

• 

Which sentences in exercise 7 contain: 

• a multiword verb? f 

• a compound noun? 2 

9 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

The missing word in a gap-fill task may be one 
part of a multiword verb or of a compound noun. 
Looking at the words before and after the gap 
will help you. 

I'm always surprised when parents pick 1 V1p my 

sixteen-year-old classmates after school. I've 

2 travelling around the city since I was 

six! At first I travelled to school with my older 

sister and it was her job to 3 after me. 

We had fun on the bus. If there was a 4 ___ _ 

jam, we counted all the cars that were red. We 

sometimes fell s _ ___ and then we would sit 

on the bus and not say a word. We switched 

6 ____ our mp3 players and listened to music. 

We made this journey together 7 ____ three 

years, and then my sister went to a different school. 

By that time I knew where to 8 on and 

off the bus. When I was twelve, I had no difficulty 

getting 9 the city. 10 I ever 

have children, I'll teach them to use 11 ___ _ 

transport when they're quite young. 

S3 



Vocabulary & Grammar 

S4 

1 Underline the correct words to complete the 
sentences. 

1 Global/Public transport is not very reliable in 
my town. 

2 You can reduce your carbon footprint/pollution 
by using the bus and train instead of the car. 

3 My sister's taken my blouse without my 
permission again! I'm so jealous/ annoyed! 

4 Don't waste/destroy energy by boiling a full 
kettle of water for one cup of tea. 

S The plane to Paris was cancelled/delayed. 
We had to wait three hours. 

6 You can save 10% on your heating bills by 
turn ing down/switching off your central 
heating by one degree. 

7 I don't know her very well, she was just my 
colleague/classmate in secondary school. 

8 Our father got married again and we have now 
two step-/ex- sisters. 

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the verbs in brackets. Circle since or for 
where necessary. 

1 We wer.r (go) to the same school@since a 

couple of months but then his family moved 

to London. 

2 Pete's my best friend. We ____ (know) 

each other since/ for primary school. 

3 I (think) about you a lot since/ for 

we last met. 

4 Tina _ ___ (learn) Spanish since/ for 

six weeks but she can only say a few words. 

S His new book is fascinating. _ _ _ _ 

(you/read) it? 

6 Our teacher (be) married since/ for 

thirty years. Unfortunately, his wife died 

last year. 

7 How long ____ (you/see) your new 

girlfriend? 

3 

4 

Complete the sentences with one word in 
each gap. 

1 I had nothing to do and was really bored . 

2 We need more cycle for cyclists to 

make our roads safer. 

3 Manchester United's Ryan Giggs celebrated with 

his mates after scoring the third goal. 

4 The effect of warming is more than 

just a rise in the world 's temperature. 

S You can save both money and ____ by 

choosing more efficient cars or driving less. 

6 There are lots of traffic in Bangkok. 

People spend hours in their cars. 

7 We've only just met. I'd like to to 

know him better. 

Correct the mistakes in the sentences. 

What will you do after school? 

Wf!t'lr t'lre '10vr !}Oth!} ro do t'lfte.r 5cf!00(? 

2 I think our new teacher is going to be strict. 

3 I'll get married when I'll be 25. 

4 lan's planned everything - he'll travel next year. 

S If it won't stop raining, we'll st?y at home. 

6 I won't talk to you if you apologise for being rude. 

5 Read the diary entry and choose the best answer. 

/61 
31 DECEMBER 

I 1i ' ® ® 
met om, m~ ex-boyfriend, t hrough our 

€xtdOify distant neighbour's daughter: L' 
~bout t wo months ago, Lizzy 2 gave / has ~i:;~Y. 
~'m my phone number and he ca lled. I was very 
nervous / upset before our first date B t 

had a good laugh t ogether and 4 fell o~t~ g::on 
very well. After that first date I 5 hav. / 
Tom al t 'e seen saw 

~os every day for three weeks. Then we 
~ad a big ~r~ument and decided to split 

up /~ff. ICI like to keep in touch with him but 
I won t see him again 7 unless / if h . 
ca ll H k e gives me a 

. e nows my telephone number! 



Reading 
6 Read the article about the UK government's campaign 

to save water and the statements below. Complete 
the gaps in each statement 1-7 with a maximum of 
three words, using the information in the text. 

all can and need to save water 
UK government has 

unched a campaign to 
age families to save water. 

of households in England and 
already suffer from 'water 

'. where the demand for clean 
. g water could sooo be higher 

e water available. The UK is 
for its wet weather, but 

o actually has less annual 
'_--L.II than Paris or Rome. The 

risis is greatest in the South 
·here at least ten million peo
ve less water per person than 
Ii iog in much drier countries, 

Egypt and Morocco. 
average person in the UK 

huge amount of water: about 
a day compared to 127 

per person in Germany. Now 
partrnent for the Eoviroo
Food and Rural Affairs 

"'-'''J has launched a campaign 
every person save at least 
of water a day. This could 
save millions of litres of 
ery year. 

campaign, launched by TV 
ter Kate Humble, points out 

that saving water helps to cut bills . 
It will also help to tackle climate 
change by reducing energy use. 

'Water is a precious resource but 
we all waste too much of it,' she 
said. 'Saving water at home doesn ' t 
need to be a big sacrifice - just 
spending one minute less in the 
shower can make a big difference. 
Simple changes like that can also 
help the environment. Using less 
water means saving on carbon 
emissions caused by transporting it 
to our taps.' 

The campaign will include 
online advice and newspaper and 
radio advertising. 

Some of Defra 's top tips for 
saving water: 
* Turn off the tap while you brush 

your teeth - saves six litres of 
water a minute. 

* Cut your shower time by just one 
minute - saves nine litres of water. 

* Use a bowl to wash the dishes 
rather than leave the tap running 
- saves up to six litres a minute. 

* Use a watering can or a bucket to 
wash the car instead of a hosepipe 
- saves 161itres a minute. 

According to the government, people use too 

Ml/ICh. Nt?t'f"er . 

2 Water shortage is the biggest problem in 

3 The average person in Germany uses 

________ water than the average 

person in the UK. 

4 As a result of the campaign, both household 

bills and will be lower. 

S Transporting less water to our homes will 
reduce _______ _ 

6 The government will promote the campaign 

through the media and _______ _ 

7 You'll save the most litres of water a minute 

if you follow Defra's advice when you 

/61 

Listening 
7 GD Listen to the conversation between 

Dave and Kate. Choose the correct answers. 

1 Dave is Kate's 
a classmate c brother 
b ex-boyfriend d cousin 

2 Kate has known Robert 
a since Christmas 
b for one week 

c since Friday 
d for two weeks 

3 Dave was when he heard of Kate's 
date with Robert. 
a annoyed 
b jealous 

c worried 
d disappointed 

4 Dave will take Kate to his friend's party 
if she 
a starts to behave more senSibly 
b doesn't get on well with Robert 
c stops chatting with strangers online 
d doesn't go on a date with Robert 

S Kate seems Dave's invitation. 
a excited about c interested in 
b surprised by d embarrassed by 

6 Dave admits that he 
a has met lots of friends via the internet 
b has lied on the internet about his looks 
c likes his virtual friends very much 
d is not going to make friends online 

Communication 
8 Complete the dialogues with one word 

in each gap. 

1 A: E xcwse. me, how do I g to 
the town centre from here? 

B: T ____ left at the traffic lights. 

2 A: Thank you very m for 
your help. 

B: You're w ___ _ 

3 A: Let me i myself. My name's 
Ann Pitts. 

B: p ____ to meet you. 

4 A: Sorry I c help. 

B: Thanks a ___ _ 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar /30 marks 

Reading /6 marks 

Listening /6 marks 

Communication /8 marks 

Total: /50 marks 
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Vocabulary 
Preparing food 

1 a Match the sentence beginnings 1-8 with the 
endings a-h. 

1 Slice 

2 Spread the marmalade 

3 Pour in 

4 Finally, add some pepper 

5 Grill until 

6 Blend all the ingredients 

7 Peel the tomatoes and 

8 Mix all the ingredients 

a and serve. 

b chop them. 

c in a big bowl. 

d on the bread. 

e the onions. 

f the milk. 

g the grated cheese melts. 

h with an electric blender. 

b Match the sentences from exercise 1 a to 
the pictures. 

s D 

ED 

F D 

Grammar 
The passive 

2 m Underline the correct form (active or 
passive) of the verbs to complete the sentences. 

1 People in this village still make/are made their 
own bread and cheese. 

2 This box hasn't opened/hasn't been opened for a 
hundred years. 

3 The woman took/was taken to hospital. 

4 A new biography of Picasso is writing/ 
is being written. 

5 This question cannot answer/ be answered. 

6 I hope your watch will find/will be found soon. 

3 (**) Complete the second sentence so that it 
means the same as the first. 

1 People speak English all over the world. 

English 15 5po/::.U'l ?lll over the world 

2 Someone has found the lost children. 

The lost children _________ _ 

3 A mechanic is repairing our car now. 
Ourcar ____________ ___ 

4 They taught him Russian at school. 
He ______________ __ 

5 You can buy hot snacks here. 

Hot snacks can __________ _ 

6 We will build a new road next year. 

Anewroad ___________ __ 

4 (**) Complete the text with the correct passive 
form of the verbs in brackets. 

Chocolate robbery 

Ten thousand bars of chocolate J were <if"ole", 

(steal) from the famous Penny Street chocolate 
factory last night. The robbery 2 _ ______ _ 

(discover) early this morning. Two young women 
3 (arrest) in connection 
with the crime and are being held at Tunbridge 
Street police station. Factory employees 
4 (question) by the police at 
the moment. The factory will remain closed today, 
but it will reopen tomorrow and our town's famous 
chocolate 5 (produce) as usual. 



5 (**) Complete the sentences with the correct passive form 
of the verbs from the box. 

drink bring./ grow grill produce serve write 

1 Chocolate N?l5 brovrghT- to Europe by the Spanish. 

2 The first cookery books in ancient times. 

3 Parmigiano cheese ______ in Italy. 

4 Tomatoes in Europe since the 16th century. 

5 The steaks right now. Dinner 
_ _____ in ten minutes. 

6 This smoothie should ______ very cold. 

6 (***) Complete the text with the correct form (active or 
passive) of the verbs in brackets. 

e Potato Website 
About Us News and Press 

_ - oes 1 M?lVe beefro. grONfro. as a food for at least 7,000 years. 
______ (come) from South America, where they 

______ (grow) by the Incas 6,000 years ago. In the 
::: 

::en th century, the Spanish invaded what is now Peru and 
____ _ (bring) the potato plant back to Europe. 

:~ , potatoes 5 (eat) allover the world. 
: =-300 million tonnes 6 (produce) every year. 
--:::. are cooked, baked, fried and made into soups and salads. 
-=: - eci pes, click here.) 

~- everywhere on earth people 7 (eat) chips, 
='c ch fries. They 8 (probably / invent) in Belgium, 

# - ow they are a symbol of global food . Frozen pre-cooked French 
-- , (produce) since the 1970S. However, they are 
=- less healthy than ordinary chips. Perhaps a healthy, low-fat 

of chips 10 (invent) in the future. 

Grammar 
reference 
The passive 

Form 

To form the passive we use the verb to be 

in the correct tense + the past particip le of 
the main verb. 

Present simple Milk is delivered to our 

house every day. 

Present 
continuous 

Present 
perfect 

Past simple 

How many languages are 

spoken in China? 

A new shopping centre is 

being built in my city. 

More and more courses 

are being taught online. 

A young singer has been 

chosen to represent 

England. 

Some beaches have been 

closed to swimmers 

because of high waves. 

Uranus was discovered by 

William Herschel in 7787 . 
Some of the stolen goods 

were found in a nearby 

flat. 

Future simple Students will be informed 

of any changes by email. 

What time will dinner 

Passive with a 
modal verb 

Use 

be served? 

Dogs shouldn't be left on 

their own for long periods. 

All work must be finished 

before the end of April. 

• We use the passive when we are more 
interested in the action than in the 
person who does/did it: 

These shoes are made in France. (it doesn't 
matter who makes them) 

• We use the passive when we don't know 
or care who does the action (agent): 

Jim's mobile phone was stolen. (we don't 
know who stole it) 

• If we want to mention the agent, we use 
a phrase beginning with by: 

This picture was painted by Picasso. 

Our website is visited by over 50,000 visitors 

a month. 

Passive structures are more common in 
formal and written English. 
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Vocabulary 
Nutrition and health 

1 Complete the sentences with the names of 
the nutrients. 

1 Fresh fruit is one of the best sources of 

v 1r-t?lh/·Jf1.5 . 

2 Meat and fish are rich in p ___ _ 

3 Brown bread has more f ____ than 

white bread. 

4 Tea contains nearly as much c ___ _ 

as coffee. 

5 Chips contain much more f _ ___ than 

boiled potatoes. 

2 Choose the two words which can complete 
each sentence. 

I've ~ a lot of weight. 

a put on .I b got c lost.l 

2 I'm not feeling very well these days. I have __ 
most of the time. 

a headaches b no energy c sick 

3 I feel 

a headache b sick c fit and healthy 

4 Cheese contains a lot of 

a protein b fat • c fibre 

3 Complete Jessica's New Year's resolutions with 
the words from the box. 

[

caffeine fat fibre fit 
headache put on look .I 

My New Year's resolutions 

I'm going to 1 fool:. after myself better 

this year! 

1 I'm going to lose some weight. 

2 I'm going to eat less 2 and 

more 3 ___ _ 

:3 I'll try not to 4 ____ weight 

again next Christmas. 

4 I'm going to exercise every day 

until I feel 5 and healthy. 

5 If I have a 6 , I won't 

take painkillers. I'll go for a 

walk instead. 

6 I'm going to have less 7 ___ _ 

only one cup of coffee a day. 

Signed: JeSSica Wd littlnS 

Grammar 
have something done 

4 CD Match problems 1-5 with solutions a-e. 

1 My jacket's dirty. 

2 I've got problems with my eyes. 

3 I don't like the colour of my hair. 

4 My shoes are in a bad state. 

5 The engine in the car is making a funny noise. 

a I must have it checked. 

b I'm going to have it dyed. 

c I've got to have them repaired. 

d I should have them tested. 

e I must have it cleaned. 

5 (**) Answer the questions using the correct 
form of have something done. 

1 Did you repair your bike yourself? 

No, I I1t?1d Ir- rept?lt'red . 

2 Did you wash your car yourself? 
No, ______________ ___ 

3 Are you going to pierce your ears yourself? 
No, ______________ ___ 

4 Do you usually paint your nails yourself? 
No, ______________ ___ 

6 c**) Complete the second sentence using the 
correct form of have something done. 

1 The cobbler has repaired my shoes for me. 

I 've I1t?1d /vi,? 5110e5 rept?llred . 

2 The hairdresser has restyled Kathy's hair 
for her. 
Kathy _____________ __ 

3 The beautician is going to wax Suzie's legs 
for her. • 

Suzie ______________ _ 

4 The dentist whitened Mr Crump's teeth for him 
last month. 

Mr Crump ____________ _ 

5 I must ask the nurse to take my blood 
pressure for me. 

I must _____________ _ 

6 I think I'll go to the doctor's and ask him to 
check my heart. 

I think I ____________ ___ 



7 (***) Today is Wednesday. Complete the 
sentences about Sarah using have 
something done. 

y 

day 

eJlLoJ tests .I 

ay 

On Monday Sarah (windscreen in her carl 

replace) j'ul,d the w"hcl5creeh Ih her 

cc;.r rep(c;.ced . 

2 On Tuesday she (her teeth/check) ____ _ 

3 She (just/ some medical tests/do) ____ _ 

Grammar reference 
have something done 

Form 

To make sentences with have something done we use 

the verb to have in the correct tense + object + the past 
participle of the main verb. 

Present simple I have my car serviced every year. 

Present She is having her eyes tested by 
an optician. 

Present 
perfect 
Past simple 
will/won't 

going to 

modal verb 

Use 

We have had this room painted 
four times. 

He had the engine fixed yesterday. 

You will have your coat cleaned 

very quickly. 

Sheila is going to have her hair cut 
next week. 

You should have your photograph 
taken once again. 

We use have + object + past participle to say that we 

arranged for something to be done (by employing or 
asking somebody to do it): 

I had my bedroom redecorated last year. (I employed 
somebody to do it) -
I need to have my car repaired. (I need to employ a 
mechanic to do it for me) 

_______________ today. Compare pairs of sentences: 

4 Perhaps she (tattoo/do) _______ _ I had my watch fixed yesterday. (somebody fixed it for me) 

____________ on Thursday. I fixed my watch yesterday. (I did it myself) 

5 On Friday she (her hair/cut) ______ _ 

and (her legs/wax) ________ _ 

Grammar Plus: needs + -ing 

8 c***) Complete the sentences with need(s) 
+-ing, using the verbs from the box. 

[

clean cut mend reCharge ] 
throw out wash.l 

1 There are a lot of dirty dishes in the sink. 

They heed wc;.5hlhfjt . 

2 Your coat's dirty. It _________ _ 

3 'These socks have got holes in them. 

They : 'They're in 

such a terrible state that I think they just 

----------------_!' 
4 Our holiday video is too long. 1 _____ _ 

5 My laptop's not working. I think the battery 

We will put in new windows next year. (we will do it 
ourselves) 

We will have new windows put in next year. (we will hire 
somebody to do it for us) 

need(s) + -ing 

We use need(s) + -ing to say that it is necessary or 
important for something to be done. It is not important 

who does it: 

The garage door is very difficult to open, it needs replacing. 

(= it needs to be replaced) 
Your trousers are dirty. They need cleaning. (= they need to 
be cleaned) 

His hair is too long. It needs cutting. (= it needs to be cut) 

S9 



Vocabulary 
Food around the world 

1 Rearrange the letters in brackets to make words 
to complete the menu. 

~ 

. 2l 

=-.f fl[11U_ , r' 

Starters 

Noodle soup with slices of 1 t eYlder (nedtre) 
chicken and vegetables 

2 (vuryoas) pancakes with seafood 

Main courses 

Fish of the day, 3 (ridfe) or 
4 (ligerdl) - with fresh vegetables 

and 5 (iscpyr) French fries 

Steak with a 6 (chri) sauce with 
cream and mushrooms and simple 

7 (dobeil) potatoes 

8 (spyci) chicken curry with rice -
it's hot hot hot! 

Desserts 

Chocolate cake - it 's 9 (etwes) 
and perfect to finish your meal! 

Fresh fruit 

,--- ~##" 

~ 

2 Complete the text with one letter in each gap 
. to make the correct food words. 

In tonight's programme 

I'm cooking some del icious seafood 

1 pan __ __ _ w ith a 2fi _ ____ of fresh fish 

and prawns. The pancakes are a local 3 spe ___ _ _ _ _ 

in Thailand. You need some 4 sp ____ to make the 

dish hot, some So _ _ to fry the pancakes and some 

6 s ___ and pepper to flavour, and the ingredients to 

fill the pancake. If you want a cold pancake, you can fill 

it with salad and make a 7 s ____ with mayonnaise. 

The pancakes make a great 8 sn _ _ _ if you're 

feeling a little hungry, and they're 

extremely 9t ____ ! 

Reading 
3 Read the first paragraph of the text on page 61 

and choose the best title. 

1 I Students around the world 

2 School lunches 

3 

4 Read the text and questions 1-6 below. Match 
the questions to the paragraphs A-F where you 
find the answer. Then answer the questions. 

1 What does the vending machine in Simon's 
school sell? 

Paragraph ...!i... - Yo!}Ml/lYt 50vrp (;lYla 50ffani--lK.5. 

2 Why are health experts in the UK concerned 
about packed lunches? 

Paragraph _ - __________ _ 

3 Which city does Sarah live in? 

Paragraph _ - __________ _ 

4 Does a typical packed lunch in the UK always 
contain some type of fruit? 

Paragraph _ - __________ _ 

5 Who is going to have grilled fish for lunch 
tomorrow? 

Paragraph _ - __________ _ 

6 How many canteens sell hot food in the 
Thai school? 

Paragraph _ - __________ _ 

5 Read the text again. Tick (.I) true or 

6 

cross (X) false. 

1 0 Most British students bring a packed 
lunch to school. 

2 0 There are no vending machines in the 
school in Belgium. 

3 0 If you want noodles at Ling's school you 
have to eat in one of the canteens. 

4 0 In Finland, students do not have to pay 
for school lunches. . 

5 0 At Sarah's school, the salads often sell 
out early. 

6 0 According to the nutrition expert, a 
sandwich at lunchtime is plenty to eat. 

Where do you have lunch? What do you eat? 
Write a short paragraph about a typical lunch 
for you. 



:e UK, almost 
secondary 

nts stay at 
001 for lunch. 

- • ever, only 
t half the 

ents eat a hot 
I in the school 
°een. The others 

a packed 
to school. 

- 0 01 packed 

es contain a 
ich, a fizzy 

, a chocolate 
or crisps - 'and 

)'be some fru it. 
ever, many health experts are concerned that most 
ed lunches aren't nutritious enough - they lack 
in, fibre and vitam ins and the fat and sugar conten t is 
igh . Is it true? Four students tell us about their school 
es and our nutrition expert comments. 

at students say ••• 

iends and I all bring sandwiches for lunch. Most 
- ents also bring in some type of sweet or biscuit -

re good for energy. The only vending machine we 
~ ~ in school sells yoghurt, soup or a soft drink . There's 

- nteen, but it's not popular. 
Simon, Antwerp, Belgium 

rly all the students and staff eat in school. We have: 
_ -oodle bar which is open all day; a snack bar that 

es fruit, sandwiches, pizzo and ice cream, and two 
ime canteens that sell hot lunches (the food is often 
!) with fresh salad and vegetarian meals. 

Ling, Bangkok, Thailand 

-001 lunches are free. The food is usually healthy, and 
us are planned to provide a balanced meal. In most 

. , the week's menu for each school is printed in the 
I newspaper so parents can check what their kids are 

- tomorrow I'll be eating grilled fish with vegetables! 
Thomas, Helsinki, Finland 

_ 10 secondary school in London. The vending 
ines don't sell fizzy drinks now, only fruit drinks, 

-at milkshakes or water. In the canteen you can buy 
, salads (they're always fresh and crispy) and 

iches, but they sell out - if you're late, there are 
greasy chips and burgers left! 

Sarah, UK 

at tlte expert says ••• 
- dwich at lunchtime is not enough for a teenager. 

ay find it hard to concentrate and not have enough 
. You shouldn't depend on sweets and chocolate 

_ ergy - your energy level will drop suddenly later. 
-.eolthy pocked lunches can also encourage bod 

habits . It's better to sit down and eat a proper 
. Posta or noodles and salads provide enough 
hydrates for energy and vitamins. Chips and burgers 

:izza every day is really unhealthy! You 're likely to put 
ight and your skin will suffer. 

Listening 
7 GD Listen to a presenter's introduction to a 

TV programme. Choose the best answer. 

1 On the programme the presenter is going to 
talk to 
a teenagers from different countries about 

their lunches. 
b a nutritionist about the health benefits of 

different food. 
c people from different countries about 

traditional food. 

a GD Listen to the rest of the programme and 
match speakers 1-5 with five of the 
statements a-e. There is one extra statement. 

D Nico says that 3 D Peter says that 

2 D Laura says that 4 D Victoria says that 

a some kids pay for fast food meals, although 
there are free meals. 

b he/she likes the meals that are served at 
lunchtime. 

c it is a good idea for schools to promote 
healthy eating attitudes. 

d the food was not as good as home-made food, 
but it was very healthy. 

e vending machines that sell fizzy drinks 
shouldn't be allowed in schools. 

9 GD Listen again and choose the correct 
answers. 

1 At Nico's primary school 
a not many children brought packed lunches 

to school. 
b most children were allowed to bring sweets 

to school. 
c everyone had to eat fruit and brown bread. 
d the only drink the school sold was milk. 

2 In Laura's country 
a schools don't give students a free breakfast. 
b the free lunches do not include fast food. 
c young people never eat fast food. 
d there are free fast food options for students 

who want them. 

3 In Peter's opinion school meals nowadays 
a are better than a few years ago. 
b are worse than they were a few years ago. 
c include too many vegetables and salads. 
d should include things like pizza and burgers. 

4 Victoria says that school meals always included 
a some kind of soup. 
b some kind of carbohydrate. 
c sweets and pastries. 
d a meat dish . 
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Writing 
A formal letter of enquiry 

Write your address 
and the date in the 
top right corner. 

2 Write the address of 
the person or 
organisation you are 
writing to on the left. 

3 Begin the letter 
Dear Sir or Madam if 
you don't know the 
name of the person 
you are writing to. If 
you know the name, 
begin Dear + name. 

4 In paragraph 1, say 
why you are writing 
and if necessary 
explain who you are: 
I am writing in 
relation to ... 
I read about your 
facilities on your 
website and . . . 
• I e> M wrifih§t WI W, 

ref}e>ra ro ,?o"'r 

e>avern5eMehr ... 
b 

The Manager 
Harwood Theatre 
27 Bromley Road 
Manchester 
M25RF 

Dear Ms Hart, 

Sharples High School 
15-19 Bourne Road 

Manchester 
M23RN 

23 September 2010 

We are a group of students from year 10 at Sharples High School 
and we are writing to enquire about the possibility of using the 
theatre facilities . 

We are a school theatre group and we are preparing a production of 
Uncle Vanya. Unfortunately, the school theatre was damaged by fire 
last week and we urgently need another theatre . The performances 
would be 1-4 October from 2.3Q-4.30 p.m. Please could you tell us 
if the theatre is available at this time? We would also like to know how 
much it costs. Finally, could you please tell us if the theatre staff are 

• available on these dates or if we could bring our own volunteer staff? 

We look forward to hearing from you, ~-------------I 

Yours sincerely, ~ __ _ 

CJris SfeVeflS 

Chris Stevens 

5 In paragraph 2, 
what you require: 
We would like to u~ 
the hall to hold a 
talent show . .. 

Ask for the 
information you 
need: 
Please could you s 
details of . .. 
When is the theat~ 
hall/ speaker/ 
accommodation 
available? 

6 Say that you exp 
a reply: 
I look forward to 
hearing from you 
soon / in the near 
future .. . 
I would like to invite 
you to give a talk ... 
• 

7 Close the letter 
Yours faithfully if 
began it with Dear 
Sir or Madam. If y 
used Dear + nam 
close the letter w' 
Yours sincerely. 

8 Sign the letter an 
then print your 
name or write it in 
CAPITAL LETTERS. 

1 Read the letter and choose the correct answers. 

The students are writing because they want to 
a visit the theatre. 

2 Complete the examples a-f in the letter 
notes 1-8 above with the expressions below. 
Read the letter again to help you. 
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b use the theatre. 

2 They can't use the school theatre because 
a it is too small. 
b there was a fire there. 

3 The students ask about 
a the availability, the cost and the staff. 
b the availability and the cost only. 

I am writing with regard to your 
advertisement ... .I 
We need a rehearsal venue .. . 
I look forward to your reply .. . 
Could you tell me if ... 
I'd like further information about ... 
I am a musician and I am writing in 
connection with . .. 



3 Match sentence beginnings 1-6 with endings a-f. Then say 
in which paragraph of a formal letter of enquiry you would 
find the sentences. 

4 

1 I saw your advertisement 

2 I look forward 

3 Could you tell me 

4 Finally, please tell me 

5 I am writing to enquire 

6 I would also like to know if 

a ~he price of a room for a week? 

b about the accommodation. 

c to your prompt reply. 

d there are any restaurants near the house. 

e for rooms to rent in the centre of Edinburgh. 

f if the house is near public transport. 

Paragraph 1:_ Paragraph 2: _ Paragraph 3: ~ 

Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

[

sign off in the correct places.l 
an answer 

A formal letter of enquiry 

the information ] 
• Write the addresses and the date ' th f-Me correcr p((70Ce5 . 

• Give your reason for writing in paragraph 1. 

• Ask for all 2 you need in paragraph 2. Remember to 
use polite question forms (Could you ... Please could you ... 

I would like to know ... etc). 

• Show that you expect 3 ____ in paragraph 3. 

• Don't forget to 4 correctly. 

• Check the number of words and then check your grammar, 
vocabulary and spelling. 

5 Read the task and then write your letter. Use the ideas in 
exercises 2 and 3 and the strategies in exercise 4 to help 
you. Write 120-1 50 words. 

You are planning to visit London for a week. You have 
seen an advertisement for rooms to rent for a short time. 
Write a letter of enquiry to Ms Jameson, 14 Tyne Road, 
London, NWl 3JN. 

• Explain your reason for writing. 

• Give the dates when you would like to stay, ask if there 
are rooms available and the cost. 

• Ask for information about the location of the hotel 
and how long it takes to travel into the centre. 

• Ask if there is a restaurant nearby and if the hotel has 
childcare facilities. 

Speaking 
Requests and offers 

6 Match the situations 1-5 with the 
appropriate response a-e. 

1 Your mother has just helped you 
to do something. 

2 Your teacher has asked you to 
carry some books for him/her. 

3 Your sister has offered to help 
you cook. 

4 Your teacher has just offered to 
explain something again. 

5 Your friend doesn't understand 
his/her homework. 

a Thanks. Could you wash the 
vegetables? 

b Shall I help you with that? 

c Yes, no problem. Shall I put them 
over here? 

d Thanks a lot. 

e Thanks, that's very kind of you. 

7 Ann is helping Bob to get ready 
for a party. Complete the dialogue 
with the phrases below. 

Can you put Could you 
Is there anything 
Do you want me to do.l 
Would you mind 
very kind of you Shall I 

Ann: ' Do '100 wtJo/-·,r J-v.ero do 

something? 

Bob: Yes, please. 2 _ _ _ ___ _ 

the drinks on the table in the 

living room? 

Ann: Sure, no problem. Okay, that's 

done. 3 _____ _ _ else? 

Bob: Yes. 4 _ _____ _ move 

those chairs? 

Ann: Yes, all right. Okay . .. I've moved 

the chairs. 5 ______ _ 

move the sofa too? 

Bob: No, it's all right. I'll do that 

with my brother later. 

6 helping 

me with the food? 

Ann: Okay. 

Bob: That's 7 ______ _ 
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Vocabulary 
Describing buildings 

1 Find and correct six mistakes in the description of a house. 

It's a three storey terraced house. It looks very modern. It's got 
a balcony on the second floor. The windows on the ground 
floor are very small. There are two chimneys on the roof. 

1 fNo-5r-ore1 3 5 _ _ ___ _ 

2 4 6 _____ _ 

2 Complete the conversation between Lily and Ella with the 
words from the box. 

[

apartment block attic balcony basement 
first floor fun ground overlooks roof 
detached./ storeys traditional ] 

Ella: Hi, Lily, it's Ella. Guess what? I'm calling from our new house. 

Lily: Oh hi, Ella. That's fantastic! So what's your new house 

like? I want to hear all about it! 

Ella: Well, it's a 1 der-?lChed house with two 2 _____ _ 

Quite a 3 ______ house, in fact. 

Lily: What's it like inside? 

Ella: When you come in, there's a very big living room on the 

4 floor. It's perfect for parties. My 

bedroom's upstairs on the 5 • It's lovely. 

It 6 the garden and it's got a little 

______ where I can stand and look at the sunset. 

Lily: Sounds wonderful! Tell me more. 

Ella: At the top of the house there's quite a big 8 _ ____ _ 

room where we're going to have a home cinema. And 

there's a 9 where Dad arrd Jamie are 

going to put their pool table. 

Lily: So is it 10 to live in? 

Ella: Sure. It's a lot better than living in an 11 _____ _ 

Grammar 
First and second conditional 

3 m Match the sentence 
beginnings 1-6 with the 
endings a-f. 

1 If you didn't smoke so much, 

2 If I had enough time, 

3 If Jim was nicer to people, 

4 If she spoke good English, 

5 If we had a bigger house, 

6 If I were you, 

a he'd have more friends. 

b I wouldn't trust that man. 

c I'd do some sport regularly. 

d she'd have a better job. 

e we'd invite a lot of guests. 

f you wouldn't have a cough all 
the time. 

4 m Choose the correct form of 
the verb, a, b or c to complete the 
sentences. 

She'll be sick if she ~ all those 

chocolates. 

a eat beats ./ c will eat 

2 1_ a new car if I got a pay rise. 

a buy b 'II buy c 'd buy 

3 If the bus _ , we'll be late. 

a doesn't come b won;t come 
c didn't come 

4 What would you do if you_ 

someone stealing in a shop? 

a would see b see c saw 

5 If he takes my advice, everything 

well. 

a would go b goes 
c will go 

6 Brighton would be ideal for a 

holiday if there _ so many 

people there. 

a aren't b weren't c wasn't 



5 C **) Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the verb in brackets. 

If I 6hUV (know) how to get there, I 
wouldn't ask. 

2 You'll break it if you (not/be) careful. 

3 If she (tell) him my secret, I'll never 
speak to her again. 

4 If Chris was here, he (know) what 
to do. 

S They'd be silly if they (not take) this 
opportu n ity. 

6 What (you/do) if you locked 
yourself out of your flat? 

6 C **) Put the words in the correct order to 
• make sentences. 

gets/have/#/the/weather/picnic/better/we'll/a 

If the wePlther @ets better, we fl I!Plve PI 

PIChlC . 

2 I/say/you/were/anything/wouldn't/if/l 
1 ____________________________ __ 

3 don't/scream/that/I'II/radio/they/#/turn down 
If __________________________ _ 

4 by a dog/were/if/do/attacked/WAat/would/ 
you/you 

What ? 

S them/wili/nobody/they/do/WAat/helps/if 

What ? 

7 C***) Complete the second sentence so that it 
has a similar meaning to the first. 

1 You feel so lonely because you don't go out 
much. 

If you wehr Ol/lr More, 101/1 WOI/I!dh r feel 
so lonely. 

2 We haven't got any cheese, so we can't make a 
pizza. 
Ifwe __________________________ ___ 

a pizza. 

3 Matthew's overweight because he eats too 
much fast food. 

If Matthew ______________________ __ 

overweight. 

4 My father works very hard, so he can't go to 
the match with us. 

If my father ______________________ _ 

to the match with us. 

S We aren't rich, so we can't buy a big house 
with a garden. 
Ifwe ____________________________ __ 

a big house with a garden. 

Grammar reference 
First and second conditional 
Form of first conditional 

Condition Result 
if + present simple will/won't + verb 

If the weather is good, we'll (= will) go for a walk. 
---+--~--~~------------

If you don't call me tonight, I'll (= will) call you on Monday. 

If they don't finish their 

work, 

If I help you with your 

homework, 

they won't (= will not) get the 

money. 

will you wash the dishes? 

• We can begin the sentence with a condition (if- clause) 
or with a result (the main clause). After if we use the 

present tense, not the future: 

/f you come tomorrow, my mum will bake a cake. 

My mum will bake a cake if you come tomorrow. 

Use of first conditional 

• We use the first conditional to talk about real 
possibilities in the future: 

I'll come if they invite me. 

/f you ask Monica, she'll tell you everything. 

Form of second conditional 

Condition Result 
if + present simple would/wouldn't + verb 

(infinitive without to) 

/f I had more time, I'd (= would) read more. 

/f he was more organised, he wouldn't be (= would not) late 

for school every day. 

/fyou didn't spend so you'd (= would) have more 

much money, savings. 

If you won the lottery, would you buy a sports car? 

• We can begin the sentence with a condition (if- clause) 
or with a result (the main clause). After if we use the 

past simple: 

/f I had more money, I'd buy a new car. 

I'd buy a new car if I had more money.} 

Notice! 

We put a comma 0 only when we start the sentence 
with the if- clause. 

If it rains, we'll go to the cinema. 

Use of second conditional 

• We use the second conditional to talk about imaginary 
situations in the present or unlikely situations in the future: 

/f they were taller, they would play basketball on our 

school team. (but they are not taller) 
/fTom knew her email address, he would write to her. (but 
he doesn't know her email address) 
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Vocabulary 
Living together 

66 

1 Match words 1-6 with a-f to make collocations. 

1 borrow 

l a a mess/noises 
2 make > b things without asking 
3 be c the chores 
4 knock d somebody use the computer 
5 share e fussy/tidy 
6 let f on the door 

2 Alex and Andy are flatmates, but they don't get on very well. 
Complete their complaints with the words from the box. 

[ 

borr~ws ch~res fussy./ 
nagging nOises 

Alex is so annoying! 

knocking let mess 

He's too 1 ( 0551 and tidy. He keeps 

____ me to tidy up. He comes into 

my room without 3 on the door and 

tells me to open the window. We've only got 

one computer, and he won't 4 ___ _ 

me use it, because he's on it 

most of the time. 

Andy's so annoying! He makes 

a 5 around the house and 

doesn't clean up after himself. He doesn't 

share the 6 at all. He 7 ___ _ 

my things without asking. And he makes 

annoying 8 when he's 

playing computer games! 

] 

Grammar 
wish + past simple/would 

3 m Complete the wishes with the 
correct form of verbs from the box. 

[

like know have can ] 
be./ be 

1 I wish Bill NM here. I need him 

to help me. 

2 Johnny has to go to school. He 

wishes he ____ stay at 

home. 

3 My computer's crashed. I wish I 

____ how to repair it. 

4 Zoe likes animals. She wishes she 

____ a pet. 

5 Our neighbours hate us! I wish 

they us. 

6 I don't like this weather. I wish it 

_ ___ warmer. 

4 C**) Read the situations and 
complete each wish, using the 
past simple. 

1 I haven't got a brother. 

I wish I MtM:i a brother. 

2 Alice lives in a big city and she 
doesn't like it. 

Al ice wishes she ____ in the 
countryside. 

3 I have to work at the weekend. 

I wish I to work at the 
weekend. 

4 Polly is the smallest girl in her 
class and she's not happy 
about it. 

Polly wishes she taller. 

5 I can't play any m~sical 
instrument. 

I wish I playa musical 
instrument. 

6 It rains a lot here. 

I wish it so much. 



5 (**) Mrs Williams and Mrs Dobson are sisters. They are 
talking about their teenage children, Michelle, Charlie and 
Kitty. Complete their wishes using would. 

Mrs W: Michelle's been shopping again. She's bought herself 

another jacket. I wish she 1 wovrfdy/t- 5N!.hd 

(not/spend) so much money on clothes. 

Mrs D: I know what you mean. Teenagers are so expensive! 

Phone bills, for example ... I wish Kitty 2 _____ _ 

(spend) less time talking on the phone. 

Mrs W: Oh yes. Charlie's not like that, though. He doesn't need 

a lot of things. But I wish he 3 (not/play) 

loud music at midnight. And I wish he 4 _____ _ 

(study) a bit more. 

Mrs D: Kitty's doing okay at school, fortunately. But I wish she 

______ (help) with housework sometimes! 

Mrs W: You can say that again ... I wish Michelle and Charlie 

______ (clean) their own rooms at least. 

Mrs D: But they 're really sweet kids actually, aren't they? 

Mrs W: Oh yes, they're great. I'm sure they'll learn these things 

in time. Do you remember what we were like at their 

age? Mum used to say'l wish you 7 _____ _ 

(not/keep) all your clothes on the floor '! 

Grammar plus: Expressing regret 

6 (***) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verb in brackets. 

1 If only mum ~ (be) here! 

2 Does Jack regret (not tell) his father the truth? 

3 If only my parents (like) my boyfriend! 

4 I don't regret ____ (choose) this school. 

5 If only I (not/feel) so nervous! 

6 Mr Jones regrets (buy) this car. 

Grammar 
reference 
wish + past simple/would 

wish + past simple 

We use wish + past simple to talk about 

present situations that we are unhappy 

about. We don't think these situations 

will change: 

I wish we could stay here longer. (but we 

can't) 

wish + would 

• We use wish + would + verb to talk about 

present situations that we are unhappy 

about. We think these situations could 

change. We often use it to talk or 

complain about something annoying: 

I wish he would stop shouting at me. (he 

shouts at me and it annoys me) 

I wish you wouldn't drive so fast. (you drive 
fast and I don't like it) . 

I wish my boyfriend would buy me flowers 

from time to time. (he doesn't buy me 

flowers and I'd like him to) 

Expressing regret 

• We use if only + past simple to express 

regret: 

If only I had a younger sister. (but I don't 

have a younger sister) 

• We use regret + (not) -ing to talk about 

past situations that we are unhappy 

about: 

I regret inviting them to my birthday party. 

(I'm sorry I invited them to my birthday 

party) 

I regret not calling Barbara yesterday. (I'm 

sorry I didn't call Barbara yesterday) 
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Vocabulary 
1 Complete the table with the adjective forms 

where possible. 

Noun Adjective Adjective 
with -ful with -less 

beauty 1 bet?rl/lfi"tl/l( -

mind 2 3 

success 4 -
5 harmful 6 

wonder 7 -

stress 8 -

point - 9 

10 " thoughtless 
12 13 careless 

need - 14 

2 Complete the sentences with adjectives from 
exercise 1. 

Angelina Jolie is very attractive, in fact I think 

she's bet?rl/lf,fl/l( . 

2 Smoking is bad for you, it's _____ to 

the body. 

3 Pete's work has lots of mistakes and it's untidy. 

He's very 

4 It wasn't necessary for Kate to come - it was 

because she couldn't help. 

S This TV programme is completely 

, you don't have to think at all! 

6 Jane works very hard and she works long 

hours. Her job is very 

7 This food is ! It's so tasty and 

well-cooked. 

8 That animal isn't at all dangerous, it's totally 

Reading 
3 Read the text on page 69 quickly and choose 

the best answer. 

The text describes different ways for teenagers 
to improve their bedrooms. 

2 The text tells teenagers how important it is to 
decorate different areas of their rooms. 

4 Read the text again and the problems below. 

5 

Match the problems 1-7 to the correct 
solutions in paragraphs A-F. There is one extra 
problem that doesn't have a solution. 

'I wish my parents would let me 
paint my room! I hate the colour: 
Rachel, 75 

2 'I wouldn't know where to start! I can't 
even see my bedroom floor ... it's 
covered with my clothes and books ... ' 
Karen, 76 

3 'I have to share a bedroom with my 
brother. It's a big room, but I feel 
like I don't have my own space. 
I wish I had my own bedroom!' 
Josh, 76 

4 'I don't know what to do! If I had more 
ideas, I'd change my room, but I don't 
want it to look silly. Help!' 
Jackie, 74 

5 'My parents won't let me have a TV 
in my bedroom. All my friends have 
TVs - I wish my parents would agree: 
Mike, 75 

6 'I hate studying in my room . .. my 
desk is always covered with stuff: 
Peter, 75 

7 'My walls are really boring. There's 
nothing on them: 
Mark,74 

Read the text again and tick (.f) true or 
cross (X') false. 

1 0 The writer thinks the ideas most teens have 
about decorating horrify their parents. 

2 0 You should buy cushions to decorate your 
bed because it's cheap. 

3 0 It's a good idea to tryout colours and 
patterns first before deciding. 

4 0 Keeping your desk free of clutter is good 
because you'll find it easier to work. 

S 0 You should keep big plastic boxes under 
your bed and not in the wardrobe. 

6 0 It isn't a good idea to use curtains to divide 
rooms into separate areas. 



8 

c 

a room of my own 
When you're a teenager, your bedroom is where you sleep, study and hang out with your friends. It's a 
private space where you can listen to music, hang crazy posters on the walls and enjoy spending time. 
Creating your own space is not easy, especially if you share a room. But, decorating doesn't have to be 
difficult or expensive - or horrify your parents! Read our hot tips ... 

Agree a budget and plan 

Talk to your parents, tell them you would like to 
decorate your bedroom. Decide together how much 
you'll be able to spend and what you'll be able to 
change. For example, if they're not happy about you 
painti ng the w hole room, ask to paint one wall. it's 
cheaper and you can make a featu re of it. 

Make it your own 
W ant to make your bed stand out? Buy cushions or a 
cool bedspread - it won't cost much and it' ll look good. 
Or try big floor cushions - they look cool and they' re 
great for relaxing with fr iends. Put up posters of your 
favourite sports or pop stars . 

Experiment with different ideas 

You've got to live in it! Choose styles, colours, 
patterns and accessories that you like (not your parents 
or friends). Look in magazines and on the internet for 
ideas. Experiment before you make any decisions . 
if colours and accessories aren't your thing, then you 
could make a fea ture of your sports trophies or your 
C D col lection. 

D 

E 

F 

Divide it up 

If your room is big enough, you can create different 
areas by dividing it up - a study area , a place to sit 
and listen to music, your sleeping area .. Use curtains 
or screens* to divide the space. This is a great solution 
too if you have to share a room - at least you' ll each 
have your own space. 

Organise your study area 
Make it a good space to work in. Put up plenty of 
shelves to store books so you can keep the desk clear 
- it's easier to work if there isn't any mess! Drawers 
under the desk are a good idea to keep all the bits and 
pieces you need, too. if you can't buy new furniture, 
then use cardboard boxes painted in different colours. 

Keep it tidy! 
is your room always a mess? Find storage options that 
are easy for you to use. For example, big plastic boxes 
with tops that you can keep under your bed or more 
shelves in your wardrobe. 

* screen - a flat piece of woad or material used to separate 
one area of a room from another 
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Reading 
Matching questions 

1 Read the title and introduction to a magazine 
interview to find out what it is about. Who do 
you think the text is for? 
a experienced cooks 
b people who can't cook 

The best way to make sure you always get 
good food is to learn to· cook it yours~lf. 
Johnny Buttimer, TV chef and food wnter, 
tells you how to start. 

2 a Read the first paragraph of the interview. 
What is it about? 
a 0 typical food on sailing trips 

b 0 Johnny's parents and cooking 
c 0 why Johnny learned to cook 

b Choose the question a-c, which Johnny 
answers in the first paragraph of the 
interview above. 
a 0 What's a typical menu on a sailing trip? 
b 0 How did your cooking adventure begin? 
c 0 Were your family good cooks as well? 

3 Read the rest of the interview. Match questions 
a-e to paragraphs 1-4. There is one extra 
question. 

3 

a How can you start learning if you know 
nothing about cooking? 

b What are the advantages of knowing how to 
cook when you're eighteen? 

c What menu would you recommend for a 
teenage house party? 

d Where can you find good recipes? 

e Which dishes are the best to begin with? 

1 --------
;ou can eat well wherever you are, and you don't 
epend on anyone. You can invite fri 

them something better tha . your ends and offer 
some day you'll start livin n cnsps and fizzy drinks. And 
really feel the difference. it'~~~o~~ °e:~ and then you'll 
and burgers every day Also k. . ng sandWlches 
. . . ., coo mg Wlth fresh 
mgredlents IS cheaper than buying ready-made food. 

2 --------

------~-

sa~s areIfgrea; for a .start, because they dO~'t need 
coo ng. you re eating a salad ou lik 
actually learn to copy it b seein y e, ~o~ can 
using the same ingredients y Pasta .g Wh~~s m It and then 

It's. ~asy to cook and can be serv:da:th~~~~~r~~~~~n. 
~~l~Cl~~:ry' e~~~toB-mkakde sauces which make it a different 

. a e potatoes are good t 
prepare them in lots of ways, with differentO~tl~~~.can 
4 --------



Listening 
Multiple choice 

4 m Listen to Alex telling his sister, 
Laura about his f1atmate, Andy. 
Try to answer these questions. 

a Why is Alex annoyed? 

b In Laura's opinion, what is the 
main problem? 

5 m Listen again and choose the 
correct answer. 

1 Alex is annoyed because Andy 
a doesn't do his share of the 

chores. 
b makes a fuss over nothing. 

2 Laura thinks the problem is 
a Andyhasneverdoneany 
. cleaning. 
b They have different needs. 

In mUltiple choice tasks sometimes 
you have to answer questions about 
a speaker's opinion, feelings or 
intentions. Work these out from 
a whole passage rather than from 
one sentence. 

6 m Listen to a conversation 
between Laura, Alex and Andy. 
Choose the correct answers. 

1 Laura is trying to 
a change the agreed cleaning 

time. 
b make Andy clean the bathroom. 
c help the boys to agree. 

2 The thing Andy dislikes most is 
a cleaning the living room. 
b being reminded to do the 

cleaning. 
c doing housework when he's ill. 

3 Alex 
a thinks Andy shouldn't eat in 

the living room. 
b criticises Andy's mum. 
c wants Andy to clean the living 

room at least a bit. 

4 At the end 
a Alex and Andy reach agreement. 
b they cannot agree about the 

bathroom. 
c they are confused by Laura's 

suggestions. 

Use of English 
Gap fill 

7 a Choose the correct answer a, b or c to complete 
this sentence. 

My parents want me to look _ my little brother on Saturday. 

a at b after c for 

b Look at the two wrong answers in exercise 7a. Match 
them to these sentences. 

I'm looking _ a holiday job. 

2 You've been looking _ this painting for fifteen minutes! 

8 Read the two groups of sentences. In each group, match the 
answers a-c to the sentences 1-3. 

A 1 Jim _ science fiction stories for eight years. 

2 He the first one when he was ten. 

3 Since then, he _ more than twenty. 

a wrote b has written c has been writing 

B 1 I'm waiting here because my car _ . 

2 The washing machine _ and can be used. 

3 Every time th is computer _ I wonder if it 
wouldn't be cheaper to buy a new one! 

a has been repaired b is repaired c is being repaired 

To choose the correct answer in a gap-fill task, look at the 
structure of the whole sentence. To eliminate the wrong answers, 
think of the structures in which they would be correct. 

9 Choose the correct answer a, b or c to complete the text. 

I didn't realise I was a computer addict untillastThursday, when my 
computer broke down and the computer repair man 1 ~ it away. It's 
Tuesday now, so 12_ without a computer for four days. I've been 
looking 3_ things to do while it 4_ . I've been talking to friends 5_ 

the phone. 16
_ eleven films. I've 7_ and paid a shocking sum for it. 

I've spent many hours sitting and thinking about the games I 8_ if 
I had my computer back. I've fallen 9_ with my brother over nothin§j, 
simply because I'm so stressed out. 10_ the repair man doesn't bring 
my computer back soon, I'll go crazy! 

a took./ b has taken c has been taking 

2 a am living b live c have been living 

3 a at b for c after 

4 a repairs b is repairing c is being repaired 

5 a on b by c through 

6 a watch b have watched c have been watching 

7 a pierced b been piercing c had my nose 
my nose my nose pierced 

8 a will play b would play c played 

9 a out b off cover 

10 a if b when c unless 
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Vocabulary & Grammar 
1 Match the adjectives 1-8 with the correct 

nouns a-h. 

2 

sour a cheese 

b potatoes 

savoury c noises 

4 tender d snack 

S ground e cream 

6 grated f chicken 

7 boiled g house 

8 detached h floor 

Complete the sentences with one letter in 
each gap. 

1 Add the egg, then ,PQ(:J!::' in the milk and mix. 

2 Heat the dish in the oven and __ _ _ _ it 
immediately while it's still hot. 

3 They live in a three-storey apartment _____ . 

4 Bake the pizza until the cheese _____ and 
is golden. 

S A large _____ room under the roof is ideal 
for keeping boxes of old books and clothes. 

6 Wash the potatoes, then ____ them and 
slice very thinly. 

7 She loves sitting on the _______ of her flat 
overlooking the sea. 

3 Rewrite the sentences using have something 
done. Don't change the tense used in the 
original sentence. 

1 An optician is testing her eyes. 

She 15 hC7VI'y"g her e1e5 f"e5ted. 

2 A doctor is going to check Peter's heart. 

3 They have installed a new sink in our kitchen. 

4 Somebody should dye your hair. 

S A locksmith will change all the locks in my house. 

6 They deliver milk to my aunt's house every day. 

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the verbs from the box. 

5 

[

not make not borrow./ not feel ] 
knock lose let not nag 

I wish my younger sister WOI//!d".,'t borrow 

my clothes without asking. 

2 If she some weight, 

she'd look really attractive. 

3 I wish my parents ________ on the 

door before coming into my room. 

4 If you me to wash up 

after breakfast, I wouldn't be late for school 

every day. 

S 1 ______ _ _ you use my computer if 

you were nicer to me. 

6 Mum wishes my younger brother ___ _ 

a mess in his bedroom. ----
7 I wish I sick every time I 

travel by bus. 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a 
similar meaning to the first. 

1 Steven Spielberg directed Schindler's List. 

Schindler's List WC75 d/reeted b1 

Steve", Spielberg. 

2 They are still repairing our car. 

Our car _ _________ ~._--

3 I'm not happy that I'm so short. 
I wish _____________ _ 

4 People speak English in many countries. 
English ____________ _ 

S Robert wants to go on holiday to Africa but he 
hasn't got enough money. 

If Robert ____________ _ 

6 Somebody has broken three windows in our 
school. 

Three windows __________ _ 

7 Auguste and Louis Lumiere invented colour 
photography. 

Colour photography ________ _ 



Communication 
6 Underline the correct words in the first line of 

each dialogue. Then choose the second line 
from options a-e below. 

1 A: Could/May you help me carry the suitcase? 

B: L 
2 A: Shalil/you open the window? 

B: 
3 A: Would you mind/ wantturning off the radio? 

B; _ 
4 A: What's it made/done of? 

B: 
5 A: What/ How does it taste like? 

B: 

a Sure, no problem. 
b _ Yes, all right. 
c The main ingredients are eggs and milk. 
d Yes, please. 
e It's very spicy. 

7 Complete the dialogue about Paul's house with 
one word in each gap. 

Interviewer: What 1 I:.lhd of house is your 

parents' house? 

Paul: It's a two-storey house in a very 

good location. It's quite small but I 

couldn't live anywhere else. 

Interviewer: Why do you like it so much? 

Paul: There are several 2 why I 

love living there. It's close to my 

office and it only takes me five 

minutes to walk there. And I have my 

own room on the first 3 _ _ _ _ 

It's tiny but just right for me. 

Interviewer: Is 4 ____ a park near your 

Paul: 

house? 

Yes, and our balcony s _ _ _ _ it. 

I love sitting there in the summer. It's 

so relaxing. On the other 6 ___ _ 

it can be quite noisy when kids from 

the nearby school are playing 

games during their lunch break. 

Interviewer: I see. Are your parents planning to 

move to a bigger house one day? 

Paul: No, I don't think so. In my 7 _ __ _ 

the house size doesn't really matter 

as long as you feel happy there. 

Reading 
8 Read the article about sharing accommodation. 

Match the headings A-G to the paragraphs 1-6. 
There is one extra heading. 

1 

/' Living with other people can be difficult, whether your house mates 
are close friends or people you hardly know. Don't choose a housemate 
just bec.ause they're great fun. Think about day-to-day living. Will they 
pay theIr share of the rent on time? Will they get on with your friends? 
If you decide to share with someone you hardly know, always ask for 
personal references first. 

2 

V Establish the rules early - is it okay to borrow clothes, use someone 
else's phone or personal computer? Always ask before you borrow 
anything from a house mate, and make sure you take good care of it. 

3 

V If any of your house mates are good cooks and you're not, let them 
cook and you do the dishes. It may be a good idea to set up a schedule 
for household tasks, taking turns to clean the bathroom, etc. 

4 

Try to agree on a minimum standard of cleanliness that you can all 
stick to. You don't have to be a 'neat freak', but don't leave dirty dishes 
in the sink or make a mess all over the bedroom, especially if you're 
sharing with a roommate. 

S 

Different people have different ideas about day-to-day living. You 
can't ask your housemates to change themselves if you're not willing to 
change as well. Listen to what your housemates have to say and 
find solutions everyone is happy with. 

6 

Spend time with your housemates and take an interest in what 
they're doing. Try to find time to be together: maybe just to hang out 
or to watch a movie. Then you'll get to know your housemates better. 

A Be prepared to compromise. 

B Respect each other's property. 

C Focus on behaviour, not personality. 

D Tidy up after yourself. 

E Choose your housemates carefully. 

F Communicate with each other. 

G Divide responsibilities. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Communication 

Reading 

Total: 

/30 marks 

/14 marks 

/6 marks 

/50 marks 
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Vocabulary 
Accidents and first aid 

1 

2 

Match words 1-7 with a-g to make collocations. 

1 burn/cut L a bleeding/ swelling 

2 sprain b head 

3 feel c painkillers 

4 have d yourself 

5 hit your e your ankle 

6 stop the f dizzy/sick 

7 take 9 concussion/a headache 

Complete the text with the words from the box. 

aid concussion burnt dizzy feels headache .I 
hit painkiller plaster spra ins swell ing 

I'm really busy. Kids 
keep coming all day. Most of 

the time it's just small things: one 
girl has a I Met?Pc/t?PCMe , so I give her 

a mild 2 ; another has cut herself 
and I put a 3 on the cut. Or a kid 

____ sick and I give him some mint tea . Sometimes 
there are injuries from PE lessons. For example, somebody 
5 their ankle playing football. I put ice on it to 

stop the 6 , and then I usually phone the parents 
and they take the student home. Once a student 7 ___ _ 

herself in the science lab. The science teacher gave her 
first 8 by putting her hand under cold water, 
and then I put a bandage on it. Last month we had a 

serious incident. A boy 9 his head and then 
he felt sick and 10 - he had all the symptoms 

of II . I phoned his parents and they 
took him to hospital. We were all terribly 

worried, but fortunately it wasn't 
very bad and he got better 

after a week. 

] 

Grammar 
Used to - past continuous 

3 IT) Complete the sentences with 
the correct form of used to and the 
verb in brackets. 

1 When I was little, I l15ec/ ro Mt?Pre 

(hate) olives. 

2 Paul _____ _ 

(not/behave) like this before we 
were married. 

3 My granddad _ ___ _ 
(do) a lot of extreme sports when 
he was younger. 

4 (you/go) skiing 
in winter when you were a child? 

5 I (not/go out) as 
much as I do now. 

6 Where ____ _ 

(your family/live) before World 
War II? 

4 (**) Underline the correct form to 
complete the sentences. 

1 I always had wonderful hol idays 
as a child. My cousins and I 
were playing/ used to play 
outdoors all day. 

2 My grandma was baking/ 
used to bake a delicious cake 
every Saturday. 

3 What were you doing/ 
did you use to do at seven o'clock 
yesterday evening? 

4 We were sailing/used to sail along 
the coast when suddenly a 
strong wind threw the boat onto 
the rocks. 

5 Dan wasn't eating/ didn't use to eat 
so much when he was younger. 

6 The postman came while we 
used to have/ were having 
breakfast. 

7 Were you reading/ 
Did you use to read a lot as 
a child? 



5 (**) Complete the blog with the correct form 
(past simple or past continuous) of the verbs 
in brackets. 

I 1 p,rrtve.a (arrive) at Robert 's party last night, 
and Phil ~ (play) a PlayStation ™ game. 
____ (not notice) me at all. Bill and Alice 

____ (read) Garfield cartoons. They 5 ___ _ 

to sho~ me the one they 6 (laugh) at. 
____ (eat) something as usual. Millie 

____ (not/do) anything special, so 1 9 ___ _ 

down next to her. While we 10 (talk), 
more people 11 (arrive). Soon we were 

:lancing and having a good time. 

- - - -~ -,,-. ~- --------..,.. 

6 (***) Underline the correct form to complete 
the text. 

I was fourteen, my brother Tim and 11 used to be/ 
being crazy about biking. We 2 were doing/ 
o do tricks on our bikes every afternoon, on a hill 

w here we lived. We 3 were seeing/used to see a few 
nts, but that 4 didn't stop/ didn't use to stop us. 
um used to worry about us, but she 5 believed/ 

believing children should have the freedom to 
ment. One afternoon we 6 were riding/ 

o ride up and down the hill as usual. We did a 
unny hops, and then Tim 7 decided/ used to decide 
and do a front flip. He 8 landed/was landing 

_ on his face with the bike on top of him. He 
to bleed/was bleeding badly, but he was able to 
up. We 10 rushed/were rushing to the local 

. al. While I phoned our parents, the doctor 
eady saw/ was already seeing Tim, and so Mum 

n't seeing/didn't see him in the worst state! 

Grammar reference 
Past simple and past continuous 
• 'The past simple and the past continuous are 

sometimes used together. The past continuous is used 

for the action in progress (the background action) and 

the past simple for the completed action. Sentences 

like this often use when, while or as: 

Dave and Caroline were arguing when' came in. 

He called while' was taking a shower. 

As we were leaving the house, , heard the phone ring. 

• For completed actions, we normally use the past 
simple, even if these events happened repeatedly or 

lasted for a longer time: 

Even if my mum was very angry with my brother, she tried 

(NOT W8S tryiR§) not to shout at him. 

Used to 
Form 

+ 
'/You/He/She/ used to drink milk. did not (didn't) 

'tlWe/They use to drink milk. 

General questions 

'/you/he/ 

Did she/it/ use to drink milk? 

we/they 

Wh-questions 

What did you use to drink? 

Why did you use to drink so much milk? 

Use 

Short answers 

Yes, 

No, 

'/you/he/ 

she/it/ 

we/they 

• We use used to to talk about states (be, have, believe, 

like) and actions which happened regularly in the past, 

but do not happen regularly now: 

, used to swim every day. (I don't do it any more, or I don't 

do it every day) 

• We use used to, not the past continuous, to talk about 

regular past actions: 

, used to go (NOT wes §OiR§) abroad every summer. 

• We use the past simple, not used to, to talk about 

something that happened only once: 

'twisted (NOT ",sed to twist) my ankle in July. (it happened 

only once, not regularly) 

'j 

did. 

didn't. 
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Vocabulary 
Telling a story 

1 Underline the correct adverbs to complete 
the story. 

Last January, my boyfriend and I were returning 
from our skiing holiday in Switzerland. We were 
on a train to Geneva. 1 Suddenly/Immediately 
the train stopped in the middle of a snowy 
field. 2 A few minutes later/ At first a conductor 
came and explained the train was stuck in the 
snow. We all got off and walked through deep 
snow to a nearby village, where we were put 
in a school building. Some friendly people 
3 finally/ immediately brought us hot coffee and 
food. 4 After that/Meanwhile we slept in the 
classrooms. 5 At first/Meanwhile, a snow plough 
arrived and dug out our train. 6 Eventually/ 
A few minutes later we got on the train again 
and arrived in Geneva the next day. *' 
7 Fortunately/ Unfortunately, we'd missed our 
flight home. 8 At first/ In the end, the airline 
wanted us to pay the full price of a new ticket. 
9 Fortunately/ Unfortunately, we managed to 
persuade them that the situation was special 
and 10 in the end/suddenly they put us on the 
next flight at no extra charge. 11 Immediately/ 
Finally, we arrived home a day late, exhausted 
but amused by our adventure. 
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Grammar 
Past perfect 

2 IT) Complete the sentences with the verbs in 
brackets in the past perfect. 

1 When we finally got to the party, 

they Cf ec.reYl (eat) all the birthday cake. 

2 Mike was hungry because he ___ _ 
(leave) his sandwiches at home. 

3 How long (you/know) Steve before 
you married him? 

4 Jessica was nervous because she ___ _ 
(neverlfly) before. 

5 I didn't know who the man was; 1 ___ _ 

(not see) him before. 

6 Everything was ready; they ____ (bring) 
all the equipment the day before. 

3 (**) Complete each sentence with one verb in 
the past simple and one in the past perfect. 

4 

1 1 fe f f" (feel) better after 1 I-Jc.d f"c.i:.eYl (take) 

the painkiller. 

2 When Sophie ____ (come) to the party, 

Nick _____ ___ (already/leave). 

3 The rescue teams (arrive) 

4 

immediately after the accident 

_______ (happen). 

____ (hear) a lot about John before we 

________ (meet). 

5 Jack ____ (be) annoyed because he 

________ (just/have) an argument 

with his boss. 

6 After we _ ___ (finish) all the work, we 

________ (go) bowling to relax. 

(** ) Complete the text with the verb s in brackets 
in the correct form (past simple or past perfect). 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
twas 10 p.m. when Julia finally 1 mc.de 

(make) herself a cup of hot chocolate and 
____ (sit) down on the sofa. 

____ (be) a long, tiring day. She 
4 (have) eight lessons at school and 
then she 5 (hel p) her friend Zoe 
decorate her room. Now she 6 (feel ) 
really exhausted, but also pleased with herself, 
because she 7 (never/paint) a room 
before and she 8 (do) a good job on 
one. She 9 (take) a long delicious d 
of the hot chocolate and 10 (open) a 
magazine. She 11 (see) a mobile 
advertisement and suddenly she 12 ___ _ 

(remember) something. Oh no! She 13 ___ ~ 

(leave) her mobile in Zoe's flat! 



Grammar plus: reflexive pronouns 
and each other 

5 (**) Complete the sentences with 
the appropriate reflexive pronouns 
where necessary. Where no 
pronoun is needed, write -. 

I found it difficult to concentrate 

--=-- in class. 

2 I don't think he knows how to 

look after ___ _ 

3 My younger brother has already 

started to shave ___ _ 

4 Michelle always dresses 

____ really beautifully. 

~ I cut ____ while slicing the 

tomatoes. 

6 At the end of the day, I need 

some quiet time to relax 

7 How did you feel ___ _ 

when she said that? 

6 (***) Complete the sentences 
with each other or the appropriate 
reflexive pronoun. 

1 Don't invite Dave and Darren to 

the same party. They really hate 

et?rCh other . 

2 We didn't enjoy ____ very 

much at the festival. 

3 I can't tell you much about him. 

We don't know ___ _ 

very well . 

4 Will you stop looking at 

____ in the mirror and 

listen to me? 

5 The two lovers looked adoringly 

at ____ and ignored 

everyone else. 

6 The little boy fell off his bike and 

hurt ___ _ 

7 My little sons fight sometimes 

but they've never really hurt 

Grammar reference 
Past perfect 

Form 

We form the past perfect with had + past participle of the main verb. 

+ 
I/You/He/She/ had ('eI) gone to bed. 

ItlWe/They 

had not (hadn't) gone 

to bed. 

General questions 

Had I/you/he/she/it! 
we/ they 

Wh- questions 

gone to 
bed? 

Short answers 

Yes, I/you/he/she/it/ had. 

No, we/they hadn't. 

How many times had you seen Beth before she moved to Spain? 

Use of past perfect 

• We use the past perfect to talk about a past event which happened 

before another past event. We use the past simple for the later, 

main event: 

On the way to the airport I remembered that I had left my passport at home. 

(the second event happened before the first = first I left my passport, 

then I remembered) 

• When we use the past simple and past perfect in one sentence to 

talk about two past events, we often combine the two clauses with 

when, just, already, recently, before or after: 

He was very sleepy because he'd just got out of bed. 

I didn't offer them anything to eat because they had already had dinner. 

Reflexive pronouns and each other 
Form 

Singular Plural 

1 st person (I, we) myself ourselves 

2nd person (you) yourself yourselves 

3rd person (he, she, it, they) himself/herself/itself themselves 

Use of reflexive pronouns 

• We use reflexive pronouns to talk about actions where the subject 

and object are the same person or thing: 

Tom cut himself while he was making breakfast. 

Don't jump into water, boys! You can hurt yourselves. 

• We often use reflexive pronouns with verbs such as cut, hurt, enjoy, 

look after: 

They are old enough to look after themselves. 

• Some verbs are reflexive in many languages but not in English (for 

example, wash, dress, shave, feel, relax, concentrate). 

Use of each other 

• We use each other to talk about actions or feelings which go in both 

directions between two people: 

Ian doesn't like Mike, and Mike doesn't like Ian. They don't like each other. 

• We often use each other with verbs such as love, hate, like, (get to) 

know, see: 

I love my younger sister, she loves me too. We love each other. 
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Vocabulary 
Arctic exploration 

1 Complete the text with the words 
from the box. There are two 
extra words. 

abandon 
got stuck 

expedition .I 
sank rescued 

remote crew wave 
exceptional lifeboats 

Robert McClure: Arctic explorer 

In 1850 an 1 expea'inov> ,led by Robert 
McClure, set out to explore the north 
part of the Arctic. In early 1853, the 
expedition ship 2 in the ice 
and couldn't move. Finally, they had to 
3 the ship and climb onto the 
ice. Soon, the ice destroyed the ship 
and it 4 . They couldn't use the 
____ because the water was 

completely frozen. McClure and the rest 
of the 6 had to cross the ice by 
sledge. The journey was terrible 
because the men had to march across 
the ice and soon the situation was 
getting desperate. They were in a 
____ part of the world, far from 

any towns. Luckily, the men were 
8 by another ship, HMS 
Resolute. McClure and his men became 
famous. The British Government 
rewarded them £10,000 and they 
received gold medals from the British 
and French geographical societies. 

- ------..--.---
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!~~ . !!~~~ . ~edi~ . !:.~I.~.~r.ity? 
Today, with so many TV reality programmes and 
get-famous talent shows, we're used to instant celebrities. 
In the case of Grace Darling, things were different. 
Grace was born in Britain in 1815, and of course, 
there were no cameras, no TV and no internet then. 1_ 

Artists painted her, poets wrote about her. Grace received 
hundreds of letters, including one from the Qyeen with a 
£50 reward (worth about 45,000 euros today). A museum 
was later established to celebrate her life. Grace was the 
daughter of a lighthouse keeper, and lived with her family 
on a remote island off the north -east coast of England -
so how did she become so famous? 

Reading 
2 Look at the picture and the paragraph headings in the text 

above. Choose the best answers. 

The text is 
a a newspaper article about different famous people. 
b a biography about a famous person in the past. 
c an article about a woman who became very famous. 

2 The woman in the text 
a was rescued from a boat. 
b helped to rescue some people. 
c wanted to rescue some people but couldn't. 

3 Read the text and match five of the sentences a-f to the 
gaps 1-5 in the text. There is one extra sentence. 

a On 5 September 1838 the ship Forfarshire left Hull to 
travel to Dundee with about sixty crew plus some 
passengers. 

b Millions of people have visited the Grace Darling Museum. 

c People everywhere were amazed by Grace's bravery and 
praised her heroism. 

d But Grace became an international celebrity. 

e It was a difficult time for Grace and her family. 

f Then she saw survivors on the rocks. 



_ O n 7 September there was a terrible storm and 
_ - 4 a.m. , when most of the people on board were 

.~~. ~.~~ .. ~i.$J~~ . p'.I.~~~ .. ~.~ .. ~~~ .. ~~.~~~ .. ~i.".:'.~ .. 

_ ing, the ship hit rocks. Within fifteen minutes it had 
-"n in two and sunk. Later that morning, Grace was 

Grace, an otherwise ordinary young woman, captured 
the public's imagination. Suddenly, she became the 
'ideal woman' in Victorian England - some people 
wanted to paint her, others wanted souvenirs such as 
locks of her hair, others wanted to read about her or see 
her. 5 _ Sadly, she became ill and died in 1842, aged 
only twenty-seven. 

. g out of her window when she saw the wreck. 3 _ 

:ather, William Darling, knew that a lifeboat couldn't 
_ the nearest town because of the storm. He decided 

= and help and twenty-two year-old Grace went with 
- Together, they rowed over 1.5km through the huge 

_ and managed to reach the nine survivors . Grace 
- -0 row the boat herself while her father leapt out of 
~at onto the rocks. One of the survivors was badly 

- _ but they managed to rescue them all. 

of the dramatic rescue appeared in first the local 
en the national newspapers - and the legend of 
Darling was born. 4 _ Soon Grace was celebrated 
tionally and received many awards, including the 

-:.1's* silver medal for bravery. 

. Tational Lifeboat Institution, a charity that raises money to 
_ . eboats and pay for people to use them. 

4 Answer the questions with up to 
three words. 

When was Grace born? 

2 Which famous person sent a 
reward to Grace? 

3 How much is the reward 
worth today? 

4 What time did the ship sink? 

S How far did Grace and her 
father row? 

6 What award did the RNLI 
give Grace? 

7 How old was Grace when 
she died? 

Listening 
5 CJI) Listen carefully to four short recordings about the 

explorer Ernest Shackleton and order the text types. 

1 D a description of a film 

2 D a presentation 

3 D a recorded message 

4 D an extract from an interview 

6 CJI) Listen again. Tick (v") true or cross (X) false. 

1 D The museum is not open on Sundays. 

2 D A ticket for a student costs £6.50. 

3 D Shackleton was born in England in 1874. 

4 D In 1899 Shackleton qualified to command British ships 
anywhere in the world. 

S D The production team for the film went on three 
expeditions to the Antarctic. 

6 D You can see the original photos from the Shackleton 
expedition in the film . 

7 D Leonard Hussey was allowed to keep his banjo because 
Shackleton liked music. 

8 D On the journey to South Georgia the men had some 
food every four hours. 
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Writing 
A narrative 

In paragraph 1, set 
the context for the 
narrative - give 
information about 
where and when it 
happened and who 
is involved. 

2 Use time expressions 
to make it clear 
when the action 
took place: 
Last week, three years 
ago, at midnight last 
night, etc. 

3 In paragraphs 2 
and 3, describe the 
main events, say 
what happened and 
why. 

The best day of my life! 

Something wonderful happened last Saturday. I 
love sports and I 'm in the athletics team at 
school . Last Saturday was the finals of the Sports 
Champi ship in our region and I was taking part in 
the lOOOm race . I got up very early and my parents 
went with me to the sports stadium . 

I waited nervously. Finally , it was time for my 
race . Everything started well and I 
first three runners. Maybe I could win ! 
started on the last 100m when I fell o'v~e-r~!-=I~~-'~
get up immediately because everyone in the stadium 
was shouting loudly - I thought they were ' shouting 
at me. Luckily , I wasn ' t badly hurt . I wanted to 
run away because I felt so embarrassed, but then I 
decided to get up and finish the race . My heart was 
beating hard and I didn ' t think I could win . I ran 
extremely fast , but in the end I finished in fourth 
place. I was ve ry disappointed . ~----------------

After the race , I got changed slowly. Eventually , 
went outside . Suddenly , a woman came up to me . She~-----~~ 
explained that she was looking for talented young 
athletes and that she was impressed by my speed and 
determination . She invited me to go to a special 
sports school where I ' ll get extra training . I was 
really excited ! Meanwhile , my parents were worried 
about me . When I told them my news they were happy . 
Even though I didn ' t win my race , it was the best 
day of my life! 

4 Use exclamati 
marks to emp 
important 
information. 

S Describe your 
feelings. 

6 Use sequencing 
words and adv 
to show the 
events: 
in the end, 
immediately, 
eventually . ... 

7 Try to finish your 
essay in a drama 
way: 
1'1/ never forget ... 
because . .. It 
best/ worst/ most 
frightening/ most 
exciting 
my life! 

1 A good narrative gives lots of information. 
Read the story above quickly and answer the 
questions. 

2 Look at the sentences 1-4 from the story and 
choose the sentence, a or b, which has the 
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1 Who is the story about? 

2 Where did Julia go? 

3 When did Julia go there? 

4 Why didn't Julia win the race? 

5 What did the woman invite Julia to do? 

6 How did Julia feel .. . 

a after the race? 

b after speaking to the woman? 

same meaning. 

1 I didn't get up immediately 
a I didn't get up slowly. 
b I didn't get up at once. 

2 Eventually, I went outside. 
a After a short time I went outside. 
b After a long time I went outside. 

3 Suddenly, a woman came up to me. 
a A woman came up to me slowly. 
b A woman came up to me quickly and 

unexpectedly. 

4 Meanwhile, my parents were worried 
about me. 
a My parents were worrying about me 

during this time. 
b My parents worried about me for a 

short time. 

, 



3 Underline the correct words to complete the text. 

Posted: 28 October 

I was sitting at home last Saturday morning when the 
phone 1 eventually/suddenlv rang. It was my friend 
John - he had a spare ticket for a Leona Lewis concert 
that evening! I love her music, so I was very excited. 
We decided to meet at the concert hall. I waited for 
twenty minutes, but John didn't appear. 2 Eventually/ 
Immediately I discovered he was waiting for me at one 
dbor. 3 Meanwhile/Immediately I was waiting for him at 
another door. What a disaster! Finally, we went inside. 
At first, we stayed at the back, but after that we went 
down to the front. 4 Suddenly/Eventually Leona started 
to shake people's hands. I 5 immediately/meanwhile 
tried to get near her. Then I waited - would she shake 
my hand? 6 Eventually/ Immediately she reached me and 
shook my hand! It was the best evening of my life! 

Simon 

4 Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

events word order narrative./ sequencing 

A narrative 

• Read the task carefully. Think about what interesting 
information you can include in your 1 ht?trrt?tnve and 

make notes. 

] 

• Think about the wh- words to help you set the context and 
describe the main 2 : who, what, where, when, 

what happened, how the person felt. 

• Organise your notes into paragraphs and write the first version. 

• Read your narrative and think what you can do to make it 
more interesting - add exclamation marks, adjectives, 
____ words and adverbs. 

• Check the number of words and then check your 
____ , grammar and punctuation. 

5 Choose one of the tasks and write your narrative. Use the 
strategies in exercise 4 to help you. Write 200-250 words. 

Write about: 

1 A surprising event that happened to you or 
someone you know. Finish the narrative with the 
words It was the best day of my life! 

2 Imagine you are Julia's mother and rewrite her 
story from your point of view. 

Speaking 
Making arrangements 

6 Choose the best phrase for each 
situation. 

That would be great! 
How about going to see a film? 
What are you doing at the 
weekend? 
I'd love to, but I have plans. 
Do you fancy going to a party? 
What's new? 

You want to start a conversation. 

W/it?tt-'5 heN? 

2 You want to invite someone to go to 
the cinema. 

3 Someone has invited you out, 
but you can't go. 

4 Someone has invited you out and 
you can go. 

5 You want to know about 
someone's plans. 

6 You want to invite someone to a party. 

7 Use the prompts to write invitations 
in the dialogues. Then accept (./) or 
refuse (X) the offers with a reason. 
Use as many different expressions as 
you can. 

1 go/shopping/after school? 

A: Do '100 ft?thC'1 fjt0lhfjt 

5/ioPPlhfjt t?tfte.r 5c/ioo(? 

B: (X) I'm 50rr'1' I Ct?th't: 

I 've fjt0t- t?t fjtwrt?tr (e550h. 

2 go/to the sports centre/on Saturday? 
A: ____________________ __ 
B: (./) ________ _ 

3 meet/for a coffee/tomorrow? 
A: ____________________ __ 
B: (X) _________ _ 

4 go/to an art exhibition/on Sunday? 
A: ____________________ __ 
B: (X) ________ _ 

5 watch/a film on TV/tonight 
A: ___________ _ 
B: (./) ____________ _ 



Vocabulary 
Newspapers 

1 Rearrange the letters to make words or phrases 
found in newspapers. The first and last letters 
are in the correct position. 

a anesirevdemt 

b cotoran 

c flim riveew 

d gisosp cumoln 

e hamun itresnet sroty 

f hprosocoe 

g Iteter to the etodir 

h nwes alirtce 

sprats nwes 

2 What kinds of texts are the following? Match 
texts 1- 7 with seven of the words a-i from 
exercise 1. 

Who Is Miss World's 
Mysterious New Boyfriend? 

2 0 Barack Obama meets with 
G20 leaders in Pittsburgh 

3 0 S lY; 

I MJo.5 5hoc!::ed ro yeo.d 10I//Y o.yt(cie 

00. th e pyop05ed c h o. 0.tJe5 r o OI/7Y 

edl/7co. f t"o0. 515t-erv-. . 

4 0 LIVERPOOL SIGN UP NEW GOAlKEEPER 

5 0 
You've got to ask yourself how this 
banal romantic comedy got to win 
three Academy Awards. The plot is 
predictable, the acting weak and 

6 0 

7 0 
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Homeless teen becomes a top student 

S AQUariUS 
(20 January - 18 February) 

Allow your feelings to guide you this week. 
The Moon influences your ruling lanet 

--~------- ------

o easy to do 
m a bit harder 
a:= extra challenge 

Grammar 
Reported speech 

3 ffi Complete the second sentence with the 
correct pronouns. 

'I don't want to upset my mother; said Sylvia . 

Sylvia said ~ didn't want to upset hey 

mother. 

2 George said, 'I'm going to visit my friends on 
Saturday.' 

George said ____ was going to visit __ 
friends on Saturday. 

3 John and Claire said, 'We took our children to 
the zoo.' 

John and Claire said 
children to the zoo. 

'd taken 

4 'I talked to your sister about the trip; Sam 
told me. 

Sam said 
the trip. 

'd talked to sister about 

5 I told Joe, 'I discussed the trip with your cousin .' 

I told Joe __ 'd discussed the trip with __ 
cousin. 

4 C**) Read Mike's holiday blog, then complete 
what Bob said in direct speech. 

This is a photo of Bob, a 
Scottish guy I met in France last 
summer. He told me (1 ) he was 
cycling across Europe. He said 
(2) he'd just come from Brussels, 
and (3) before that he'd cycled 
all the way from Aberdeen . He 
explained (4) he didn 't like cars 
or buses. He told me (5) he was 
going to Sicily, and (6) when the 
holiday was over, he and his 
bike would return home by train . 

1 'r ' /. r ' 
.L rv-. c '1CII0.!jt o.CY0 '55 Cl/7yope. 

2 'I Brussels.' 

3 'Before that, 1 _________ _ 

from Aberdeen .' 

4 'I cars or buses.' 

5 'I Sicily.' 

6 'When the holiday over, my bike 

and I home by train .' 



5 (**) Read what Bob said when he phoned Mike 
on his return, and complete Mike's blog using 
reported speech. 

a phone call from Bob, the Scottish cyclist , today. He 
me the rest of his trip 1 I1t?1d b eeh wonderful. He said 

_ ___ as far as Sicily in the end ; he 3 in 
ern Italy. He added he 4 an article about his 

and he 5 it. Finally, he told me some day that 
_ _ ~_India . 

6 (**) When Bob was setting off on his next 
trip, his mother asked him to remember a few 
important things. Rewrite what she said in 
reported speech. 

1 '(lean your teeth regularly!' 

She told 111fv.. to c!et?lh 1115 t eeth re@ l/T(t?lrf'1 . 

2 Wash your socks every day: 

She told ____________ _ 

3 'Keep your passport in a safe place!' 

She told ____________ _ 

4 'Please text me every day: 

She asked ___________ _ 

5 'Please send a postcard to your grandma: 

She asked ___________ _ 

Grammar plus: Time expressions in 
reported speech 

7 (***) Complete the sentences to report what 
the people said. Make all the necessary 
changes and remember to change the time 
expressions in bold. 

1 'School finishes today: 

He said <jc l1oo( frh l511 ed tht?l t dt?l '1 

2 We're going to Spain tomorrow: 

They said ____________ _ 

3 We packed all our luggage yesterday: 

They said ______ ______ _ 

4 We'll be back next month: 

They said ____________ _ 

5 We travelled all around South America last year: 

They said ____________ _ 

6 'I haven't got a full-time job now: 

He said _____________ _ 

Grammar reference 
Reported speech 

When we tell others what someone has said, we can 

quote their words directly (direct speech) or report them 

indirectly (reported speech). 

• In direct speech, we give the person's exact words: 

The film was very interesting: ~ She said The film was very 

interesting.' 

In reported speech, we explain what the person said 

without giving their exact words. We normally make 

changes to verb tenses, pronouns and time and place 

expressions: 

Form 

Direct speech Reported speech 

Present simple Past simple 

'/ don't like football: Dave said (that) he didn't like football. 

Present continuous 

'I am going to the 

cinema.' 

Present perfect 

Tom has failed his 

driving test.' 

Past simple 

Past continuous 

Dave said (that) he was going to the 

cinema. 

Past perfect 

Dave said (that) Tom had failed his 

driving test. 

- Past perfect 

'My sister didn't tell 

me the truth: 

Dave said (that) his sister hadn't told 

him the truth. 

will would 

'I hope it won't 

happen again: 

Dave said (that) he hoped it wouldn't 

happen again. 

Pronouns 

'/ don't need your help, / can open the tin myself.' ~ He told 

me (that) he didn't need my help and that he could open 

the tin himself. 

'/ know you haven't baked the cake yourself.' ~ My girlfriend 

said (that) she knew / hadn't baked the cake myself. 

Time and place expressions 

now ~ at that time/then today ~ that day 

tomorrow ~ the next day/the following day 

in three days' time ~ three days later 

next week the following week 

yesterday ~ the day before/the previous day 

four hours ago ~ four hours earlier/four hours before 

last week ~ the week before/the previous week 

here ~ there this ~ that, the 

'I left it here yesterday.' ~ He told me (that) he had left it 

there the day before/the previous day. 

Reported orders 

When we report a request or command, we often use the 

structure: ask/tell/order someone to/ not to + infinitive: 

'Listen carefully to the instructions.' ~ The teacher asked us 

to listen carefully to the instructions. 
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Vocabulary 
Celebrities and the media 

1 Match 1-5 with a-e to make collocations. 

1 print a pressure 

2 behave b attention 

3 be under c an influence on 

4 desperate for d lies 

5 have e badly 

2 Read the news item. Then match the 
beginnings 1-7 with the endings of the 
comments a-g below. 

REAL LIFE NEWS 

Home UK World Business 

FOOTBALL NEWS 

Footballer JohnnyThomas, arrested in October 
after he'd attacked a man in a nightclub, was 
sentenced to two months in prison yesterday. 
This means he will miss the UEFA European 
Football Championships. 

I A very good decision! 

2 I don't believe Johnny did that. 

3 He'') always been desperate for attention, hasn't he? 

4 Why don't the media leave him alone? 

5 I'm sorry for him. I think the punishment is too hard. 

6 I don't worry about Mr Thomas. What worries me 
is the effect of his behaviour on others. 

7 I don't believe young people are influenced by 
anyone's example. 

a He should have the right to some privacy! 

b He behaved badly and he got what he deserved. 

c He's probably been under a lot of pressure recently 
because of the championships and that's why he 
did it. 

d Newspapers are always printing lies about him. 

e They're much too self-centred for that. 

f Think about the influence his example may have 
young people. 

g Well, now he's certainly got al l t he pUblicity 
he wants. 
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Grammar 
Reported questions 

3 rn Complete the reported questions by putting 
the words in brackets in the correct order. 

'Do you live in Manchester?' 

He wanted to know if I It've.a r'yo, 

MClYlCfre.~;fu (Manchester/l/ in/ lived). 

2 'Did you see Tom earlier?' 

Mary asked if _____ ______ _ 

_______ (seen/l/had/Tom) earlier. 

3 'What are you thinking about?' 

She wanted to know what ___ _ __ _ 

_ _______ (about/ thinking/l/was). 

4 'What are you going to do on Sunday?' 

Daniel asked what _ ________ _ 

____ (going/were/to/we/do) on Sunday. 

S 'Why have all the guests left?' 

Kate wondered why _____ _ _ _ _ _ 

_______ (the/left/ ail / had/guests). 

6 'Where is the Royal Palace?' 

The tourist asked _ _________ _ 

______ (was/where/ the/Palace/Royal) 

4 C**) Rachel applied for a job with a newspaper. 
After the interview, she told her friend about 
the questions she was asked. Complete what 
Rachel said in reported speech. 

1 'Have you worked in the media before?' 

She asked (me) rrIC! tVor/:.e.a r'yo, the. 

Me.art? be.fore. . 

2 'Have you done much writing ?' 

Sheasked ____________ _ 

3 'What sort of texts have you written?' 

She wanted to know ________ _ 

4 'What languages do you spea ~?' 

Sheasked ____________ _ 

5 'Where did you learn Spanish?' 

She wanted to know _ _______ _ 

6 'Are you available seven days a week?' 

She wanted to know ________ _ 

7 'Will it be a problem for you to have your 
mobile on all the t ime?' 

She asked _ ___________ _ 



5 (**) Rachel also asked the interviewer some questions. 
Below is what she later said to her friend. Write the 
questions she asked in direct speech. 

I asked if I'd get some sort of training. 

Will I ge.t 50rv. e. $ort of training? 

2 I asked how much I'd earn. 

How much 

3 I asked if she'd read my article on student rights. 

4 I asked how many days of holidays their employees got 
per year. 

How many days of holidays 

5 I asked if they had a staff canteen. 

6 (***) Complete the reported questions, making all the 
necessary changes. 

Do you live here? 

I asked the girl If $/-r e. It"ve.a' there. 

2 Where were you yesterday? 

The teacher asked me 

3 What are you working on now? 

The interviewer asked the artist 

4 What are we going to do tomorrow? 

My girlfriend wondered 

5 Where did you live six months ago? 

The policeman asked the man 

6 Have you seen this article? 

My friend asked me 

7 Where do you think you' ll be in five years'time? 

Charlie asked Mike 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Grammar 
reference 
Reported questions 

Word order in reported questions 

• When we report questions, we use the 

same word order as in reported 
statements (the subject comes before 
the verb). 

• We change the same elements as in 
reported statements (verb tenses, 

pronouns, time and place expressions). 

• When we report questions, we often use 

ask, wonder, want to know: 

'Are you going home?' (direct question) 

He asked if I was going home. (reported 
question - the subject comes before the 
verb) 

'Do you like flowers?' (direct question) 

He wanted to know if I liked flowers. 

(reported question - no auxiliary verb do) 

Reporting yeslno questions 

• When we report yesl no questions, we 

use if or whether: 

'Do you want to take a rest?' --> He asked 

if/ whether I wanted to take a rest. 

'Did you have a good time at the party?' --> 

Pete wanted to know if/ whether we had had 

a good time at the party. 

Reporting wh- questions 

When we report wh- questions, we use 

ask + the same question word (what, 

who, how, where, when, etc.) as in the 

original question: 

'Why have you come so late?' - > He asked me 

why I had come so late. 

'When willi see them again?' --> She 

wondered when she would see them again. 
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Vocabulary 

86 

Crime 

1 Complete the text with the best words, a, b or c in each gap. 

Welcome to the online police forum 

What should we do about crime? 

Every year the number of people who 1 ~ crimes 
increases. If thieves 2 _ your house or they 3 _ a lot 

of money, how should they be punished? Should they 
pay a 4 _ or get a prison 5 _ ? Most people agree 

criminals should 6 _ prison for serious crimes, but 
what about less serious crimes? What should we do? 
For example, some teenage boys 7 _ out of control 

and do some damage to a school or other building. 
Should they 8 _ the damage with their own money? 
Will they 9 _ their lesson from this? And what about 
people who 10 _ into computers? What do you think? 

Write and tell us! 

1 a commit .l b do c make 

2 a steal b break into c goto 

3 a catch b damage c steal 

4 a call b fine c prosecutor 

5 a fine b t ime c sentence 

6 a stay b goto c have 

7 a go b make c get 

8 a pay b pay for c pay back 

9 a take b study c learn 

10 a hack b break c play 

2 Complete the text with the correct form of the words 
in brackets. 

o The police will explain the reason for your 
I C7rre5r- (arrest) and charge you with a 
2 (criminal). 

o You should contact a 3 (law) as 
soon as possible and talk to him or her about 
your case. You need a 4 (defend) 
lawyer to defend you. 

o When the case goes to court, the 
5 (prosecute) will explain the 
case against you. 

o The judge will decide your 6 ___ _ 

(punish) - it might Simply be a 7 ___ _ 

(fine) or it might be more serious. 

Reading 
3 Read the dictionary extracts 

below. Then look at the photo and 
the paragraph headings. What do 
you think the text will be about? 

affect v to change or influence something 

demand n wanted by a lot of people 

harass v to behave in an unpleasant or 
threatening way towards someone 

pose [for a picture] v to sit or stand so 
that someone can take a photo of you --t publicity n attention in the media J 

4 Read the text and choose the best 
summary. 

The text is about how to take 
photographs of famous people. 

2 The text explains why famous 
people don't like paparazzi 
photographers. 

3 The text is about why ordinary 
people like looking at photos of 
famous people. 

5 Read the text and choose the 
correct answers. 

According to the text, one of 
the difficult things about being 
famous is 
a you are always stressed about 

something. 
b you get bad publicity all the 

time from the media. 
c your life is no longer private. 
d there is a lot of pressure to tell 

people about your life. 

2 There are more paparazzi now 
because 
a most photographers think it is 

a very glamorous job. 
b there are more magazines 

and newspapers that want 
their photos. 

c all magazines want to publish 
their photos these days. 

d more celebrities behave badly 
now than before. 



3 Lisa Michaels 
a doesn't often read about her 

favourite celebrities. 

b is a teenager who is famous for 
taking photos of stars. 

c doesn't understand why 
magazinesabout stars are so 
popular. 

d thinks celebrities should 
expect to be photographed. 

4 According to Norman Newman, 
a readers expect newspapers to 

have stories about celebrity 
scandals. 

b people only want to know 
about the bad behaviour of 
celebrities. 

c everyone knows what stars 
look like without make-up. 

d people don't want posed 
photos at all nowadays. 

5 Robert Pattinson wants to avoid 
the paparazzi because 

a he has just been in prison . 
b they take photos of his friends. 
c he can't keep in touch with 

his fans. 
d they have threatened his 

security guard. 

6 _ went to cou rt because 
paparazzi photographers chased 

him/her and caused a car crash . 
a Sienna Miller 
b Lily Allen 
c Amy Winehouse 
d Mark Thomson 

6 Read the text and answer the 

questions with up to three words. 

1 According to the media, what 

kind of stories do people 
enjoy reading? 

2 Which internet sites for blogs and 
posts are mentioned? 

3 What do celebrities complain 
they can't do because of the 
paparazzi? 

4 Who is Robert Pattinson? 

5 Is Lily Allen happy about the 
result of her court case? 

Being famous has disadvantages. 
Stars lose their privacy and are 
affected by negative publicity -
and this is very stressfu l. The 
grow ing number of magazines 
and newspapers that publish 
stories about the private lives of 
celebrities means there are more 
paparazzi* now. 

Celebrities accuse the media of 
harassing them and spreading 
gossip. The media say everyone 
loves human interest stories. 
Appearing in the press, they say, 
is the price of fame. 

~~ .~~!'!~. ~~. ~ .p.~.~~: 
'Famous people know they will be 
photographed; it's part of being a 
celebrity,' says teenager Lisa 
Michaels. 

'Everyone wants to read about their 
favourite celebrities and see photos 
of them. That's why magazines and 
newspapers that publish them are 
so popular' 

Previously, people were happy to see 
posed photographs of the stars. 
However, today we have reality 1V 
and the internet. People write about 
their private lives in blogs and posts 
on Facebook, MySpace or Twitter. 
What is 'public' and w hat is 'private' 
is no longer so clear. 'Nowadays,' 
says sociologist Norman Newman, 
'we want to know w hat the stars 
look like w ithout make-up, or w hen 
they are behaving badly. People 

expect to read about scandals, not 
just read news articles - and they 
want to see the photos.' 

~!f~. ~ . ~~'.I:-~~~~: 
How ever, many celebrities complain 
that because of the paparazzi they 
can never relax. For some people, it 
can get so bad it affects their health 
and quality of life . Actor Robert 
Pattinson, star of the Twi light films, 
worries about his security. 'It's a 
nightmare,' he says. 'I haven't been 
able to meet fr iends because I know 
photographers wi ll be waiting . I 
can't even talk to my fans because 
the photographers follow me 
everywhere.' He feels he has become 
a 'prisoner' of the paparazzi . 

Now, more and more celebrities are 
protecting themselves against the 
paparazzi. Recently actress Sienna 
Miller and singers Amy Winehouse 
and Lily A llen won court cases to . 
stop press agencies f rom sending 
paparazzi to photograph them. Lily 
Allen was in a car accident after she 
was chased by a photographer. 
Allen's lawyer, Mark Thomson, said: 
My client has been harassed over 
the last few months by the 
paparazzi. The court has forbidden 
paparazzi photographers to take 
photos. She is delighted. ' 

* The paparazzi are photographers who take 
photos of celebrities when they do not expect 
to be photographed - for example, when they 
go shopping. walk through the city. eat at a 
restaurant or go on holiday. 
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Reading 
Gapped text 

1 Read the text. Look at the underlined words 
and answer the questions. 

Alice decided to visit her boyfriend in Scotland at 
the weekend. She left home on Saturday morning, 
got into her car and set off. After a few hours the car 
suddenly stopped on the motorway.l1 had run out 
of fuel. There was no petrol station nearby, so Alice 
decided to phone for help. 

1 Who is 'She'? 

2 'After a few hours' means a few hours after she 

3 What is 'It'? 

4 Alice decided to phone for help because 

2 Read the first part of a newspaper article about 
a crash landing. Three sentences have been 
taken out of the text. Match the sentences a-c 
below to gaps 1-3. The underlined words will 
help you. 

'111e Miracle on the Hudson' 
How one pilot's skill saved 155 lives 

O
n 15 January, 2009 an Airbus A320 with 155 

. people on board took off from New York's La 

Guardia airport. I _ . 

'1 heard an explosion, and I saw flames commg 
from the left wing, and I thought, "this isn't good",' 
remembers one of the passengers. 
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Planes often collide with birds. 2 _ 

Captain Chesley Sullenberger found h~self in 
charge of a plane with. no engines, at an altttude of 
just over 900 metres over New York City. 3 _ 

--
a He prepared to land on the Hudson River, 

between Manhattan and New Jersey. 

b A few minutes later, two Canada geese -large 
water birds - hit both of its engines, causing 
them to fail immediately. 

c But accidents wh ich seriously damage the 
aircraft are unusual, and a 'double strike' like 
this is incredibly rare. 

.. ",. 

The following kinds of words show you the 
connections in the text and can help you match 
sentences to gaps: 
• pronouns, e.g. he, his, they, them 
• time expressions, e.g. after that, a few 

minutes later 
• linking words, e.g. but, so, because 

3 Read the rest of the article. Four sentences 
have been taken out of the text. Match the 
sentences a-e below to gaps 1-4. There is one 
extra sentence. 

..... 

To land safely on water ' 
reduce speed as much " a pIlot must first 
doesn't brea'k 't ' as POSSIble, so that the plane 

10 0 pIeces the m ' 
water I All f th ' . oment It touches the 

. _ 0 IS IS ve d 'ffi ' , 
engines New Yi k ' ry . I cult to do WIthout 

, or ers workmg in b 
buildings watched the A' b I near y office 
'river, ' like on a runwa ' If us and smoothly on the 

y. 
The I ' ' p ane Immediately started fi ll ' " 

cold water, but the crew k ,mg ,wIth Ice-
control. 2 . ept the SItuatIOn under 

'They did a wonderful 'ob ' , 
passenger. J , Said another 

Rescue teams arrived with' , 
stood on the plane's win ill millu~es. Some people 
carried into boats. Some ;:~o~~~rs Jump.ed, or were 
but were quickly rescued ' emselves m water, 
the last to leave the Sl'nki . CalPtam Sullenberger was 

, ng p ane, 3 . 

forA~:~s~:::C~~~SsleY' Ino-one was killed. Except 
egs were brok 

suffered serious injuries The rna en~ no-one 
described the 'I ' yor of New York pl Ot as a hero 4 I " . 
future pilots wi ll be t ' d -,- t ~~ lIkely that 
Hudson landing. rame usmg VIdeos of his 

a He walked its whole length twice, waist-deep in 
water, to check no-one had been left on board. 

b They calmly helped all the passengers to get 
out of the sinking aircraft. 

c At that moment she saw the engine blow up. 

d Captain Sullenberger said only, 'This is what 
we are trained to do: 

e He or she must then make sure the landing is 
very flat, so the plane doesn't dive into water 
or roll over. 



Listening 
Matching 

4 QI) Listen to a person talking 
about herself and the media. 
What do you think her job is? 

5 QI) Listen again and note down 
at least three words or phrases 
which helped you to answer the 
question. 

When you have to match 
speakers to their jobs, listen for 

ords and phrases which tell you 
something about the person's 
usual activities. 

6 CJI) Listen to four people 
talking about themselves and 
the media. Match the speakers 1-4 
to their jobs a-e. There is one 
extra job. 

a D actor 

b D artist 

c D business person 

d D journalist 

e D housewife 

Use of English 
Error correction 

7 In each of the sentences below, cross out one word which 
should not be there. 

1 Jack Ra5 sprained his ankle yesterday. 

2 The man which I talked to seemed very friendly. 

3 We discussed about our plans. 

4 He asked me where did I lived. 

5 The article was a very interesting. 

6 Finally' could relax myself. 

7 The sailors have been abandoned the ship. 

8 My favourite sport is the swimming. 

8 Complete the exam tip with examples from exercise 7. 

The unnecessary words in error correction exercises may be: 

a auxiliary verbs __ _ 

b articles f 

c prepositions _ 

d reflexive pronouns (himself, etc.) 

e relative pronouns (who, which, etc.) _ 

9 Read the text below. In some of the lines there is a word 
which should not be there. Tick (.I) the correct lines. If a line 
has a word which should not be there, circle the word. 

Our yacht sank after hitting a whale! 

1 My wife and 'Sused to dream of sailing 

2 around the world for years. Finally last year v" 

3 we had been saved enough money to buy a 

4 yacht and we set out on our dream voyage. 

5 One day we were sailing from the Jamaica 

6 to Puerto Rico when suddenly something 

7 massive has hit the boat. It was a whale! 

8 The boat started filling with water very quickly. 

9 For a moment I felt myself scared, but my wife 

10 was a very calm. She took the 'emergency bag' 

11 who we always kept ready and we got into a life 

12 raft. Soon we were rescued by another yacht. 

13 Back home, a reporter asked us what did we 

14 planned to do now. I told to him we were hoping 

15 to buy another boat soon! 
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1 Complete the definitions with the correct words. 

1 A medicine which reduces or removes pain -

a {2f2ib5ii. i.!f;r. . 
2 Something wrong with your body which shows 

that you have a particular illness - _______ . 

3 A regular article in a newspaper/magazine 

about private lives of famous people -

______ column. 

4 To be unable to stand stead ily because you 

are ill - to feel ____ _ 

S A funny drawing in a newspaper/magazine, 

especially about pol iticians or events in the 
news - ______ _ 

6 All the people who work on a ship or plane -

the 

7 An article in a newspaper that gives an 

opinion about a new film - a film _ _ ____ . 

8 All the organisation.s, such as television, radio, 

and newspapers, that provide news and 

information for the public - the _____ . 

2 Use the words in capitals to complete the 
second sentence so that it has the same 
meaning as the first. 

1 It was his first t ime in the zoo. NEVER 

He hC'od ",ever bee", to the zoo before. 

2 I don't go to the cinema as often as before. 
USED 
_____________________________ ohen. 

3 She entered the room in the middle of my 
argument with Tom. ARGUING 

She with Tom. 

4 'Put your books away: TOLD 

My mother away. 

S I felt sick from eating too many cakes. BECAUSE 

I many cakes. 

6 He has a habit of sleeping during the day, but 
he didn't when he was younger. DIDN'T 

He ___________________ during the day. 

7 Can you help me with my homework?' ASKED 

My brother _______________ homework. 
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3 Underline the correct words to complete the 
sentences. 

The doctor put a plaster/ bandage/painkiller 
around my head. 

2 I've cut/ hit/ burnt myself while baking despite 
wearing oven gloves. 

3 Too much attention can be very annoying 
at first, but suddenly/eventually/ immediately 
celebrities learn how to live with it. 

4 My sprained ankle was quite painful and I couldn't 
stop the bleeding!concussion/ the swelling. 

S I watch the news/advertisements/ the horoscopes 
every day to know what's going on in the world. 

6 Many famous people are tired of reporters 
following them everywhere and want more 
publicity/ pressure/privacy. 

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the verbs from the box. 

[ meet./ have sink hurt get rescue ] 

1 They Met while they were working in Paris. 

2 At that moment it became clear that the ship 

________ very fast. 

3 I was so happy when I learnt that firefighters 

________ my neighbours from the house fire. 

4 His friends a strong influence on 

him when he was a teenager. 

S Julia told her teacher that she was late 

because she stuck in a traffic jam. 

6 The doctor said that my arm for a 

short while aher the injection. 

5 Correct the mistakes in the sentences. 
the,,! Cr' 

By the time we got home, tReY already left. 

2 Ian asked me why didn't I come to his party. 

3 Beth didn't used to be so sociable. 

4 He said me that he wanted to go home. 

S Rob asked us we had plans for the weekend. 

6 I told her thatTom and I are going to get married. 

7 I took a photo of my sister while she slept. 

8 Their teacher asked them stop talking. 
r--I --'1 
. /~ 



Reading 
6 Read the article about a sea rescue. Match 

seven of the phrases a-h to the correct place 
1-7 in the text. There is one extra phrase. 

ifeguards rescue 
eenagers from sea 

Three lifeguards were hailed as heroes last night after 
mey respued dozens of teenagers from the sea. The quick 
ction and bravery of the lifeguards saved several of the 

_ oungsters from certain death. 
The group·ofthirty-six youngsters were on an outdoor 
tivity hol1day in West Wales. On Saturday afternoon, 

me group, accompanied by four adults, went down to the 
sea. Some of them did not know how to swim 1_ . They 

'ere taking part in an exercise to help build 
onfidence and teamwork. As part of the exercise they 
'ere walking backwards into the sea. At the time the tide 
as out and the water was not deep. The tide began to 

come in and 2 _ • Suddenly the sandbank underneath 
them collapsed and the sea flooded in. Some of the 

nagers were soon in dangerous waters. 
Fortunately, three Royal National Lifeboat Institution 

LI) lifeguards 3 _ • 

Jon Johnson, 4 Adam Pitman and Coral Lewis, said 
- was ' the biggest rescue I've seen' . He explained that 
- me of the teenagers were having problems because they 

uldn 't swim. Others found it hard because it is difficult 
swim with all your clothes on. Some of the group went 
der the water and 5 _ • The lifeguards immediately 

ent in with rescue boards. 
Two of the group needed to go to hospital, 6_. Jacob 

Thomas, sixteen, a member of the group, said that at first 
- was fine. 'We were all in up to about our 
- oulders and the bank just gave way and the tide kept 

ming in,' he said. 'Everyone started· to panic a little bit.' 
David Miller, manager for the local coastguard, said 
at although the sea was fairly shallow, 7 _ . 'It is just 
rtunate that the lifeguards were quickly on the scene 
d lucky that lives were not lost,' he added. 

a who was on duty with colleagues 

b thanked them for what they did 

c were in danger of drowning 

d and had never seen the sea before the trip 

e the group started walking back to dry land 

f it was still very dangerous in that area 

g were nearby and came to the rescue 

h both suffering from the effects of the cold water 

/31 

Listening 
7 CID Listen to Kate and Mark's presentation. 

Read the statements and tick (I') true or cross (,x) 
false or write (?) if there is no information. 

o Kate mentions two talent shows. 

2 0 Fifteen million people in the UK watch 
Britain's Got Talent every week. 

3 0 Mark is critical of talent shows. 

4 0 Michael Jackson used to be Mark's 
favourite singer. 

5 0 In his talk, Mark asked the audience to stop 
laughing at talent show contestants. 

Communication 
8 Put the questions and answers in the correct 

order to make a dialogue. 

9 

a 0 Not too bad, thanks. Listen, what are you 
doing tomorrow? Do you fancy going to 
the cinema? 

b [Z] Hi, Pete. How are things at school? 

c 0 I'm sorry, I can't. I'm going to London 
tomorrow. Why don't we go on 
Mondayeve-ning? 

d 0 See you then! 

e 0 Everything's fine. And how are you, Dan? 

f 0 Sounds good. I'll see you on Monday. 

Complete the dialogue with one word in 
each gap. 

A: What do you 1 think about a separate TV set 

for children's bedrooms? 

B: 2 P ____ I don't think it's a good idea. 

I feel 3 s for children who spend 

all the time in front of the telly because their 

parents don't have time for them. 

A: I agree, actually. I think parents 4 s ___ _ 

spend more time with their children instead 

of buying them new gadgets. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Reading 

Listening 

Communication 

Total: 

/30 marks 

/7 marks 

/5 marks 

/8 marks 

/50 marks 
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Vocabulary 
Cultural events 

1 Match sentences 1-6 with sentences a-f to 
make continuous speeches. 

My aunt took me to the opera once. 

2 We're putting on a play at school. 

3 Did you go to the Mike & The Mob gig last 
Saturday? 

4 They're organising a big rock festival in 
our town. 

5 My boyfriend wants me to go to a classical 
concert at the weekend. 

6 There's a new exhibition on at the gallery of 
modern art. 

a It's a famous orchestra and a great conductor, 
and he says I must see it. 

b The atmosphere was exciting and the 
audience had a good time, but the backing 
musicians weren't great. 

c You can see some really strange paintings. 

d My friend plays one of the main roles, and I'm 
responsible for the lighting. 

eo I liked the sets and the costumes, but I hated 
the music! 

f They've invited lots of great bands and they're 
putting up a huge stage in the market square. 

2 Complete the sentences with nouns or 
adjectives formed from the words in brackets. 

1 He's a good songwriter, but not an especially 

good perforMer (perform). 

2 Have you seen that new (music)? 

I loved the songs, and the dancing is great. 

3 When I was in London I saw an ___ _ 

(exhibit) of African art. 

4 My cousin is studying at the Royal College of 

Music; he wants to be a (conduct). 

5 There's an _ ___ (excite) new quiz show 

on TV. 

6 Some of the ____ (back) musicians in 

that concert were awful. 

7 My neighbour is an artist. Right now she's 

working on a huge new (sculpt). 

Grammar 
Gerunds and infinitives 

3 m Underline the correct form to complete 
the sentences. 

1 I enjoy to listen/listening to live music with friends. 

2 Phil can't stand to go/going to the opera. 

3 We agreed organising/ to organise a concert at 
the end of the school year. 

4 I went to the party especially to meet/ meeting 
Emily. 

5 It's cheaper to travel/ travelling by bus than 
by train. 

6 Going/ Go to six different festivals is Mike's idea 
of a great holiday. 

4 m Why did they do it? Complete each 
sentence with an infinitive of purpose using the 
phrases from the box. 

tell her he was okay see some paintings 
buy tickets for the show 
take photos during the trip .I 
invite them to a party 

Sam bought a camera to tt?l~e pi-Tot05 

dl/Trth§! the h"IP . 

2 Ella went to the museum ______ _ 

3 Sophie wrote an email to her friends _ __ _ 

4 Chris phoned his mum _______ _ 

5 Daniel went to the theatre ______ _ 

5 (**) Complete the sentences with the correct 
preposition and the gerund of the verbs in 
brackets. 

1 I'm interested Ih t?lpp("P h§! (apply) for a job 
at the film festival. 

2 We were bored ____ (do) the same job 
every day. 

3 The children are very excited ____ (go) 
to see the musical. 

4 I'm fed up ____ (listen) to his complaints. 

5 Millie is thinking (become) 
an actress. 

6 I've always dreamed ____ (live) in a 
hot country. 

7 Charlie is very keen ____ (study) 
photography. 



6 (**) Complete the blog with the correct form 
(gerund or infinitive) of the verbs in brackets. 

o Posted by Jill on 28 November 

My cousin Jack and I have been making music 
together for years. Last year we wanted 
I toget (get) our own electric guitars, but 
we couldn't afford 2 (buy) them . We 
deci ded 3 ____ (ea rn) some money. 

• 
Fi rst, Jack suggested 4 ____ (work) at a 
supermarket. It was easy 5 (get) the 
job, but we really hated 6 (sit) at 
the checkout for hours without a break. Then 
we worked as waiters in a cafe. 7 ___ _ 

(serve) customers was okay, but it was tiring 
and the money was not so good. And then we had 
a great idea. We offered 8 (play) in 
the cafe in the evenings. We did it all summer 

(save) the money we needed. 

U (perform) in a cafe can be fun, 
but on some days we were really fed up with 
II (sing) the same songs all the 
time . But by September we managed 12 ___ _ 

(save) enough for two really good electric 
guitars and some equipment. 

o Posted by Phil on 28 November 

Grammar reference 
Gerunds and infinitives 

Sometimes two verbs in an English sentence follow one 

other. The first verb can be followed by the gerund or 

infinitive form of the second: 

I hate swimming. (hate is followed by the gerund 
swimming) 

I want to study medicine. (want is followed by the 

infinitive to study) 

Verbs with gerunds 

Some verbs are followed by the gerund. Common verbs 

that take the gerund are: 

avoid, can't stand, consider, enjoy, give up, hate, like, love, 

miss, not mind, practise, prefer, start, stop, suggest 

I suggest going to the cinema instead of the theatre. 

• The gerund can be the object of the sentence: 

I prefer playing football to watching it on Til. 

• The gerund can be the subject of the sentence: 

Eating sweets is not allowed in the classroom. • 

• We usually use the gerund after a preposition, for example: 

interested in, angry about, excited about, dream of: 

Have you thought of mewing to another country? 

Verbs with infinitives 

Some verbs are followed by the infinitive. Common verbs 

that take the infinitive are: 

afford, agree, choose, decide, expect, help, hope, learn, 

manage, need, offer, plan, promise, seem, want, wish, 

would like/love 

My father learned to drive when he was seventeen. 

U!~~==~~~;:!::!!!!:!:~~==~~C;;==::2!Ef21 . The infinitive is often used with the verb to be and 

Grammar plus: want, would like, expect + 
infinitive 

7 (***) Complete the text with the phrases from 
the box. 

[

to study her to study ] 
someone to succeed to become .I 
her brother to become 

Problem parents 

My friend Vera has got a problem with her parents. 
She'd like 1 to beCOMe a dancer, but they want 
____ management. They would also like 
____ a lawyer, but he wants 4 ___ _ 

architecture. How can you expect 5 in a 
career they don't want? Help! What should Vera 
and Nick do? 

adjective (be + adjective + infinitive): 

It was easy to solve this puzzle. 

Other expressions often used in this way are: it's difficult, 

it's expensive, it's cheap, it's good, it's better. 

• The infinitive is also used to give a reason for doing 

something (infinitive of purpose): 

I'm calling to invite you to my party. 

want, would like, expect + infinitive 

• We can use want, would like, expect + infinitive to say 

what we want to do ourselves: 

I would like to finish my studies next year. 

She wants to start a family soon. 

He expects to get more presents than his brother. 

• We can use want, would like, expect + pronoun + 
infinitive to say what we want other people to do: 

Ian would like me to help him with his homework. 

She wants Peter to apologise to everybody. 

Our teacher expects us to come to school on time. 
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Vocabulary 
Buskers 

1 Divide the following reactions into positive (+), 
negative (-) or neutral ((('I). 

1 object to something 

2 not take any notice 

3 appreciate something 

4 shout at someone 

5 find something entertaining 

6 say something is rubbish 

2 Complete the text with the words from the box. 

[

appreciate found generous notice.l ] 
object reacted rubbish shouted 

My cousin and I do breakdance. Last summer we 

decided to earn some money by dancing in the 

street.These are the reactions we got ... 

Some people didn't take any I ",once of us . .. 

That was okay - perhaps they were in a hurry or not 
interested in breakdance. Others 2 ___ _ 

positively: you could see they 3 our 
perfonmance entertainingT hat was really nice. It's 

pleasant when people 4 your skil l. 

Some people were really 5 ; they gave us 

more money t han we expected. But a few people 
seemed a[lgry and 6 at us. I'm not sure 

w hy they reacted so negatively. Perhaps they 
thought our dancing was 7 ; or 

perhaps they 8 to street perfonmers 

asking for money? 

Grammar 
Modals of deduction 

3 m Match sentences 1-4 with a-d to make 
pairs which have the same meaning. 

1 He must be a professional musician. 

2 He might be a professional musician. 

3 He might not be a professional musician. 

4 He can't be a professional musician. 

a I'm sure he isn't a professional musician. 

b Perhaps he isn't a professional musician. 

c I'm sure he is a professional musician. 

d Perhaps he is a professional musician. 

4 m Complete the answers with must or can't 

5 

and the correct verb. 

Are they brothers? 

They MV15r be brothers. They look very 
similar. 

2 Does she have children? 

She children. She's got too 
much free time. 

3 Is he French? 

He French. He hasn't got a 
French accent. 

4 Do I know her? 

You her. She's famous. 

5 Do they live here? 

They here. I've never seen 
them before. 

6 Do they have a lot of money? 

They a lot of money .. Just look 
at this Porsche. 

(**) Read the description of the situation. 
Complete the sentences with may/might (not) 
or could and the verbs below. 

" We're waiting for Laura to get here from Glasgow. 
She said her train would arrive in London at 6 p.m. 
and she'd get a bus to our house. It's 10 p.m. now, 
she's not here and she isn't answering her mobile. , 

[ be be be .I come have have ] 

1 Laura's train MtlI1 be delayed. 

2 She her phone with her. 

3 Her phone ______ broken. 

4 She the right address. 

5 She lost. 

6 She on the morning train. 



6 (**) Match sentences 1-6 to reasons a-f. 

He must be tired. 

2 He can't be hungry yet. 

3 He may not come today. 

4 He could be joking. 

5 He might know how to repair this. 

6 He might not understand what you're saying. 

a He's already two hours late. 

b He's been studying all day. 

c I think he's a foreigner. 

d He's good at technical things. 

e His story is difficult to believe. 

f l1e's just had a big meal. 

7 Complete the dialogue with must, might, may, 
could, may not or can't and an appropriate verb. 
Use each form once. 

Lily's parents are talking about her. 

Jean: I'm really worried about Lily. She doesn't 

study at all. She just sits in her room all 

afternoon and listens to music. 

Phil: She 1 MtMl be in love. 

Jean: I don't know. She 2 a boyfriend 

though - she doesn't go out with anyone. 

I'm worried that she 3 ____ learning 

difficulties. 

Phil: Come on! It can't be that. She's very 

intelligent. Do you think she 4 ____ a 

health problem? 

Jean: No, she's been to the doctor's and 

she's fine. 

Phil: I'll tell you what I think. She 5 ___ _ 

interested in what they're doing at school, 

that's all. It may be as simple as that. 

Jean: Perhaps you're right. After all, it 

____ really tiring learning all 

those subjects. 

Grammar reference 
Modals of deduction (must, might, may, 
could, can't) 
To make guesses or deductions about the present 

and the future, we use must, might, may, could, can't + 
infinitive without to. 

o We use must when you are almost sure/certain that 
something is true: 

She must be terribly unhappy. (I'm sure she's unhappy) 
You're so sociable - you must have many friends. (I'm 
certain that you have many friends) 

o We use might, mayor could when you think that 

things/events are possible, but you're not sure: 

Ron might need your help with Maths. (I'm not sure, it's 
possible that he needs your help) 

She may be at home now. (It's possible that she is at 
home now) 

A bar of chocolate could make her happier. (It's possible 
that a bar of chocolate will make her happier) 

o We use might not and may not when you think that 
things/events are not true or perhaps will nat happen: 

They may not be on holiday yet. (Perhaps they're not on 
holiday yet) 

She might not come home before midnight. (Perhaps she 
will not come home before midnight) 

o We use can't when you are almost sure/certain that 

things/events are not true: 

You can't work twelve hours a day. (It's impossible that you 

work twelve hours a day) 
She can't be in America -/ saw her yesterday at school. (I'm 
sure she's not in America) 

Different modal verbs express different degrees of 
certainty: 

She must be in her thirties. -+ I'm sure she's in her thirties. 
She could/might/may be in her thirties. -+ Perhaps she's in 

her thirties. 
She may/might not be in her thirties. -+ Perhaps she's not 
in her thirties. 
She can't be in her thirties. -+ I'm sure she's not in her 
thirties. 
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Vocabulary 
What is art? 

1 Look at the photograph and complete the 
critics' opinions with the words from the box. 

[

think reminds mean on the right.l 
in front of might of art beautiful 
style don't understand ] 

Critic 1: This is a famous photo for peace. There is 

a woman 1 0'" the rr"gJ/'r . She's 

hold ing a flower. The woman is young, 

I think she 2 be a student. 

She is standing 3 a line of 

soldiers. This is a great photo, I really like 

the 4 • The photo 5 ___ _ 

me of a film I watched. 

Critic 2: I don't think it's a work 6 ___ _ 

It doesn't 7 anything to me! 

18 what the photographer is 

trying to say. 

Critic 1: Of course it's art! It makes you 

9 and that's the purpose of 

Reading 
3 Look at the book cover, 

read the introduction 
to the story and the key 
words in the box below. 
What do you think 
happens in the story? 

gallery alarm 
break-in steals 
police officers 
paintings 

The extract is from 44 Scotland 
Street by the Scottish writer 
Alexander McCall Smith. 
It is about a group of people 
who live in Scotland Street in 
Edinburgh. Pat works in an 
art gallery. Her boss, Matthew, 
owns the gallery. 

4 Read the extract and complete the sentences 
with the correct names from the box. 

[

Jimmy Clarke Pat the older policeman ] 
the younger policeman Matthew 

______ arrives at the gallery and 
discovers the break-in. 

2 phones the police. 

3 Pat wonders if ______ is responsible 
for the break-in. 

4 is an art thief. 

5 says that the alarm probably 
didn't work properly. 

6 thinks he knows who stole 
the painting. 

art. I think it's very 10 5 Read the extract again and tick ({ ) true or 
cross (X) false. 2 Complete the sentences with one letter in 

each gap. 

REAL LIFE NEWS 

What is art anywa~? 
I C~ b t 1::. ~ ~!2 1::. 2: 1. g 1.. British artist Gavin Tur,k is bac~. in 
the news again. His latest piece of artwork, called Brilio 5 IS 
a cardboard box made of painted metal. Christies, one of the 
most famous art auction houses in the world,. pl:ns to sell the 
work at a 2 s ___ next month. Experts say It IS . w - - -:- -

h $30000 Some 4 cr think hiS work IS as muc as , . . - - - - - , 5 

rubbish, but others love hiS work and say he s a g- - - - - . 

1 0 When Pat goes into the gallery the alarm 
doesn't go off as usual. 

2 0 Pat felt uneasy because she couldn't see 
anyone outside the gallery. 

3 0 The intruder didn't have to break the 
window to get into the gallery. 

4 0 Matthew's gallery is doing well at the 
moment and selling a lot of paintings. 

5 0 Pat is sure that Matthew broke in to the 
gallery. 

6 0 The older policeman is very unhappy that 
they can't prove who the intruder is. 



Things happen at the gallery 

Pat arrived slightly early at the gallery the next morning. She 
was about to go through to the back, when she stopped. 

Usually, when she came in in the morning, she would hear the 
alarm and have to type in the number to stop it. This had not 
happened this morning. 

Had the alarm been set? She looked at the control box. Two 
small red lights went on and off. That was different. Normally it 
was a single red .. Pat looked around. The gallery had a large glass 
window at the front, and this looked out onto the street. There 
were people on the pavement, traffic on the road. The door was 
only a few metres away. But even so, she suddenly felt nervous 
and now she saw that the door of the room at the back of the 
gallery was open. She closed that door - always - before she left. 

Now she 'felt frightened, and she ran across the room to switch 
on the lights. Then, with the gallery lit up, she found the courage 
o walk over to the inner office door and push it open. 

The intruder* had managed to lift the lower part of the 
ovindow. The glass was not broken, but the lock had been forced 
and there were small pieces of wood on the floor. Pat picked up 
me telephone and dialled the emergency code. A comforting 
'oice told her the police would arrive within minutes and not to 
ouch anything. So she stood there wondering what had 

happened. Why had the alarm not gone off? Why was the office 
oor open? It suggested the intruder had managed to get in 

through the small window and then been disturbed*. 
It suddenly occurred to Pat that a break-in could be quite 

convenient* for Matthew. He was having difficulty selling any of 
his paintings; perhaps it would be easier to arrange an insurance 
claim*. 

A few minutes later a police car arrived outside the gallery 
and two officers got out. Pat opened the front door. 

She showed the men the alarm. 
'It can't have worked properly,' said the younger policeman. 
She led them through to the back room and pointed at the 

ood on the floor. The older policeman looked at the glass and 
shook his head. 

, 0 prints* there,' he said. And there's not much we can do, 
although I can probably tell you who did this .' 

Pat listened in surprise. 'But how do you know?' 
'M ter all my time as a policeman, I'm sure about one thing. 

The same people do the same things all the time. We know who 
ey are and where they live. This was probably done by a man 

cUled Jimmy Clarke. He's the person who steals paintings in 
. s city. But of course we can't prove it.' 
1 t must be difficult for you,' Pat said. 
The older policeman smiled. 'Not really, you get used to it.' 

• intruder - someone who breaks into a building 
• disturb - interrupt, stop someone from doing something 
• convenient - something that is convenient gives someone an opportunity, 

often in a way that is a little dishonest 
• in urance claim - insurance is the money you pay a company regularly 

so they will give you money if something you own is stolen or damaged. 
_\ claim is when you ask the insurance company for money 

• prints = fingerprints - the marks you leave when your fingers touch an object 

Listening 
6 You are going to listen to two people 

discussing the extract Things happen 
at the gallery. Before you listen, 
choose the most likely explanation for 
the break-in. 

1 D Nobody ever finds out who broke 
into the gallery or why. It remains 
a mystery, but each character has 
his/her own theory about it. 

2 D The art thief Jimmy Clarke broke 
into the gallery. He was planning 
to steal the best paintings, but 
then he heard someone outside. 
He escaped before he could steal 
any paintings. 

3 D Ronnie and Pete, two men who 
know Matthew, think that there is 
a painting in the gallery that is 
worth a lot of money. They decide 
to break in, but they are 
disturbed before they can steal 
the painting. 

4 D Matthew's gallery is doing badly 
and he needs to make some 
money. He arranges for someone 
to break in and steal some 
paintings. Then he plans to claim 
the money from his insurance. 

7 (]I) Listen to the conversation and 
write the numbers of the theories 
above in the order they are discussed. 
Which is the correct one? 

Order of discussion: _, _, _, _ 

The most probable theory is:_ 

8 (]I) Listen again and underline the 
correct answers to complete the 
sentences. 

1 Jane wants/doesn't want to tell Kevin 
immediately who broke in to the 
gallery. 

2 Kevin doesn't think it was 
an art-thief/Matthew because that's 
too obvious. 

3 Kevin/Jane says that Matthew can't be 
the thief because he's too honest. 

4 Kevin thinks the thieves wanted to 
steal a painting/a sculpture by Peploe. 

5 The painting by Peploe could be 
worth £400,0001£40,000. 

6 The author reveals/ doesn't reveal who 
tried to rob the art gallery at the end 
of the book. 
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Writing 
A review of an event 

In paragraph 1, give 
basic information 
about the band or 
event. For example, 
for a festival, give the 
name of the festival, 
say who organised it, 
how often it 
happens, etc. 

If you were at the Luto concert last Saturday night, then you'll 
know how good they were - see our review below. 

A concert review 

Luto are an American indie rock group from California. The band has 
four members, lead Singer Andrew Weston, guitarist Tim Ellis, 

2 In paragraph 2, say keyboard player Tim Childs and drummer Matt Stevens. Weston 
where and when the 
concert/event was writes the catchy tunes and entertaining lyrics - he's the real star of 
and how many the band. 

• people were there. If i---+-1-:;t The band played at the Darena last night. one of the city's best small 
you like, give some venues, to an audience of over 400. The concert was sold out and the 
general information: atmosphere in the crowded venue was fantastic. The sound quality 
the atmosphere was 
great, the sound was excellent and the video show was great. 
quality wasn't very They started off with You 're Awful and the audience really loved it. 
good, etc. Although this is the first time they've played in the UK, they were all 

confident and played well. The highlight of the performance was their 
single Love Me - a hilarious song that combines great music with 

4 In paragraph 4, -
a short summary 
the event: 
To sum up/ 
In conclusion/ 
To conclude . . . 
Give your perso 
opinion: 
a wonderful/ brilli 
fantastic/awful g' 
concert . . . 
the best/ worst fe 

3 In paragraph 3, 
describe the music/ 
event and how the 
audience reacted: 
they opened/ started/ 
began/ kicked off with 
.. . the audience went 
wild when they 
played ... the third 
piece was excellent .. . 

very funny lyrics. The song made everyone laugh! By the end of the 
performance, everyone in the audience was singing and dancing. I've ever been to .. . 
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In conclusion, this was a fantastic gig by a really exciting new band. --"'-LL--r 

5 Give a I recommend Luto for anyone who likes catchy songs with fun, 
interesting lyrics. They're well-worth seeing live - if you didn't see 
them this time, then you can see them next month in Leeds. Tell all 
your friends! 

recommendation: 
I would/ wouldn't 
recommend going 
see them . . . it's 

1 Read the concert review quickly. Underline the 
correct answers. 

Luto are from the UK/US. 

2 The concert was/wasn't very good. 

3 The best/worst song they sang was called Love me. 
4 The writer recommends/doesn't recommend people to go 

and see the band. 

2 Read the review again. Find the underlined expressions in 
the text, then choose the best definitions. 

1 Weston writes the catchy tunes 
a music that attracts your attention and is easy to remember 
b music that is very boring and that you forget quickly 

2 The concert was sold out 
a There were no more tickets for the concert. 
b There were plenty of tickets for sale. 

3 The sound quality was excellent 
a you could hear the music well 
b the songs were very good 

4 a hilarious song 
a very sad b very funny 

5 They're well-worth seeing 
a the writer strongly recommends seeing them 
b the writer thinks it was a bad idea to see them 

3 

worth/ not worth 
going to .. . , etc. 

Rewrite the sentences using the 
words from the box. 

[

sound quality crowqed./ 
catchy awful highlight 
well-worth seeing 

• 

There were a lot of people in 
the venue. 

(he vehvre Wt'l5 crowded. 

] 
2 You could hear the music very well. 

3 They were not good at all. 

4 They were the best band in 
the festival. 

5 The songs were easy to remember. 

6 It's a good idea to see them live. 



4 Read Olga's notes for her review of a festival. Decide in 
which paragraph each note should go. Use the notes in 
boxes 1-5 on page 98 to help you. 

• MigMligMt- of the eVeNf...g WtJo5 the perforMtJohce 

b1 the grol//p toNC :3 []] 
• eXMlbifioh5, gretJot- food, live MI//51C - tJo t- the 

EXMlblfioh Cehfre D 
• gretJot- dtJo1 Ol//t- for tJo!! the ftJoMI(1 tJohd t-eeh5 

wt/! ehj01 the live MI//51C If... the eVeNf...g D 
• fe5ti"vtJo! t-oo!:. p!tJoce If... MtJohcMe5t-er -

c Po!!ed MtJohcMe5t-er Fe5nvtJo! D 
• If... the eVehlf...g three btJohd5: roc!:. btJohd 

(t-errtble!) ctJo!!ed Met-tJo0 tJo dtJohce btJohd ctJo!!ea 
toNc (ctJot-cM1 50hg5, people dtJohcedJ 
tJo Jc,zz btJohd ctJo!!ed Rev (good - p!tJo1ed 2hd) D 

: 1e5t-erd?11 - tJobol//t- 800 people D 
• orgtJohl5ed b1 !octJo! COl//hCt! D 
• denf...lrei1 worth gOIf...g t-o - Oh for three 

More dtJo15 (tohlC p!tJo1 tJogtJolf... t-oMorroW 
higMt- 50 5fi(! p0551b!e t-o 5ee theM) D 

5 Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

[ logical.t final interesting ] 

A review of an event 

• Read the task carefully. Think about what information you can 
include in each paragraph. Make notes and decide which is 
the most interesting information. 

• Organise your notes into paragraphs. In each paragraph, 
make sure the sentences are in a ' !Og,ICtJo! order. 

Use a variety of adjectives to make your writing more 

• Summarise the concert or event in the 3 ____ paragraph. 
Give your opinion and your recommendation. 

• Check the number of words and then check your grammar, 
punctuation and spelling. 

6 Choose one of the tasks and write a review. Use the 
strategies in exercise 5 to help you. Write 200-250 words. 

Write a review of: 

1 A festival you have been to. 

2 The festival Olga went to. (Use the notes in exercise 4.) 

In your review: 

• include information about where and when it was, 
what kind of entertainment and other things there 
were (food, music, parades, etc.) 

• include your opinion about what was good/bad 
about the festival. 

Speaking 
Asking for and giving advice 

7 Choose the best answer. 

Your friend doesn't look happy. 
You say: 

a What do you think we should do? 

b What's the matter? .t 
2 You ask your friend why he/ she 

isn't happy. He/ She says: 

a What's up? 

b I've got a problem. 

3 You want to ask for advice about a 
problem. You say: 

a Should I try someth ing different? 

b You should try something 
different. 

4 You want to give your friend some 
advice. You say: 

a I wouldn't do that, if I were you. 

b Should I do that? 

5 Your friend has just given you 
some advice. You say: 

.a I think you should listen to me. 

b You're right. That's a good idea. 

S Complete the dialogue with the 
phrases from the box. 

Can I ask your opinion 
You're right I think you should 
What's the matter.t Sure 
I would get together 

Alan: ' WMtJot-'5 the MtJoffer , 
Sarah? You look worried. 

Sarah: 2 _______ _ 

about something, Alan? 

Alan: 3 _______ _ 

What's the problem? 

Sarah: Well, I used to see a lot of 
Kate, but she's got a new 
boyfriend and she never goes 
out with her friends now. 

Alan: 4 talk to 
her. Tell her how you feel. 

Sarah: I've already tried that, but she 
won't listen to me. 

Alan: Then 5 _______ _ 

with Kate's other friends and 
all talk to her about it. 

Sarah: 6 , but 
it's so difficu lt! Thanks, Alan. 
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Vocabulary 
Word families 

1 Make nouns from the verbs in the box. Write 
them in the correct column. 

communicate.l develop discover 
educate entertain inform know 

Nouns ending in ... 

-ation- ment other 

CO}v.}v.l/1y\IC?1noY\ 

2 Form new words from the words in brackets to 
complete the sentences and fill in the crossword. 
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6 

Across 
6 Instead of buying your children another 

(EDUCATION) toy, you might consider 
spending more time with them. 

7 He has a very (CREATE) mind; he produces ten 
new ideas a day. 

Down 
1 Millie's not very (COMMUNICATE) today. 

In fact, she's not speaking to me. 
2 More (KNOW) doesn't always make people 

happier. 
3 Thank you for a very (INFORM) meeting; 

I have learned a lot of useful things. 
4 To me, one of the best (INVENT) of the 

19th century is the bicycle. 
5 The (DISCOVER) of radio waves made it possible 

to build the telegraph, radio and television. 

o easytodo 
m a bit harder 
mJ extra challenge 

Grammar 
Third conditional 

3 rn Match the sentence beginnings 1-5 with 
the endings a-e. 

1 If he had come to the party, 

2 If the dog hadn't been tied up, 

3 If you had left earlier, 

4 If I'd known his real character, 

5 If she hadn't been so tired, 

a you would have caught the train. 

b I wouldn't have married him. 

c it would have bitten you. 

d the accident wouldn't have happened. 

e he wouldn't have enjoyed it anyway. 

4 (**) Match sentences 1-5 to cartoons a-e. 

dD 

Then choose the correct verb form to complete 
the sentences. 

aD 

c 0 

·-............--eociI 

You had found/would have found it if you 
had looked/ would have looked carefully. 

2 You had been/ would have been sick if you had 
eaten/ would have eaten all those chocolates! 

3 I hadn't spoken/ wouldn't have spoken to him 
even if he had spoken/ would have spoken to me. 

4 I hadn't believed/ wouldn't have believed it if 
I hadn't seen/ wouldn't have seen it. 

5 What had happened/ would have happened if 
I hadn't stopped/ wouldn't have stopped? 



5 C***) Read Joe's grandma's story and complete 
the sentences below with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets. 

This happened when 
I was twenty years old. I was 

going to fly to Spain for a holiday, but I 
forgot my passport. I asked the taxi driver to 

turn back. There was a traffic jam and I missed 
my flight. The plane crashed and everyone was 

killed. But I lived on and met my future husband, 
your granddad, Frank. We got married and had 

three children, and then they had their own 
children. And so you were born because 

forty years ago I left my flat 
without my passport. 

• 1 If I 1T(?,dn 1- forgotten (not/forget) my 

passport, I WOl/1(dn 1- hv,ve v,5l:.ed (not/ask) 

the taxi driver to turn back. 

2 If there (not/be) a traffic 

jam, I (not/miss) my plane. 

3 If I (not/ miss) my plane, 

(be) killed. 

4 If I (be) killed, 

(not/meet) my husband. 

S If we (not/meet), 

we (not/have) children. 

Grammar plus: Modal verbs in 
conditional sentences 

6 (***) Complete the second sentence so that it has 
a similar meaning to the first. Use the word in bold. 

1 My boss didn't help me, so we didn't finish the 
project last week. could 

If my boss hv,d helped me, we covr(d hv,ve 

D'n15hed the pro/ed-1v,5r week 
'" 

2 They didn't invite us, so we didn't come. might 
Ifthey ____________ _ 

3 He was ill, so he couldn't take part in the 
competition. could 
Ifhe _____________ _ 

4 The driver turned immediately, so she didn't 
hit the cyclist. might 

If the driver ____________ _ 

S You weren't there, so we didn't win the match. 
could 
If you _____________ _ 

Grammar reference 
Third conditional 

Form 

Condition Result 
if + had/hadn't + past participle would/wouldn't + have + 

past participle 

If I had got up earlier, 

If you hadn't gone home 

so quickly, 

If John had given you my 

phone number, 

I wouldn't have missed the 

train. 

she would have apologised 

to you. 

would you have called me? 

• We can begin the sentence with a condition (if- clause) 
or with a result (the main clause): 

If I hadn't gone to the party last night, I'd have done my 

History homework. 

I'd have done my History homework if I hadn't gone to the 
party last night.) 

Notice! . 
We put a comma 0 only when we start the sentence 
with the if- clause. 

If mum had had more time yesterday, she would have taken 

us to the cinema. 

Mum would have taken us to the cinema if she had had 

more time yesterday. 

Use of third conditional 

• We use the third conditional to talk about imaginary 
(hypothetical) situations in the past and their 
imaginary past results: 

If we had seen Nick yesterday at school, we would have 

told him about the test. (= We didn't see Nick yesterday at 
school, so we didn't tell him about the test.) 
You wouldn't have been so brave if I hadn't gone with you. 

(= You were brave because I went with you.) 

Modal verbs in conditional sentences 

• In conditional sentences, we can use the modal verb 
could or might in the main clause instead of would: 

If Peter had asked Jill to marry him, she might have agreed. 

(= perhaps she would have agreed, but she didn't) 
If you hadn't been so slow, we could have caught the 

earlier bus. (= it would have been possible for us to catch 
the earlier bus, but we didn't) 



Vocabulary 
Describing objects 

1 Put the words from the box into the correct row 
in the table. 

[

round .I handle leather flat 
metal switch wood pockets 
cylindrical fabric thin 

Shapes rOVlhd 

Materials 

Features 

] 

2 Complete questions 1-5 with the words from the 
box. Then match the questions to answers a-e. 

[ used shape made featu res big .I ] 

1 How~ is it ? 

2 What is it? 

3 What's it of? 

4 Has it got any special 

5 What's it 

a It's got two handles. 

b For storing things. 

c Some kind of fabric. 

d It '~ flat and wide. 

for? 

? 

e It's about 50 cm long and 40 cm wide. 

3 Match the descriptions 1-4 to the pictures a-d. 

aD 
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c [z] 

It's cylindrical. It's made of metal. It's got a 
handle and a switch. It's used for boiling water. 

2 It's round. It's made of leather. It's used for 
playing my favourite game. 

3 They're long and th in. They're made of wood. 
They've got decorated handles. They're used 
for eating. 

4 It's flat. It's 8.5 cm long and 5.5 cm wide. It's 
made of plastic. It's got lots of numbers on it. 
It's used for paying for things. 

Grammar 
Quantifiers 

4 rn Number the quantifiers from the 
smallest (1) to the largest (5). 

I've packed 

D just a few pairs of socks. 

D plenty of socks. 

[1] no socks. 

D all my socks. 

D several pairs of socks. 

5 rn Underline the correct words to complete 
the sentences. 

Don't worry. We've got plenty ofl a little time. 
There's no need to hurry at all. 

2 Nonel Several of my classmates like football, 
but Julie and Alex prefer basketball. 

3 They bought every carton of juice in the shop. 
There were nonel a few left. 

4 I just need a fewl a lot of batteries for the 
remote control. 

5 There were severall all people there, but none 
of them helped us. 

6 We've got plenty ofl a bit of cheese, but not 
enough for the three of us. 

6 (**) Complete the answers with both, neither, 
all or none. 

1 'Can I borrow your black jacket or your grey 
one?' 

, Neither, I'm afraid. I need them both 

this week: 

2 'We've got a cheese sandwich and a salmon 
sandwich. Do you mind which one I take?' 

'You can have I'm not hungry at all : 
• 

3 'Which of these papers can I throw out?' 

____ of them! They're all very 

important!' 

4 'Which of your cousins are coming tomorrow?' 

____ of them. It's going to be a really 

big party: 

5 'Did you prefer the first film or the second?' 

'I'm afraid I liked of them. I thought 

they were rather weak: 

6 'Which of the clothes in the fashion show did 
you finally buy?' 

____ of them. They were ___ _ 

too expensive: 



7 C**) Complete each sentence with the two 
words in brackets. 

1 The tourists bought t?/(( the mineral water 

and everv; sandwich in the shop. (all, every) 

2 I like my new room. There's of 

space and there are large drawers 

in which I can store things. (several, plenty) 

3 I don't need much to be happy: 

money and friends are enough for 

~e. (a few, a little) 

4 'Have you got everything you need for the 

exam?' 

'I've got two calculators and a lot of pens, 

but of the calculators work and 

of the pens write: (none, neither) 

5 my parents and my 

other relatives want me to go to university, 

but I'd like to become a gardener. (all, both) 

8 C***) Complete the gaps in the text with both, 

neither, all or none. 

My whole family is incredibly creative. First of all , 
____ my parents are scientists; they work for 

____ of my two brothers wanted to be a 
rocket scientist, but they are 3 computer 
programmers and they design new software. I'm a bit 
different from 4 four of them: I'm a musician; 
I compose film music. But there's one thing the whole 
family has in common. We 5 love creating 
something new, and 6 of us would ever want 
o work from nine to five in an office. Oh, and I want to tell 

you one more thing: 7 of my parents has ever 
done any work for the military. 8 of us have 
and I hope we never will . 

Grammar reference 
Quantifiers 

We use all, every, a lot of, plenty of, several, a little bit of, 

a few and no to talk about quantities. 

• We use all with countable plural nouns and 
uncountable nouns, but every only with countable 

singular nouns: 

We ate all the apples. 

She drank all the milk. 

I looked at every house. 

• We use a lot of and plenty of with countable plural 
nouns and uncountable nouns: 

You've got a lot of friends. 

He has a lot of money. 

Can you bring plenty of pencils? 

There's plenty of time. 

• We use several with countable plural nouns: 

She's friendly with several boys. 

• We use a little bit of with uncountable nouns and a few 

with countable plural nouns: 

Just drink a little bit of water. 

The school has a few computers. 

• We use no with both countable (singular and plural) 

and uncountable nouns: 

We've got tea but no coffee. 

No T-shirts allowed. 

both and neither 

• We use both (of) (= one and the other) and neither (of) 

(= not one or not the other) to talk about two people 

or things: 

Both brothers are very intelligent. (two brothers) 

Both of them were very expensive. (two things) 
Neither of my parents smoke. (two parents) 

Neither of the films had a happy end. (two films) 

all and none 

• We use all (of) and none of with plural nouns when we 

talk about more than two people or things: 

All my friends came to the party. (more than two people) 
I wrote five sentences but all of them were wrong. (five 

sentences - more than two) 
None of the girls wanted to help me. (more than two girls) 
None of the books are worth recommending. (more than 

two books) 



Vocabulary 
Human robots? 

1 Complete the first part of the text with the 
words from the box. 

[

respond serve compassion'/ ] 
facial expressions pity 

Robots 
There are many science-fiction stories about 
robots that develop feelings such as 
1 COw,Pt?l5510h or 2 for people. This 
is not as impossible as it sounds. People worry 
about robots because they don't have 3 _ __ _ 

so you can't tell what they are 'thinking'. Now 
scientists are focusing on developing robots that 
appear more human. Sony, for example, plans to 
have a robot receptionist and say that people will 
accept it because it looks human. The new-
generation robot will be able to 4 to 
questions - as well as look happy or sad. 
Restaurants might soon have humanoid robots to 
____ customers. 

2 Read the second part of the text and choose 
the correct answer a, b or c for each gap. 

- -
Most people agree that in the future robots will do 
much more than they do now. They won't just 
1...fL the housework or 2_ of bombs or 3_ cars 
and other machines. They won't just 4_ space or 
under the sea. Robots will be part of our everyday 
lives. Of course, robots do have some advantages 
over humans - they don't 5_ hungry or tired, 
they don't worry 6_ problems. It's unlikely 
they will deprive people of jobs and create 
unemployment. Perhaps our biggest worry should 
be that they really will 7_ the world one day! 

~.. - ... - ~ , .,.. ~-.-... 

1 a do./ b make c clean 

2 a place b dispose c direct 

3 a arrange b alter c assemble 

4 a look b find c explore 

S a go b get c need 

6 a after b about c with 

7 a take in b take over c take off 
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Reading 
3 Read the text and choose the best summary. 

1 The text is about gadgets that are already 
available in most countries. 

4 

5 

2 The text is about gadgets that you can buy 
now or that will be available soon. 

3 The text is about gadgets that are just science 
fiction at the moment, although they may be 
possible some day. 

Read the text and choose the correct answers. 

The machine to clean people and clothes 
a is already being used in Japan. 
b is much cheaper now than it used to be. 
c is used in homes and hospitals now. 
d has replaced showers in most Japanese homes. 

2 Nuvo 
a uses typical materials such as metal. 
b is the same size as the average humans. 
c can give voice commands. 
d moves like a human. 

3 Experts believe that 
a robots will become much more expensive 

over the next year. 
b many more people will buy personal robots 

in the near future. 
c companies will not sell many robots over 

the next few years. 
d sales of robots will grow very slowly in the 

near future. 

4 At the moment, the computer chips in clothes 
a are only for professional athletes. 
b can only measure your body temperature. 
c can show if the body is doing too much. 
d don't yet exist, but scientists are working 

on the idea. 

S Dyson's fan is 
a more energy-efficient than air conditioning. 
b not very environmentally friendly. 
c shouldn't be used if you have young children. 
d has a different type of blade to traditional fans. 

Answer the questions. 

1 In Japan, who is the machine used to wash? 

2 How much will Nuvo cost? 

3 What two types of health problems could the 
new chips be used for? 

4 Where would the chip send a message? 

S How does the price of Dyson's fan compare 
with a normal fan? 



SCIENCE TODAY 

New 
technology 
Some of these ideas may sound like 
science fiction - in fact, they already 
exist and could be part of our 
everyday lives soon. 

Human 'washing machine' 

Why have a show er and w ash your clothes 

separately? Wouldn't you prefer t o step into a 

gadget that could instantly clean you and your 

clothes? In Japan, they've already got a special 

machine that does exactly that. At present, it's 

used in hospit als fo r patients w ho can't easily 

move. It's expensive - it costs $50,000 - but t he 

price will drop as scientists develop better 

models. In the future every home could have 

one, and the ordinary shower might become a 

thing of the past. 

Personal robots 

Robot technology is getting better all the time. 

Two companies plan to start selling a new 

personal robot later this year: The robot, called 

Nuvo, doesn't have any wires or handles and it's 

not made of metal - it's a humanoid robot that 

uses totally new materials. It's 35 cm tall and can 

walk like humans, understand vo ice commands 

and send video from its 'eyes' to a videophone. It 

costs $4,600, so it's not cheap, but experts th ink 

sales - at present around $4 billion - will grow to 

$14 bill ion by next year: 

Clothes for health 

The idea of combining clothes with computer 

chips isn't new. Computer chips in clothes can 

already measure body temperature and heart 

rate to detect if your body is working too hard 

- some professional athletes use these smart 

clothes during training. Now scientists are 

working on chips that can analyse the chemicals 

in your sweat.The device could detect high stress 

levels or if people w ith diabetes* have too much 

sugar in their blood. In the future, the chips could 

send the user a text message to tell them they 

need t o relax, eat some food or go to a doctor: 

Keeping cool 

British inventor James Dyson has developed an 

amazing new table fan for cooling air: It doesn't 

have blades, so there is no risk of ch ildren hurting 

themselves. It uses 98% less energy than air 

conditioning, so it's good for the environment. 

too.The big disadvantage is that it costs around 

$300, so it's about ten times more expensive 

than a t raditional fan. 

Traditional fan 

~l------- blade 

* diabetes - a medical condition, caused when the body does 
not produce enough insulin (a substance that reduces the 
amount of sugar in the blood) 
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Reading 
Multiple choice 

1 Read the first paragraph of an article about 
robots in film and the multiple-choice question. 
Mark each option correct (.I) or wrong (X), and 
complete the explanation. There is only one 
correct option. 

'd know that the word 'robot' was used in science 
DfiCX~~ before it was used in science? The C~ech 'dritr Karel 
Ca ek oeated it for his 1920 play R.U.R, whlc stan s or 
Ro:Sum's Universal Robots. In the play, Rossum's factory I ~~~uces 
human-like robots to serve people, but they turn Into eVI g 

machines and take over the world. 
----~-'~~~~~~~~ 
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In the play R.U.R., 

a [l] Karel Capek used a new word created 
by scientists. 

The word was created by K,::,re( Ct:1pef. 

b D A factory makes robots designed to 
kill people. 

The robots are designed to _ __ _ 

c D Robots get out of control. 

Therobots _ __ _ 

d D The company R.U.R. takes over the world. 

The take over the world. 

The correct option expresses the same meaning 
as the text in other words. The wrong options 
may contain words which also appear in the text, 
but the meaning of the whole sentence 
is different. 

2 Read the rest of the article. Choose the 
correct answers. 

1 Metropolis was the first film in which 
a there was a funny-looking robot. 
b a mad scientist built a robot. 
c a robot looked like a real woman. 
d people fought robots. 

2 It is difficult to fight robots with human-like 
bodies because 
a they look threatening. 
b you need a 'Voigt-Kampff machine: 
c they kill people. 
d you may not know they aren't real people. 

3 The robots C3PO, R2D2, David and WALL-E are 
similar because 
a they aren't evil. 
b they are funny. 
c they want to be loved by humans. 
d they are hard-working. 

4 David in Artificial Intelligence: A.I. 
a asks a lot of questions. 
b has a human-like need for love. 
c feels sympathy towards people. 
d wants to have rights. 

Since then, humans have fought evil robots in hundreds of 
books and films. Some of the early film robots would look 
funny to us today: big metal boxes with car he~dlights for ey~ 
But the 'machine human' in Fritz Lang's 1927 silent claSSIC 
Metropolis had an attractive, modern design. In the him, a . 
scientist created a mechanical copy of the good herOine Ma 
to deceive people. The 'fake Maria ' was. the first female rooo 
a movie, and the first one made to look like a real person. 

Some film robots are designed to look mechanical and Ih,~,~",.ni ..... 
Gort in The Day the Earth Stood Still- both in the original 1 
movie and in its 2008 remake - is huge and metalliC. He h~ 
smooth face with no features, only a slit where the eyes shou 
be. Through this slit he projects a laser beam which can. 
tanks and aeroplanes. Other movie robots look exactly like 
humans which makes it difficult to recognise and hght them. 
In Blad~ Runner! 1982), a special test using a 'Voigt-Kampff 
machine' is necessary to tell 'replicants' ~ humanoid robots-



Listening 
Sentence completion 

3 You are going to listen to a radio programme 
about the artist, Blu. Before you listen, read 
sentences 1-3. What kind of information 
is needed in each gap? Choose the correct 
options a-c for the sentences 1-3. 

1 D 'The Influencers' is the name of a festival 
of ___ _ 

2 D Blu has been working on his graffiti for 
____ days. 

3 D The painting shows ___ _ 

a an object, person or animal 
b a type of art 
c a number 

Before you listen, read the sentences you will 
have to complete and think about the kind of 
information that is needed in each gap. 

4 @ Listen twice to the first part of the 
programme and complete the sentences in 
exercise 3 with one or two words or a number. 

5 @ Listen twice to the rest of the programme 
and complete sentences 1-7 with one or two 
words or a number. 

Some people are pleased that the wall is 

2 Some people think the picture is an ___ _ 

3 Wall animation is made by painting pictures 
on a wall and them. 

4 At the beginning the film Muto shows a 
creature with _ _ _ _ 

S The creature changes many times. 

6 Muto is almost long. 

7 A video of the wall painting should be 
available on soon. 

m pe~ple . And the terrifying killing machine Terminator looks 
::xactly like . . . Arnold Schwarzenegger. 

t all film robots are evil. fVo.ost of us remember C3PO and R2D2 
_ :e. funny ?nd I~veable pair of friends from Star Wors. In Steven' 

elbergs Art,flClo/lntelligence: A.I. , David, the little android * 
wh~ wants to be loved, has all our sympathy. Children and 

~ts alike loved WALL-E, the hardworking little robot w ho falls 
.. ve with the elegant EVE in the Oscar-winning animated film. 

- ~Clo/lnte//igence was the fi rst film in which an android was the 
In character . . In WALL-E, all the important characters are robots. 

_ _ 058 stones rOise new 9uestions: Can robots have feelings? 
can they ever have human' rights? Some day we may 
to answer these questions in the world outside the cinema. 

,oid - a robot that looks completely human 

Use of English 
Sentence transformat ion 

6 Complete the second sentence so that it 
means the same as the first. Use no more than 
three words. 

He wasn't killed because the firemen arrived 
immediately. 

If the fi remen /-tp,dYl r p,rrtved immediately, 

he would have been killed . 

2 They are cleaning t ' e plane now. 

The plane now. 

3 I must ask the optician to test my eyes next week. 

I must have ________ next week. 

4 I'm sure she's a well-known artist. 

She a well-known artist. 

S Ben asked Ellen, What kind of art do you like best?' 

Ben asked Ellen what kind of art 

________ best . 

7 Match the sentences in exercise 6 to the 
structures you used to complete them. 

a D have something done 

b D modals of deduction 

c D reported question 

d D the passive 

e D the th ird condit ional 

Certain typical structures often appear in 
sentence transformation tasks. It is a good idea 
to learn them. 

8 Complete the second sentence so that it 
means the same as the first. Use no more 
three words. 

Jessica asked Oliver, Where do you 
your paintings?' 

Jessica asked Oliver where ______ _ 

paintings. 

2 Perhaps robots have human ernoooos.. 
Robots ______ _ 

3 He is finish ing the pa inting 

The paint ing ________ Lf:~..&.. ........ .-.. 

4 Grace asked someone 

Grace had _______ I2:i~ .. I!!!!!!L., 

S The concert wasn' a suc==S:S:~J!!!::~:i:'ilIIe' 

didn't prepare i na...-..: .... 

If we'd prepared 



Vocabulary & 
Grammar 
1 Choose the best word a, b or c to 

complete the sentences. 

1 I found the concert very .JL . 
a controversial b entertaining ./ 
c kind 

2 Her new handbag is made 
of 
a handle b leather c flat 

3 We went to a heavy metal _ . 
It was brilliant! 
a play b show c gig 

4 Robots are already used for the _ 
of bombs. 
a exploration b assembly 
c disposal 

5 Under the new the orchestra 
improved. 
a conductor b musician c critic 

6 What do you call a _ object used for 
playing football? -
a round b fabric c rectangular 

7 Twenty children will give _ of ballet. 
a 'a festival b a performance 
c show 

2 Complete the sentences with one letter 
in each gap. 
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1 He is a great artist and his paintings are 

w t2!:.tb. mill ions. 

2 I've listened to many of his records but 

I'd like to see him on s 

3 The lamp is made of metal and has got 

as _____ which turns it on and off. 

4 10 _____ to children begging for 

money in the street. They should be 

at school. 

5 I loved the play and I could see that other 

people in the a _______ liked it too. 

6 I wish you could help me with the 

h ________ .1 hate ironing and 

washing-up. 

3 Complete the conditional sentences with the correct 
form of the verbs in brackets. 

4 

I'd have finished my studies if I t''':;lc/h r- be-cow,e

(not/become) seriously ill. 

2 If you (not/shout) at me, 

I'd have gone shopping with you. 

3 They (win) if they'd played a 

bit better. 

4 Would she have come if 1 ______ _ 

(invite) her? 

5 We _______ (not/be) late for the meeting 

yesterday if we (not/miss) the bus. 

/51 
Underline the correct words to complete the sentences. 

1 I hope getting/ to get a good job in the future. 

2 I've got one brother and one sister. Neither/None of 
them like sport. 

3 My husband can't stand getting up/to get up early in 
the morning. 

4 The professor wants to talk to every/all student 
individually. 

5 Reading/To read is not my favourite activity. 

6 After finishing school, I plan studying/to study Medicine. 

7 I've got a little/a few money to spare. 

S It's good revising/ to revise the material the day before 
the test. 

9 It's really dark - it might/must be very late. -10 No, it couldn'tlcan't be John. He's on his way to tJew 
York now. 

11 I'm not sure what it is - it can/might be some ~ind of 
a gadget. 

/10 I 
5 Complete the gaps with the correct form of the 

words in brackets. 
i5ff5 _ y 

\ Schools of the future 
t) Many people think that schools in the future will be totally 

1 c/lff'e-re-ht- (differ) from today. The 2 (invent) of the ( 
computer has already changed the way children are taught at 
school , and new technological 3 (develop) will 
certainly bring more changes. A big question is: in twenty years ' 
time, will we still need teachers to 4 (education) our 

) children or will they get all their 5 (know) from the ( . 
internet? This is not easy to answer - only time will tell. .. 



Reading 
6 a Read the text. Complete the gap in each 

statement 1-5 with no more than three words 
using the information in the text. 

Scientists have designed a new machine - a robot which 
recognises and responds to human emotions. The robot looks 

exactly like the famous scientist, Albert Einstein. It is made of 
special material that allows it to change facial expressions. The 

esh-like material that makes up the robot's face is so detailed it 
looks like real human skin. 

The robot's deslgners chose Einstein, the Nobel Prize-winning 
hysicist famous for his theory of relativity, because he was one of 
e most brilliant sCientists of all time. They also chose Einstein 
cause his fate is very well known and he appears 'loveable.' 
David Hanson, who designed the robot, explained that it was 

important to develop machines that know what human beings 
n e feeling, If, in the future, robots become as intelligent as 
" uman beings, be wants them 'to use their intellectual powers for 

e good of civilisation. In a way, we're planting the seeds for the 
survival of humanity.' 

The robot uses computer software that helps it to understand 
undreds of human expressions, such as sadness, anger, fear, 
ppiness and confusion. It can also recognise a person's age, and 

hether they are male or female. 
Javier Movellan, who designed the software, said: 'Developing 
robot like this one teaches us how sensitive we are to biological 

movement and facial expressions, and when we get it right, it's 
really astonishing.'He added that in the future the robot could be 

d in museums to help people from different cultures to 
derstand one another. It could also be used to help to teach 

children with learning difficulties, such as autism*, how to 
cognise different facial expressions and what they mean. 

• autism - brain disorder that begins in early childhood and can, cause problems 
with communication, relationships with other people and everyday behaviour. 

1 The robot is modelled on Albed Eth5f'elh 

2 One of the reasons to choose the scientist was 

_______ , which is easily 

recognisable. 

3 According to David Hanson, in the future 

robots might match human 

4 Apart from people's emotions, the robot also 

distinguishes their ______ _ 

5 The robot might have ______ _ 

applications in the future. 

b Choose the correct answer. 

6 The best title of this article is 

a Robot copy of Albert Einstein. 
b Machines help our civilisation. 
c As intelligent as Albert Einstein. 
d New robots have emotions. 

Communication 
7 Complete the description of a picture with one 

word in each gap. 

The picture' 51101'1}5 several people on the beach 

In the 2 there's something that looks like 

a ship, but it's too far away to see clearly. 3 ___ _ 

the centre of the picture, two people are looking 

at the sunset. It 4 ____ be a late summer 

evening. The people 5 very happy and 

relaxed . On the left I can 6 a little boy 

playing in the water with a big dog. 7 ___ _ 

are no more people in water. The picture 

____ me of my last summer holiday in Spain. 

8 Complete the gaps to complete the 
conversation. 

Tom: Guess what object I have in mind. 

Ian: Okay. What ' 15 d' J-v,p>de of ? 

Tom: Leather, somet imes plastic or metal. 

Ian: What 2 ? 

Tom: Rectangula r. 

Ian: What features 3 ? 

Tom: It's got holes in it and a buckle. 

Ian: How 4 ? 

Tom: It depends on the trousers! 

Ian: What 5 ? 

Tom: For holding up your trousers. 

Ian: Is it a belt? 

Tom: Yes . 
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2 Ann: What's 6 , Kate? You look sad. 

Marks 

Kate: It's my boyfriend again. 7 ____ _ 

opinion about something? 

Ann: Sure, what is it? 

Kate: It's that he never calls me. What 
_____ 1 should do? 

Ann: Have you talked to him about it? 

Kate: Yes, but it hasn't changed anything. 

I still have to call him first. 

Ann: I think you 9 something 

different. Stop calling him and see what 

happens. 

Kate: Great idea! I'll do it. 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Reading 

Communication 

/30 marks 

/5 marks 

/15 marks 

/50 marks Total: 
109 



Reading 
1 Read the text about governesses. 

Tick (v') true, cross (X) false or 
write (?) if there is no information. 

1 0 All governesses were 
treated badly. 

2 0 There are many governesses 
in books because their 
difficult life was interesting 
to write about. 

3 0 In the book Emma, 
Miss Taylor is happy after 
she gets married. 

4 0 The governess in the book 
Agnes Grey is well treated by 
the people she works for. 

S 0 Jane Eyre falls in love with 
Mr Rochester. 

6 0 All the books mentioned in 
the article end in a similar 
way for the governess 
characters. 

Listening 
2 @J listen to four people talking 

about their work. Match speakers 
1-4 to statements a-e. There is one 
extra statement. 
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10 20 30 

a In my job I have to be very 
well organised. 

b My job is respectable and 
well paid. 

c The thing I enjoy most is 
chatting with customers. 

d I enjoy some things about 
my job, but my employer is 
too strict. 

e My work is very repetitive 
and badly paid. 

Governesses in literature 

I n the nineteenth century, thousands of women in 
Britain had to earn their living as governesses, educating 

the children of wealthy families. Some were treated badly; 
others became almost like family members. One thing was 
true about all governesses: they were completely dependent 
on their employers. Many would become poor in old age, 
as their salaries were too low for them to be able to save 
much. The only way to achieve independence and security 
was to find a husband, but it was hard for governesses to 
meet young men they might marry. 

The difficult situation of governesses provided interesting 
material for stories: that is why they are present, often as 
important characters, in many nineteenth-century novels. 

In Jane Austen's Emma (1815), for example, the kind 
governess Miss Taylor is almost like a mother to Emma for 
many years, after her real mother's death. When the girl is 
twenty, Miss Taylor marries a wealthy man and 
becomes the grown-up Emma's neighbour and friend. 

The three Bronte sisters, now famous as writers, all worked 
as governesses at some stage in their lives. Anne Bronte 
described her experience of teaching in Agnes Grey. The 
heroine, Agnes, works as a governess to help her family. 
Her employers treat her badly, and the children she teaches 
are spoilt and selfish. In the end, however, Agnes gets 
married and is happy. 

Probably the best-known governess in English literature 
is Jane Eyre in the 1847 novel by Charlotte Bronte. Jane is 
poor and has no parents; but she is also intelligent, artistic 
and independent, and has a strong personality. She gets a 
job as a governess in the house of the mysterioqs Mr 
Rochester. Mr Rochester soon notices that Jane is much 
more interesting than the beautiful, rich lady everyone 
expects him to marry. He falls in love with Jane, but his 
house holds a dark secret, and many dramatic things 
happen before they can finally get married. 

It is easy to see that the only happy ending all those 
authors could think of for the governesses in their books 
was marriage. They were right. At that time there were no 
other opportunities for women. The only way to become 
financially secure was to get married - in real life this did 
not happen quite as often as it did in novels. 



Use of English 
3 Read about the scientist Maria Sklodowska

Curie. Complete the text with words from the 
box. There is one extra word. 

[

as career ./ 
educate for 
which who 

conditions degree ] 
her in sack secondary 

Vi p BE ty' j tt5 = 

Maria Skfodowska-Curie 

You have probably heard of Maria Sklodowska
Curie, the first woman to win a Nobel prize. 
Bu did you know about the difficult beginnings 
of her scientific 1 ct?lreer ? Maria's mother 
died when the girl was eleven, and her father, 
____ was a teacher, couldn't afford to 
____ his daughters. After finishing 

4 school, Maria and her sister 
Bronislawa agreed to help each other get a 
university education. In 1887 Bronislawa 
went to Paris to study medicine and Maria 
got a job 5 a governess to help pay 
for her sister's studies. However, she fell in 
love with the son of her employers and got the 
_ ___ . In 1891, after Bronislawa finished 

university and got married, Maria joined her in 
Paris. In two years she got a 7 in 
Physics and then in Mathematics from the 
Sorbonne. Soon afterwards she met her future 
husband Pierre Curie and began further 
studies, specialising 8 radioactivity. 
Working in very difficult 9 , Maria 
and Pierre discovered the radioactive elements 
polonium and radium. They received their 
first Nobel Prize in 1903, while Maria was still 
in 10 thirties.1Wo years later Pierre 
was killed in an accident. Alone with two small 
daughters and broken-hearted, Maria 
continued her scientific work, 11 ___ _ 

brought her a second Nobel Prize in 1911. 

4 Complete the text with the correct form of the 
words in brackets. 

Decision time 

Soon it'll be time to make I decI5/oYl'j (decide) 

about the future. I'll have to decide how I'm 

going to earn a 2 (live). So how do 

I choose? 

When I was five, I wanted to be a 

____ (sail). I loved the sea and it 

seemed like a perfect place to spend my life. 

At the age of ten, I decided to be an IT 

____ (consult), because I liked playing 

computer games. At fourteen I came up with 

my most 5 (ambition) goal so far: 

to become a 6 (science) and find 

a 7 (solve) to the problem of 

global warming. 

All my friends are going through the same 

process . There's a lot of talk about how to be 

8 ____ (success). But some people seem 

to understand success in one way only: a job 

with a big company and a high salary. My goal 

in life is not to be 9 (wealth) ; it is 

to be happy. I'd like to do things I enjoy and 

that give me 10 (satisfy). What's 

the point of a huge salary if you're 

II (happy) all the time? I may 

choose sailing as a career after all ... 

Marks 

Reading 

Listening 

Use of English 

Total: 

/6 marks 

/4 marks 

/20 marks 

/30 marks 

111 



My brother Jimmy 

My dad died soon aher I was born . I couldn't really be sad 
about it because I never knew him. It was always just me 

and my mum, and in fact I was quite happy. Mum looked aher 
me, played wi th me and read to me. I was so young I didn 't 
rea lise how difficult it was for her. 

One day when I was six we were in the park together. I was 
playing alone because there weren't any other kids my age. 
And then this boy and his dad came along. They had a boll and 
they started kicking it around; you could see they were having 
a great time. I stopped playing and just stood there looking at 
them. The dad noticed me and invited me to join in. I had so 
much fun , and Mum watched me and smiled. When it was 
time to go home, she thanked the boy's dad again and again. 

Reading 
1 
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Read the story and complete sentences 
1-10 with one or two words according to the 
information in the text. -

After his father's ______ Tony lived 

with his mother. 

2 Tony says he did not feel ____ _ 

3 Jimmy and his father played _____ _ 

in the park. 

4 Tony, Jimmy and their parents did various 

activities together, such as _____ _ 

and read ing. 

S Bob is the name of _____ _ 

6 Tony's mum felt when she 

talked to him about living together with 

Jimmy and Bob. 

7 Tony did nat feel ______ because he 

saw everyane was happier together. 

8 Jimmy and Tony have been living together 

since their parents got _____ _ 

9 Tony does not like describing Jimmy as 

his _____ _ 

10 People find it when Tony and 

Jimmy say they are brothers. 

We started meeting in the park regu larly. Jimmy and I got on 
very well. We played together and our parents ta lked. We 
found out Jimmy's mum had leh them years before One 
Saturday we all went back to our place; my Mum cooked a 
fantastic dinner, and we all helped her. Another Saturday Bob 
and Mum read to us together, doing the voices of the different 
characters in The 101 Dolmatians. 

Aher about six months Mum asked me if I'd like to live with 
Jimmy and Bob, as a fam ily. I d idn't understand why she looked 
so nervous. O f course I wanted to live w ith them! Jimmy was 
my best mate and his dad was great. I had no reason to be 
jealous: we were all a lot happier together. 

A few months later we celebrated our parents' wedd ing. We've 
been living together ever since. It's great to have a mother and 
a father. We're sixteen now and Jimmy is still my best friend. I 
never call him a 'step-brother', and when we say we're brothers, 
people look just a little bit surprised .. . because there's one thing 
I haven't told you yet. I'm whi te and he's black. 

Listening 
2 aD Listen to a radio programme about getting 

to school by bus. Listen to the recording twice 
and choose the correct answer. 

Some students don't take a bus to school 
because 
a the journey is too long. 
b buses run at inconvenient times. 
c ticket prices are too high. 

2 Special bus services are sometimes 
organised by 
a schools and parents. 
b parents and bus companies. 
c schools and bus companies. 

3 The kind of bad behaviour that happens most 
often on buses is 
a vandalism. b smoking. c fighting. 

4 The drivers on some school buses . 
a number the seats. 
b are friendly and helpful. 
c fasten the young children's seat belts for them. 

S Students are discouraged from doing any 
damage because 
a the driver is watching them. 
b there are cameras on the buses. 
c if they do any damage, they have to pay. 

6 Parents think that young children 
a have few behaviour problems. 
b are safe on the special buses. 
c are an example to others. 



Use of English 
3 Choose the best word or phrase a, b or c to complete the 

gaps in the text. 

movlhg~ oose ogs ~ 
HOME I I CONTACT 

o Posted by Jessie on 17 July 

New house!! 

My family has just moved into a new house. 
We 1 ..fL in it for a week now. It still isn't 
~uite finished: for example, the attic room 

. 2 ___ right now. And I think we're going to 
have a dishwasher 3 next week. But it's ,-
already great. In our old flat, I 4 ___ a 
room with my sister Claire, and we didn't 
always get 5 ___ that well. Now I' ve got a 
big room all to myself and I love it. I've 
already told everyone they must knock 6 ___ 

the door if they want to come in. 
Unfortunately, Mum's already started nagging 
me to tidy up when I 7 ___ a mess, which I 
always do. 

We live further from my school than before, 
but there are good cycle 8 ___ all the way, 
so I'm going to cycle 9 ___ it rains. When 
the weather 10 ___ really bad in wi nter, I'll 
take a bus. If I 11 ___ my own car, I could 
drive and pick up my friends on the way 
But that's just in my dreams for now. 

e Posted by Phil on 17 July 

1 a have been living ./ b are living c lived 

2 a is being painted b is painting c paints 

3 a installed b install c installing 

4 a have been sharing b shared c have shared 

5 a around b out c on 

6 a on b in c to 

7 a have b do c make 

8 a roads b lanes c streets 

9 a if b when c unless 

10 a gets b will get c is going to get 

11 a have b had c will have 

/10 I 

4 Complete the text with one word 
in each gap. 

Help save 
England's 
butterflies 
Twenty years 1 ~ there were 

thousands of butterflies in the English 

countryside. If you went for a walk 

today, you'd 2 lucky to see 

one or two. Butterflies are among our 

most endangered animals. Here are 

three ways 3 which you 

can help protect them. First of 

4 ____ , butterflies visit gardens 

to drink nectar from flowers. If you 

have a garden, plant the kinds 

5 flowers that butterflies 

like 6 feed on (you can find 

a list on www.ukbutterflies.co.uk). 

Secondly, buy fruit and vegetables 

from producers 7 use 

environmentally friendly fanming 

methods. Intensive farming destroys 

the type 8 environment 

butterflies need 9 live. 

Thirdly, how 10 ____ becoming 

a volunteer? You can take a walk in 

the countryside and record the types 

of butterflies 11 ____ see. Or 

join a working party at 12 ___ _ 

wildlife sanctuary and 13 ___ _ 

some time cutting weeds and 

managing butterfly sites. 

Marks 

Reading 

Listening 

Use of English 

Total: 

/5 marks 

/3 marks 

/22 marks 

/30 marks 

113 



Reading 
1 Read the story and choose the 

correct answer. 

The police officer phones Mrs 
Derwent because her robot 
a has been lost. 
b has been in an accident. 
c has committed a crime. 
d has upset someone. 

2 Mrs Derwent presses a button on 
the robot because she 
a wants it to stop talking. 
b wants the officer to know 

what she said to it. 
c wants to switch it off. 
d wants it to give her the fruit. 

3 Bil took the fruit because 
a it was upset and confused. 
b the instructions weren't 

recorded properly. 
c it misunderstood the 

instructions. 
d Mrs Derwent told it fo do it. 

4 The software DECALOG 
a stops robots from breaking 

' the law. 
b helps robots understand 

instructions. 
c helps robots do their work. 
d may cause a robot to 

shut down. 

S Billy didn't install DECALOG 
because 
a he didn't know about it. 
b the central unit shut down. 
c he was ill when he 

programmed the robot. 
d his teacher hadn't 

mentioned it. 

6 The woman officer t hinks 
that Billy 
a should get a job. 
b has behaved badly. 
c did the right thing. 
d is very talented. 

/61 
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!Jit.ly.~~jjr.~t. .. r.Q.kQ.t. 
Mrs Derwent sat down comfortably on the sofa, put on her 
old-fashioned headphones, and looked out of the window at Bi I 
walking to the shops. It was nice of li ttle Billy to build this clever 
robot for his grandma. 

Half an hour later the phone rang. The screen showed a 
fri endly-looking man in the silver uniform of the city police. 

'Mrs Derwent?' 
'Yes.' 
'Peter aughton, City Police ... May I ask if you've got a 

dome tic robot called Bi I ?' 
'Yes. Why? Ha there been an accident? 
'I'm afraid your robot has just broken into a shop and stolen 

some fruit. May we come and talk to you?' 
Five minutes later two officers entered Mrs Derwent's 

apartment with Bi I between them. The robot looked upset and 
confused. 

'I'm a good robot! ' it kept repeating. 'I followed instructions! ' 
'Mrs Derwent, what instructions did you give to Bi I?' asked 

Officer aughton. 
'Well, I asked it to buy fruit . . . we can check. ' The old lady 

touched the 'replay last command' button on the robot's back. 
Speaking in her voice, Bi I said: 

'And get some lovely oranges and pineapples, please, my dear.' 
'I see: Bi I doesn't know that 'get' means 'buy' . .. But I still 

don't understand ... It shouldn't be possible .. . ' said the other 
officer, a young woman. 'Where did you buy this robot?' 

'My grandson made it at school. ' 
'Could we talk to your grandson?' 
Eight-year-old Billy was summoned from his room. The 

woman officer smiled. 
'H ello, young inventor ... You've made an impressive rob; t, 

but something's gone wrong with it. It doesn't seem to know 
that you mustn't take things from shops without paying. Tell me, 
when you programmed it, you did install DECALOG, didn't 
you? ' 

'Install what?' 
'Surely your Robotics teacher has told you every domestic 

robot must have the anti-crime software DECALOG installed?' 
'Could that be a lesson you missed?' said Mrs Derwent. 

'Remember, you had that cold last month. ' 
'Right, that would explain it . .. but . .. without DECALOG 

the central unit shouldn't work at all,' said Officer aughton. 'It 
should just shut down immediately.' 

'Well, it did shut down . . . ' explained little Billy. 'But then I 
worked on it a bit and got it going.' 

The woman officer laughed out loud. 
'Right .. . Mrs Derwent, I 'm sure Orsi Electronics would be 

interested to know your eight-year-old grandson has deactivated 
their protection software. Maybe they should offer him ajob! ' 



Listening 
2 aD Listen to four news items. Match items 1-4 to 

headlines a-e. There is one extra headline. 

10 20 30 40 

a Fifteen crimes in ten minutes 

b Thieves not big cat lovers 

c Robber gets prison sentence 

d Daring escape 

e Teenage driver 'wanted to impress girlfriend ' 

Use of English 
3 Read the text below. In some of the lines there is a 

word which should not be there. Tick (.I) the correct 
lines. If a line has a word which should not be there, 
circle the word. 

Man survives six floor fall 

1 A window cleaner who fell from the sixth floor of .I 

2 an office building in Dublin8 1ast week has 

3 survived with only a minor injuries. Frank Doyle, 

4 22, told our reporter how his security equ ipment 

5 has failed. One of his colleagues tried to repair 

6 it, while another he tried to pull up Mr Doyle, 

7 who was holding on with his bare hands. Eventually 

8 they both became too much tired and Mr Doyle 

9 fell 20 metres. A second security line was broke. 

10 Fortunately an overhanging roof and a third-floor 

11 balcony which slowed down his fall. Mr Doyle 

12 has broken a leg, but otherwise he is being fine. 

.----/-1 0-'1 

4 Complete the second sentence so that 
it has a similar meaning to the first 
sentence. Use no more than three words. 

1 I'm not allowed to play heavy metal 
music after 11 p.m. 

They don't (ef Me p(t7>1 heavy metal 
music after 11 p.m. 

2 I sprained my ankle, so I didn't go to 
ski camp. 

If I my ankle, I would 
have gone to ski camp. 

3 I played in a band when I was at school. 

I used _______ in a band 
when I was at school. 

4 Someone has found the stolen painting. 

The stolen painting ______ _ 

5 I regret not studying for the test last 
weekend. 

I wi sh _______ for the test 
last weekend. 

6 I'm going to take my jacket to the 
cleaner's this week. 

I'm going to ______ _ 
cleaned th is week. 

7 I'm sure he's under a lot of pressure 
these days. 

He _______ under a lot of 
pressure these days. 

8 Kate asked Daniel, 'Did you like the 
concert?' 

Kate asked Daniel if ______ _ 
the concert. 

9 Greg started working for this 
newspaper ten years ago . 

Greg for this 
newspaper for ten years. 

10 They are printing my story right now. 

My story right now. 

11 'Don't touch anything in the room; the 
policeman said to us. 

The policeman told us ______ _ 
anything in the room. 

/10 1 

Marks 

Reading 

Listening 

/6 marks 

/4 marks 

/20 marks 

/30 marks 

Use of English 

Total: 
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country and demonstrate (v) lighting (n) 

society dictator (n) pastime (n) 

government (n) performers (n) 

crime and law political (adj) prize money (n) 

arrest (v) politician (n) set (v) 

authorities (n) 
protestor (n) set (n) 

ban (v) vote (v) take part (v) 

break in (v) (political) views (n) take place (v) 

cell (n) ticket (n) 

council (n) culture describing artists and 
court (n) their work 
crime (n) art cool (adj) 
damage (n) 

abstract (adj) appreciate (v) 
defence lawyer (n) 

canvas (n) atmosphere (n) 
deserve (v) 

conceptual artist (n) comment (n) 
drunk (adj) 

drawing (n) controversial (adj) 
fair (adj) 

exhibition (n) entertaining (adj) 
fine (n) 

fashion show (n) feel sorry (for) (v) 
get into trouble (v) 

gallery (n) harmful (adj) 
graffiti (n) 

impression (n) masterpiece (n) 
law (n) 

modern art (n) mindless (adj) 
looter (n) 

painting (n) react (positively) (v) 
murder (v) 

phenomenon (n) remind (me of) (v) 
prison (n) 

portrait (n) take notice (v) 
prison sentence (n) 

presentation (n) ugly (adj) 
prosecutor (n) 

sculpture (n) 
punishment (n) 

style (n) literature 
release (v) 

swirl (n) crime thriller (n) 

steal (v) extract (n) 

threaten (v) cultural events main character (n) 

witnesses (n) (cultural) event (n) mystery (adj) 

attend (v) novel (n) 
economy 

auction (n) novel (n) 
poverty (n) 

audience (n) novelist (n) 
billion (n) 

ceremony (n) published (adj) 
developed country (n) 

concert (n) writer (n) 
developing world (n) 

contestants (n) 
population (n) 

create (v) music 
trend (n) 

dance (n) audience (n) 

era (n) band (n) 
politics bass guitarist (n) highlight (n) democratic (adj) busker (n) 
campaigner (n) hold (organise) (v) 

classical (adj) 
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concert (n) television and film chat (v) 

conductor (n) celebrity (n) chat (n) 

contemporary (adj) critic (n) chatting (v) 

drummer (n) director (n) compromise (v) 

duet (n) famous (adj) conversation (n) 

(rock) festival (n) game show (n) Facebook (n) 

gig (n) horror (adj) form (a band) (v) 

guitarist (n) realityTV (n) get-together (n) 

heavy metal (adj) recording (n) have a laugh (v) 

heavy metal (n) review (n) invite (v) 

hit (n) series (n) keep in touch (v) 

instrument (n) soap opera (n) make jokes about (v) 

keyboard player (n) studio (n) Messenger (n) 

live (concert) (adj) talent show (n) network (n) 

lyrics (n) viewer (n) noise (n) 

microphone (n) pocket money (n) 

musical (n) theatre relax (v) 

musician (n) act (v) rest (v) 

(backing) musician (n) costume (n) rollerblade (v) 

opera (n) decorations (n) skate (v) 

orchestra (n) drama (n) sleep over (v) 

soul (n) performance (n) social networking site (n) 

(great) sound (n) performing arts (n) socialise (v) 
play (n) waste (v) 

newspapers and magazines stage (n) 

article (n) street performer (n) life stages 
cartoon (n) adopt (v) 

celebrity (n) divorce (v) 

critic (n) family and inherit (v) 

gossip column (n) social life look after (v) 

headline (n) marry (v) 

horoscope (n) family move into (v) 

human interest (n) cousin (n) old people's home (n) 

incident (n) distant (adj) take care of (v) 

joke (n) elder (brother) (adj) 
media (n) great (aunt/uncle) (adj) 

relationships 

news article (n) little (sister) (adj) 
arguments (n) 

pose (for a picture) (v) only child (n) 
accept (v) 

(the) press (n) relative (n) 
acquaintances (n) 

print (v) sibling (n) 
annoying (adj) 

privacy (n) step-brother/sister (n) 
argue (v) 

pUblicity (n) close (friend) (adj) 

review (n) leisure time conflict (n) 

scandal (n) accompany (v) couple (n) 

sports news (n) arrange (v) criticise (v) 

statement (n) arrangement (n) drive someone mad (v) 

be into something (v) end a relationship (v) 

celebrate (v) engagement (n) 
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ex-boy/girlfriend (n) grill (v) French fries (n) 

fall out (v) grilled (adj) grated (cheese) (adj) 

flatmate (n) instructions (n) hot dog (n) 

flatmates (n) kilo (n) ingredient (n) 

get involved (v) melt (v) juice (n) 

get on with (v) mix (v) lettuce (n) 

get to know (v) modern (adj) mayonnaise (n) 

go out with (v) packaging (n) noodle (n) 

long-lost (adj) pan (n) oil (n) 

lose contact (v) peel (v) pancake (n) 

make fun of (v) pour (v) pie (n) 

mate (n) prepare (v) pizza (n) 

moan (v) recipe (n) protein (n) 

nag (v) rich (adj) rum (n) 

next-door neighbour (n) roasted (adj) salt (n) 

old school friend (n) serve (n) smoothie (n) 

pet (n) slice (v) snack(n) 

propose (marriage) (v) spread (= cover) (v) soup (n) 

(have a good) relationship (n) vegan (n) sour cream (n) 

relationsh ip (n) 

separated (adj) describing food and drink 

split up (v) crispy (adj) health 
spoilt (adj) delicious (adj) 

stay in contact (v) disgusting (adj) healthcare and treatment 

stranger (n) fairtrade (adj) bandage (n) 

fast food (n) cream (n) 

savoury (adj) cure (v) 

food sour (adj) drug (n) 

speciality (n) emergency (n) 

cooking spicy (adj) first aid (n) 

baked (adj) sweet (adj) ice (n) 

balanced diet (n) taste (n) medicine (n) 

blend (v) tasty (adj) painkiller (n) 

boiled (adj) tender (adj) patient (n) 

bowl (n) treat (n) penicillin (n) 

charcoal (n) plaster (n) 

chop (v) food items 
stitches (n) 

cook (v) alcohol (n) 
treatment (n) 

cookbook (n) banana (n) 
vaccine (n) 

covered (v) beans (n) 

dish (n) beer (n) healthy/unhealthy lifestyle 

electric blender (n) burger (n) carbohydrates (n) 

filling (n) caffeine (n) cycling (v) 

folded (adj) chocolate (n) diet (n) 

fried (adj) cone (n) exercise (n) 

fuel (n) crisps (n) fat (n) 

gram (n) fizzy drink (n) fit(n) 
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gym (n) house storing (v) 

health (n) sweep (v) 

healthier (adj) describing a house tidy up (v) 

healthily (adv) apartment block (n) 

healthy (adj) curve (n) 

lifestyle (n) detached (adj) natural 
lose weight (v) flat (adj) environment 
nutrition (n) overlooks (adj) 

nutritious (adj) semi-detached (adj) animals 
put on weight (v) strange (adj) frog (n) 

relax (v) style (n) goldfish (n) 

slim (adj) traditional (adj) howl (v) 

unfit (adj) unusual (adj) lamb (n) 

vitamins (n) weird (adj) mosquito (n) 

weighea (v) 
furniture and features 

peacock (n) 

weight (n) shark (n) 
attic (n) 

whale (n) 
illness/injury balcony (n) 

wild (adj) 
accident (n) basement (n) 

wild life (n) 
bang your head (v) bench (n) 

wolf (n) 
bite (v) ceiling (n) 

bleed (v) central heating (n) environmental issues 
blood pressure (n) chimney (n) alternative (n) 

burn (v) cushion (n) carbon (dioxide) emissions (n) 

concussion (n) downsta irs (n) carbon dioxide (n) 

cut (n) drawers (n) carbon footprint (n) 

cut yourself (v) fabric (n) damage (v) 

diseases (n) first floor (n) destroy (v) 

(skin) disease (n) ground floor (n) disaster (n) 

dizzy (adj) handle (n) dispose of (v) 

feel sick (adj) loft (n) electricity (v) 

headache (n) 100 (n) endangered (adj) 

headache (n) radiator (n) energy (n) 

hit (v) roof (n) energy-saving (adj) 

hurt (v) sheet (n) environment (n) 

sick (adj) sofa (n) environmentally-friendly (adj) 

sprain (v) stairs (n) extinct (adj) 

swell (v) storey (n) freeze (v) 

symptom (n) terrace (n) fuel (n) 

umbrella (n) global warming (adj) 
pa rts of the body upstairs (n) 'green' (adj) 
ankle (n) wallpaper (n) light bulb (n) 
fibre (n) 

litter (v) 
heart (n) housework 

melt (v) 
liver (n) chores (n) 

planet (n) 
skin (n) budget (n) 

pollution (n) 
throat (n) decorate (v) 

produce (v) 
have a clear out (v) 

protect (v) 
paint (v) 
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recycle (v) describing people find boring (adv) 
reduce (v) ambitious (adj) frightened (adj) 
resource (n) argument (n) furious (adj) 
rubbish (n) billionaire (n) glad (adj) 
save (v) celebrity (n) guilty (adj) 
throwaway (v) deaf (adj) hate (v) 

landscape 
divorced (adj) heartbroken (adj) 

heiress (n) horrified (adj) 
altitude (n) 

heroine (n) interested (adj) 
coast (n) 

ignore (v) jealous (adj) 
desert island (n) 

lad (n) keen (adj) 
jungle (adj) 

lucky (adj) lonely (adj) 
lake (n) 

millionaire (n) love (doing something) (v) 
remote (n) 

nasty (adj) miserable (adj) 
wave (n) 

quadruplets (n) mood (n) 
wave (n) 

residents (n) nervous (adj) 
wood (adj) 

show emotion (v) passionate (adj) 

sleepwalk (v) pity (n) 

people snore (v) proud (adj) 

sporty (adj) regret (v) 

appearance star (n) respect (v) 

bald (adj) stranger (n) scared (adj) 

blonde (n) survive (v) shocked (adj) 

bright blue (n) tidy (adj) sympathise (v) 

earring (adj) typical (adj) upset (adj) 

elegant (adj) untidy (adj) worried (adj) 

facial expression (n) wealthy (adj) 
life stages 

fair (n) well-known (adj) 
grow up (v) 

freckles (adj) 
emotions and feelings in her teens (adj) 

girly (adj) 
admire (v) in his twenties/thirties etc. (adj) 

glamorous (adj) 
angry (adj) mature (adj) 

headband (n) 
annoyed (adj) middle-aged (adj) 

light (brown) (adj) 
attitude (n) (a) middle child (n) 

make-up (n) 
bored (adj) (an) only child (n) 

medium-length (hair) (adj) 
can't stand (v) teenager (n) 

nails (n) 
complain (v) tomboy (n) 

pierce (v) 
concern (n) 

plump (adj) 
delighted (adj) personal qualities 

resemble (v) 
depressed (adj) annoying (adj) 

round (adj) 
desperate (adj) argumentative (adj) 

scruffy (adj) 
disappointed (adj) artistic (adj) 

slim (adj) 
(don't) mind (v) bossy (adj) 

straight (hair) (adj) 
embarrassed (adj) brave (adj) 

tall (adj) 
(quite) enjoy (v) calm (adj) 

tattoo (n) 
excited (adj) careful (adj) 

underwear (n) 
excitement (n) cheeky (adj) 

wavy (hair) (adj) 
exhausted (adj) compassion (n) 
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confident (adj) talented (adj) coursework (n) 

conscientious (adj) talkative (adj) discipline (n) 

courage (n) tidy (adj) distraction (n) 

crazy (adj) weak (adj) do well in something (v) 

educate (v) dark (adj) 
social interaction/activity educational (adj) determined (adj) 

dominant (adj) apologise (v) essay (n) 

dynamic (adj) behave (v) fail an exam (v) 

easy-going (adj) come over (v) get good marks (v) 

friendly (adj) complain (adv) goal(s) (n) 

fussy (adj) . concentrating (v) grades (n) 

generous (adj) discipline (n) improve (v) 

genius (n) (smiling from) ear to ear (n) improvement (n) 

hard-working (adj) fight (v) knowledge (n) 

indecisive (adj) gossip (n) learn (v) 

insensitive (adj) greetings (n) lecture (n) 

inspiratiE1n (n) introduce yourself (v) optional (adjv) 

intelligent (adj) meet (v) pass an exam (n) 

kind (adj) respond (v) qualifications (n) 

kindness (n) shout (v) revise (v) 

leader (n) strangers (n) specialise (v) 

leadership (n) support (n) start school (v) 

loud (adj) 
people and places melodramatic (adj) 

school bully (n) nice (adj) 
classmate (n) nosy (adj) 

at school head teacher (n) organised (adj) 
break (n) mixed school (n) outgoing (adj) 
chalk (n) private school (n) patient (adj) 
gap year (n) pupils (n) personality (n) 
glue stick (n) secondary school (n) polite (adj) 
notice board (n) single-sex school (n) popular (n) 
routine (n) staff (n) pro-active (adj) 
rules (n) state school (adj) punctual (adj) 
school bag (n) 

quiet (adj) 
scissors (n) 

science and 
reliable (adj) 

strict (adj) 
rude (adj) 

subjects (n) technology self-centred (adj) 
(wear) a uniform (n) 

selfish (adj) 
workspace (n) describing and/or using sensitive (adj) 

science and technology shy (adj) learning and exams 
computer-generated (adj) skills (n) achievement (n) 

smart (adj) attention span (n) 
crane (n) 

creation (n) sociable (adj) challenge (n) 
development (n) spOilt (adj) compulsory (adj) 
endurance (n) strong (personality) (adj) concentrate (v) 

sympathetic (adj) concentration (n) 
experiment (n) 

generation (n) 
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indestructible (adj) invent (v) crash helmet (n) 

intend (v) march (v) dressing room (n) 

metal (n) replace (v) goggles (n) 

optical illusion (n) rescue (v) gym (n) 

primitive (adj) set out (v) racquet (n) 

revolutionary (adj) solve (v) rubber (n) 

spark (n) switch off/on (v) saddle (n) 

turn down/up (v) scoreboard (n) 
technology skateboard (n) 
antibiotics (n) stadium (n) 
car manufacturing (n) shopping and stopwatch (n) 
cell phone (n) 

services surf board (n) 
computer chip (n) whistle (n) 
copper (n) 

goods 
device (n) 

dye (v) 
sports events 

discovery (n) 
leather (n) 

athletics (v) 

electronic (adj) 
purse (n) 

beat (v) 

graphics (n) 
wallet (n) 

break a record (v) 

gunpowder (n) 
wax (n) 

comment (v) 

information (n) compete (v) 

invention (n) selling/buying competition (n) 

inventor (n) advert(isement) (n) crossing (v) 

lifeboat (n) advertise (v) goal (n) 

mobile phone (n) advice (n) match (n) 

online (adj) boutique shop (n) medal (n) 

power lines (n) chain (n) race (v) 

printing press (n) cheap (adj) score (v) 

robot (n) clothes catalogue (adj) support (v) 

rocket (n) customers (n) support (n) 

science fiction (n) cutting (v) title (n) 

sign (n) enquire (v) trophy (n) 

speaker (n) expensive (adj) venue (n) 

switch (n) kiosk (n) win a match (v) 

telephone (n) queue (n) world record (n) 

two-seater plane (n) queueing (v) 
sports people wheel (n) retail sales (n) 

wire (n) serve (drinks) (v) 
athlete (n) 

World Wide Web (n) shopping trolley (n) 
champion (n) 

valuable (adj) 
coach (n) 

useful verbs 
(to be) worth (adj) 

defender (n) 

assemble (v) fans (n) 

catch on (v) instructor (n) 

crash (v) sport opponent (n) 

delete (v) referee (n) 

design (v) equipment and places striker (n) 

develop (v) bat (n) team (n) 

discover (v) club (n) team mate (n) 

hack into (v) competitive (n) 
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training and exercise foreigner (n) bus pass (n) 

black belt (n) guided tour (n) compartment (n) 

blow (v) historic (adj) drive (v) 

dive (v) island (n) driving test (n) 

enter (v) journey (n) freeway (n) 

get changed (v) local (adj) fuel (n) 

get fit (v) location (n) journey (n) 

go running (v) main square (n) limousine (n) 

injured (adj) monument (n) motorbike (n) 

injuries (n) pack up (v) passenger (n) 

kick (v) . sanctuary (n) passer-by (n) 

lose (v) sightseeing (v) pavement (n) 

squad (n) staying (in the US) (v) pick someone up (v) 

tent (n) ride (v) 
ty~es of sport 

• trip (n) roadside (n) 
basketball (n) tropical (adj) route (n) 
gymnastics (n) vacation (n) runway (n) 
martial arts (n) visitor (n) rush hour (n) 
sailing (n) sign (n) 
table tennis (n) means of transport step into the road (v) 
Taekwondo (n) airship (n) van (n) 
training (n) crafts (n) 

cruise ship (n) 

cycle (v) work 
travelling and cycle lane (n) 

tourism distance (n) at work 
driver's licence (n) abilities (n) 

describing holiday locations motorway (n) apply (v) 

area (n) parachute (n) carry (v) 

awesome (adj) port (n) clarification (n) 

coast (n) public transport (n) colleague (n) 

destination (n) ship (n) crew (n) 

eco-friendly (adj) 
problems and accidents 

export (n) 

exotic (adj) get the sack (v) 

green (adj) 
cancelled (v) (long) hours (n) 

landmark (n) 
crowded (adj) job satisfaction (n) 

luxury (adj) 
delayed (n) 

placard (n) 

remote (adj) 
get stuck (v) 

place (v) 

scenery (n) 
noisy (adj) 

promotion (n) 
rescue (v) 

replace (v) 
holidays sink (v) 

set goals (v) 
abroad (adv) traffic (n) 

solution (n) 
abroad (n) traffic jam (n) strike (n) 
amusement park (n) unreliable (adj) 

take control (v) 
camp (n) 

transport take over (v) 
camping (v) 

abandon (v) task (n) 
culture (n) 

arrive (v) working conditions (n) 
directions (n) 
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describing jobs and skills jobs receptionist (n) 

applicant (n) apprenticeship (n) reporter (n) 

build (n) advertising executive (n) riot police (n) 

business (n) analyst (n) sailor (n) 

call centre (n) architect (n) servant (n) 

career (n) beautician (n) social worker (n) 

career opportunities (n) cobbler (n) supervisor (n) 

challenging (adj) consultant (n) (game) tester (n) 

factory (n) correspondent (n) voluntary work (n) 

full-time (adj) dry cleaner (n) volunteer (n) 

fun (adj) editor (n) 

hazardous (adj) employer (n) 
money 

interview (n) examiner (n) 
badly-paid (adj) 

join (the army) (v) expert (n) 
earn (v) 

key (to success) (n) explorer (n) 
earn one's living (v) 

level (n) firefighter (n) 
fortune (n) 

outdoor (adj) fisherman (n) 
minimum wage (n) 

part-time (adj) gardener (n) 
pay rise (n) 

profession (n) governess (n) 
salary (n) 

repair (v) jeweller (n) 
wages (n) 

repetitive (adj) journalist (n) 
well-paid (adj) 

respectable (adj) (farm) labourer (n) skills and qualities 
retired (adj) make your fortune (v) achievement (n) 
rewarding (adj) manager (n) ambition (n) 
stand still (n) (coal) mine (n) charity work (n) 
stressful (adj) miner (n) experience (n) 
strict (adj). model (n) graduate (v) 
tiring (adj) optician (n) responsibilities (n) 
unemployed (adj) personal assistant (n) skills (n) 
useful (adj) photo shoot (n) solve (v) 
well-treated (adj) psychologist (n) successful (adj) 
work permit (n) public relations (n) 
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Greeting, 
meeting and 
getting to 
know people 
Greeting/Introducing 
yourself 
Excuse me .. ./Hello! 

Let me introduce myself, 
I'm Adam Brown. 

Nice/Pleased to meet you. 

My name's . . ./I'm . .. 

Showing interest 
Really? /Seriously? 

That's amazing! 

Wow!/Cool! 

Asking for repetition/ 
clarification 
Sorry? 

What was that? 

What do you mean? 

Asking polite questions 
Which part of Italy do you 
come from? 

How long have you been living 
in England? 

What do you do for a living? 

How long have you been 
working abroad? 

Do you have a family? 

Asking for information 
When did you start playing 
tennis? 

How did you become interested 
in it? 

What is your daily training 
routine? 

Have you won any competitions 
or medals? 

Have you broken any records? 

Have you ever had any injuries? 

What are your hopes for the 
future? 

Responding politely 
And how about you? 

Really, how interesting! 

Sorry, I didn't catch what 
you said. 

Opinions 
Giving and explaining your 
opinion 
Personally I (don't) think ... 

I (definitely) think he should ... 

(Obviously) you shouldn't ... 

It 's (not) fair that ... 

(She's) completely right. 

I think (he's) wrong because ... 

I (don't) feel sorry for them 
because ... 

She probably feels that . .. 

Personally I'd . .. 

In that situation, I wouldn't ... 

We've decided it is best because ... 

We don't think it is suitable 
because . .. 

Asking other people's 
opinion 
Do you think (this punishment 
is fair)? 

Do you feel sorry for (them)? 

What would you do in that 
situation? 

What do you think of ... 

Talking 
about art 
I really like the style. 

It's very beautiful/original/sad. 

I don't understand what the artist 
is trying to say. 

I think it's ugly/ridiculous. 

It makes you think. 

It doesn't mean anything to me! 

I don't think it's a work of art. 

It reminds me of wallpaper. 

What do you think the artist is 
trying to say? 

Do you think this is a work of art? 

Directions 
Asking for directions 
Excuse me ... 

How do I get to the Scott 
Monument/there? 

Do you know .. . ? 

I'm looking for .. . 

Giving directions 
At the traffic lights, turn left. 

Cross the street, opposite the 
bank. 

It's five minutes from here. 

It's just there/next t%pposite 
the station. 

Go past the castle/and then/ 
straight on until you get to the 
bridge. 

Apologising/responding to 
an apology 
Sorry I couldn't help. 

No problem. Thanks anyway. 
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Thanking/responding to 
thanks 
Thank you.!Thanks very much. 

You're welcome. 

Descriptions 
Describing dishes 
It's a kind of pie/pancake/soup. 

The main ingredients are fish 
and rice. 

The potatoes are grilled/boiled/ 
fried. 

It tastes spicy/sour. 

It's sold at kiosks. 

It's usually eaten at home. 

People eat it for lunch in the 
winter. 

Asking about typical dishes 
Have you tried harira yet? 

What's it made of? 

How is it cooked? 

What does it taste like? 

Where is it sold? 

When is it usually eaten? 

Responding with interest 
It sounds delicious/interesting/ 
nice! 

I'd like to try it! 

Describing buildings 
It's painted bright colours. 

The balcony is curved. 

It's a two-storey house. 

The chimney's in the middle. 

There's a balcony on the first floor. 

It looks very unusual. 

It's probably quite small inside. 

The balcony overlooks the park. 

Asking about buildings 
What kind of house is it? 

What colour is it painted? 

How big is it? 
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Is there a chimney? 

Does it have any other unusual 
features? 

Describing objects 
It's made of plastic. 

It's got speakers. 

It's for measuring things. 

It's about 30cm long. 

It's long and thin. 

Asking about objects 
How big is it? 

What shape is it? 

What is it made of? 

What's it used for? 

Has it got any special features? 

Suggestions 
Making suggestions 
What/How about going to the 
cinema? 

What do you think of these 
trousers? 

Disagreeing with 
suggestions 
I'm not sure about that. 

I like the idea but we could try this 
other one. 

It's not bad but I think we can do 
better. 

Agreeing with suggestions 
I think it's a good idea. 

That's it! I love it! 

I suppose so. 

Well, all right, that will be fine. 

Making an alternative 
suggestion 
Here's another idea - we can sing 
a rock song. 

I've got a better idea. 

Asking for agreement 
Do we all agree? 

Request and 
offers 
Making a request 
Can you put it over there? 

Would you mind getting my 
saxophone? 

Could you move those chairs? 

Responding to a request 
Yes/Sure, no problem/okay.! 
Yes, all right. 

Making an offer 
Shall I put it over here? 

Do you want me to do something? 

Responding to an offer 
Yes, please.!No, it's all right. 

Thanking 
Thanks a lot. 

That's very kind of you. 

Arrangements 
Starting a conversation 
Hi! 

What's new? 

What are you doing on Saturday? 

Inviting someone 
How about going out some here? 

Do you fancy coming to the gig? 

Why don't we go out on Sunday? 

Accepting an invitation 
Sounds good/great. 

Sure, why not? 

That would be great! 

Refusing an invitation 
I'm sorry, I can't. 

I'm busy. 

I'd love to, but I have plans. 

That's a good idea but I'm on 
holiday that week. 



Advice 
Asking what's wrong 
What's the matter? 

What's the problem? 

What's up? 

Asking for advice 
Can I ask your opinion about 
something? 

What dq you think we should do? 

Should f say something? 

Giving advice 
I wouldn't say anything about that. 

YOll should try something 
different. 

f think you should speak to him. 

Ag reei ng/respond i ng 
sympathetically 
You're right. 

Sure! 

Absolutely! 

Exactly! 
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Notes 

Begin the note with 
the name of the 
person you are 
writing the note to. 

1 Making suggestions 

3 Arrange a place and 
a time to meet. 

2 Make a suggestion. 

7/0 10vr Nc.hr ro 30 ro Me CI"y,eMc. Oh 5c.fvrrdc.1? 
fhere~c; c. heN JQ/1hh1 7/epp {rIM c.I;:)A exer1f!f".e 
C;C.1c; Ir'c; fc.hrc.c;fic! 

4 Ask for confirmation. 

M IJ: e xxx ""'<:--------------------+-- ---.jl 5 Sign your name. 

~-~ 
2 Asking to do something 

1 Begin the note with ~ ~ I-it" Pere, 
the name of the 
person you are ~ Ifv.. 30I"y,3 f"o Qrc.hdMc. '5 to l1elp l1er c1ec.h Me 110vrc;e. 
we;t;ng theoot. to. YI ~ Cc..Y\ 10vr bvr1 C;OMe MII/;,? I le/Tc;oMe MOhe1 Oh 

2 rop of Me fr/d3e. fhC.h/;,C;. 

at home/can't meet. 
I-Ic.ve c. 3 rec.r dC.1· f31e! 4 Close the note. 

S,y why yO" ". not ~ 
3 Ask for something. MvrM 

Useful language 

Making suggestions 

I 

Let's go to the cinema/watch a DVD/go to the park. 

Do you want to come/meet me? 

Come to the park/for a coffee! 

Come and join us! 

What about tomorrow/next week? 

What about meeting later/having pizza? 

Have you got time at the weekend/on Friday? 

Arranging a place 

See you at/outside .. . 

The/My address is .. . 

Here's a map . .. 

The cinema is in ... 

Let's meet at my house/at the cafe. 

Arranging a time 

Let's meet at 2 p.m. /after school. 

See you at 5 p.m. 
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Asking for confirmation 

Can you come? 

Send me a text. 

Give me a call. 

5 Sign your name. 

Saying why you are not at home/can't meet 

I'm going out because ... 

I'm going to ... 

I can't go out tonight because ... Sorry! 

I'm going to my cousin's/seeing Kevin, so I can't meet. 

Asking to do something 

Can you bring a DVD/buy some bread? 

Do you mind bringing a DVD/buying some bread? 

Closing a note 

See you soon, 

See you in the afternoon/in the evening. 

Have a good day. 

Bye! 

Love, 

I 

I 



, 

2 

3 

4 

Postcard 

Begin the post card 
with Dear or Hi I-

~ DeVlr KVlre, 
+ name. V Ifv. I-Tere Ih PVlrt5 WI'fi1 M'1 c!Vl55MVlre5. We re 
Say where you are r- 5rVl'1lh!} Ih VI '10l/1th 1-T05f"e1 heVlr MOhfMVlrfY'e. 1 and who you're with. Ar the MOMehr we re Ih VI !}reVlr cVlfe, t'r'5 

Describe the place 
cVllled Le S 0l/1r15. PVlrt5 15 Vlh exct'nh!} clr'1 

where you are __ Vlhd the people Vlre frt'ehdl'1' roo. there '5 lo~ 

staying. f'o 5ee Vlhd do, bl/1r we re ohl'1 I-Tere for fOl/1r 
dVl'15. Ir'5 VI !}reVlf'cl'0 for MI/15el/1M5 Vlhd 

Say what you are !}VlI!ert'e5 - M'1 fVlvol/1rt'f"e 15 the Lo1/1 vre. 
doing/did/are r--

~ thl5 MOrhlh!} we re VI5/hh!} the Etffel {ower. planning to do. 
Affer Il/1hCI-T we re !}Olh!} ro !}O Oh VI bOVlr 

~ dOWh the Rt'ver S elhe - there Vlre !}reVlr vt'ew5 
of the cVl thedrVlI. Ifv. !OOl::.lh!} forwVlrd ro Ir! 1 rS Describe the 

• the weVlther 15 fVlhrVl5h'c - I-Tor Vlhd 5I/1hh'1' ~ I I weather. 

We re I-TVlVlh!} lo~ of fl/1h ! "'""-
6 Say how you fee l. 

See '101/1 500h. -. 

Lo~ of!ove, 7 Close the postcard. 

S' ~ IMOh ra Sign off and write 

\ l your name. 

.. ~!I! I'!!l! , !!l!!I!!'. " 
, ~ , . 

Useful language 

Beginning a postcard 

Hi/Dear Anna, 

Saying what you are doing/did/are going to do 

At the moment, I'm sitting in a cafe. 

I hope you're okay. / I hope you're well. 

How's things? 

Saying where you are/who you're with 

I'm in Warsaw. 

I've just arrived at ... 

I'm spending my holiday/weekend ... 

I'm on a school trip in ... 

I'm with my friends. 

I'm here with my family. 

I'm in London with my classmates. 

Describing a place 

There is/are ... 

My favourite shop/place is ... 

The shops/restaurants!cafes/museums are ... 
interesting/expensive/great/fantastic ... 

The city is excitinglfantastic/brilliant/boring/polluted. 

There's a lot to see and do. 

It's a great city/place for ... 

Places: galleries, museums, beach, forest, amusement 
park, old town, park, castle, shops 

Accommodation 

We're staying in a hotel/guest house/campsite. 

I'm staying with friends. 

Today we're visiting museums/relaxing/ 
sitting on the beach. 

Yesterday we visited a museum/went to the beach/ 
did some sightseeing. 

Tomorrow we're going to go skiing/relax/ 
explore the city centre. 

This evening I'm going to a restaurant/concerti 
on a coach trip. 

Activities: sailing, windsurfing, snorkelling, climbing, 
skiing, sunbathing, shopping, sightseeing, walking 

Describing the weather 

It's sunny/rainy/windy/snowy. 

It's hot/warm/cold/freezing. 

The weather is great/terrible/okay. 

Saying how you feel 

We're having a great/terrible time. 

I'm having lots of fun. 

Closing a postcard 

See you soon, 

Bye for now! 

Signing off 

Lots of love, 

Take care, 

Best wishes, 

Love, 

I 
I 

I 
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Notices 

1 Write a heading. 

2 Describe the object. 

3 Give details of 
when/where lost 
or found. 

4 Give your name and 
contact details. 

1 lost items 

Dieital camera (FinePics C460J 
with black case 

Lost in Joe's Cafe Mon 27 April 
about 2 p.m. 

If you've found it, please contact me ASAP! 

Contact Tracv on 07863 456999 

SKIING LESSONS AVAILABLE ~~ 1 Write a heading. 

Individual or groups, all ages - Sat only / _---f----j2 Give details of what 
you are offering. 

2 Offers E2S-S0 p.h. 

Experienced teacher 
ii' 

Phone Pave on 01204- 94-SSS ,--,...,~-' 
"Mob 07779 676768) ,~11"-___ ---I--_--13 Give your name and 

contact details. 

Useful language 

Headings 

Lost! 

Found! 

Wanted! 

Guitar/Snowboarding/French lessons available 

Trip to Paris/London 

Room for rent 

For sale 

Describing something 

It's a mobile/camera ... 

It's a silver watch/small black dog ... 

It's got stickers on/a black case . . . 

Saying where/when lost or found 

I left it at the gym/cafe. 

I lost/found it at the sports centre. 

I lost/found it on Sat a.m./around 3.00/on 5 May. 

Giving details of offers 

£10 reward! 

2 tickets for Muse concert, only £ 15 each 

Experienced teacher - classes for all ages 

Individual or small groups - eves and wknds only 

Room for rent - £60 p.w. 

Trip to London on 24 August 
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Giving contact details 

Phone/Call/Contact Mark on 346 7789 ... 

Please contact/call/phone Jan on ... 

Send me an email to Kate at ... 

Text me on ... 

If you've found it, please call Sally. My mobile is ... 

Abbreviations 

Mon (Monday), Tues (Tuesday), Weds (Wednesday), 
Thurs (Thursday), Fri (Friday), Sat (Saturday), 
Sun (Sunday) 

a.s.a.p./ASAP (as soon as possible) 

pis (please) 

N/S (non-smoker) 

mins (minutes) 

mob (mobile) 

yr old (year-old) 

p.w. (per week) 

p.h. (per hour) 

wknds (weekends) 

eves (evenings) 

a.m. (morning) 

p.m. (afternoon/evening) 
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Invitations 

.. 

Useful language 

Giving a title 

Fancy dress/Halloween party! 

Come to a party! 

Farewell Mrs Evans 

Celebrate the end of the exams! 

Happy birthday! 

School concert 

Inviting people 

Please come to .. . 

We'd like to invite you to ... 

I'm having a birthday party .. . 

RSVP 

We request the pleasure of your company (= we'd like 
to invite you) ... 

I'd really love it if you could come. 

Saying where and when 

In the school hall/town square ... 

On Saturday 5 June . .. 

At 2.30 p.m .... 

From 8 till 12 at the Star Cafe . .. 

Giving a reason 

A party to celebrate ... 

An evening to learn about . . . 

A party to say farewell to .. . 

A welcome party for .. . 

Giving further details 

Live music and dancing 

Please bring drinks 

Bring your family and friends! 

With drinks, food and dancing! 

Casual dress 

We're going out for a meal after the concert 

I'm Singing in the concert/performing/in the play 

Asking for a reply 

If you want to come, contact ... 

If you are interested, call ... , 

RSVP (= French for'Please reply') 

RSVP The School Secretary 

Please call me if you can come/make it. 
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A personal leiter 
" ~ 

~ 44 0 19>1::. 5n-ee-r 
1 Write your address 

and the date in the LOYlaoYl 5Wz 8FF 
top right corner. 3 MI9>1 Z0fO 

2 Begin the letter. L 
Del9>r UYlc!e c.;reg I9>Yla Ab1Y17'- 5b1e, 

3 Ask how the 
person is. ~ f-/ow I9>re 10b1 boff1? I hope ff1l9>r 10b1 I9>re fihe I9>Yla I9>re $effllhg Ihro 

4 Thank the person 
10b1r Ylew hOb1$e. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

for their letter and/ fhl9>YlI::.$ for 10b1r leffer - I'w.. $orr1 I alaYl r- repl1 before, bb1r I'w.. 
or apologise for rel9>I11 bb1$1I9>rff1e MOMeYlf: fhl9>YlI::.$ $0 Mb1Ch for ff1e CD 10b1 $eYlr 
not writing. 

Me for M1 bt'rff1aI9>1 - I love Mb1$e I9>Yla II15reYl ro IT 19>11 ff1e fi'w..e! 

Give your news. ~ Ir'$ ff1e eYla offf1e $ecoYla weel::. of M1 COb1r$e I9>Yla I'w.. hl9>Vlhg 19> 

grel9>rfi'w..e! fhere '$ 1of>; offf1lhg$ ro ao Ih M1 free fi'w..e, ff1e Mb1$eb1M$, 

re$rl9>b1rI9>Ylr$ I9>Yla cl9>fe$ I9>re grel9>r here. LI9>$r weel::.eYla I weYlr ro 
5n-l9>ffora WI'ff1 $OMe offf1e off1er $fvraeYlf>; OYI ff1e COb1r$e. We VI51Tea 
5hl9>l::.e$pel9>re '$ hOb1$e I9>Yla weYlr OYI 19> bOl9>r OYI ff1e rtVer. Ir WI9>$ fb1Y1. 

Well; I ff1lhl::. ff1l9>r'$ 19>1/ M1 YleW$. I've gor ro go YlOW becl9>b1$e IT5 fi'w..e 
Close the letter. r for c!19>$$. 

Ask for the person's ~ WriTe $OOYl WI'ff1 19>1110b1r YleW$. 
news. 

Sign off and write 
your name. 

. 

Useful language 

Beginning a personal letter 

Dear Kate, 

Hi Kate, 

Dear Grandma/Uncle Jack, 

Asking how someone is 

How are you? 

How are you doing? 

I hope you are well/fine. 

How are things? 

Thanking 

Thanks for your letter/card .. . 

It was good to hear from you. 

Thank you for your letter/the 
cheque/the book you sent .. . 

I'm writing to thank you for .. . 

It was really kind of you to .. . 

Thank you very much ... 

Love, 
519>rl9>h -

Apologising for not writing 

Sorry I haven't written/replied 
before, but ... 

Sorry I haven't been in touch, but ... 

I'm really sorry that ... 

Sorry for not replying/writing ... 

Apologies for not writing sooner/ 
forgetting your birthday ... 

Inviting 

Would you like to .. . 

We're having a party on ... 

I hope you'll be able to come/ 
join us .. . 

I'm writing to invite you to .. . 

I'd love it if you could come .. . 

Giving your news 

I'm writing to tell you ... 

My latest news is . .. 

Last weekend I .. . 

I'm having a great time in ... 

'~~ 

Closing a personal letter 

Well, I think that's every thing/ 
all my news ... 

So that's my news. 

I hope all is well with you. 

I've got to go now because ... • 

Say hello to . .. 

Asking for someone's news 

I'd love to hear all your news. 

What's your news? 

So that's my news. What about you? 

Write soon and tell me your news. 

Signing off 

Lots of love, 

Love, 

All the best, 

All my love, 

Best wishes, 

Take care, 

See you soon! 

Give my love to .. . 

Bye for now, 

Write soon, 
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A leHer from a reader 

1 Write your address 
and the date in the r-
top right corner. 

2 Begin the letter. f---, 
~------------~ ~ Dear Si r , 

3 Explain which article 

__ -----~~ 37 Lindale Road 
Nottingham N2 4DN 
10 February 2010 

you are writing t--~ I am writing in connection with Andrew Brown ' s 
about. article All Teenagers Should Have a Gap Year which 

4 Give the date when 
appeared in your magazine on 8 February . 

the article appeared. H 6 Say what you agree 
/ As a teenager myself , I was interested t o read abou t:..--- with. 

5 Lead in tothe topic. f- the advantages of having a gap year . I agree that ~ '--------------~ 
it helps young people to become more mature and to 
decide what they want t o do . However , I am not sure 
that it is the best thing for all teenagers~.----------~~ 

I must strongly disagree with Mr Brown when he 
says that it should be obl igatory . I think some 
teenagers would not enj oy a gap year because they 
are too immature . 

In my opinion , a gap year is a great thing if that 
is what you want to do. If you organise your time 
well you can learn many new things and develop new 
skills , as well a s getting experience . 

7 Contrast 
information/ 
an opinion. 

8 Say what/who you 
disagree with . 

9 Give your general 
opinion. 

Yours faithfully , r 'O Signoffand write I ______________ ---------------- your name. Ellie Trenton ::=:: _ 
Useful language 

Beginning a formal letter 

Dear Sir, 

Dear Editor, 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Dear+ name, 

Explaining your reason for writing 

I am writing in connection with (+ title) ... 

I have just read your article (+ title) . .. 

I am writing about the article/report/editorial ... 

Saying where/when you saw the article 

. .. which appeared in the paper on 6 January. 

. .. which was in last Friday's paper/last month's magazine. 

Leading into the topic 

As a (teenager/writer/student) myself, I ... 

I would like to thank you fori 
congratulate you on the article. 

The article was very interesting because ... 

I found the article very interesting/informative ... 

I was surprised/shocked to read that ... 

Saying you agree 

I agree with (Mr Brown)/that ... 

I completely agree .. . 

I could not agree more with (the writer)/that ... 

I agree that it is true that ... 

Contrasting an opinion 

However, ... 

On the other hand, .. . 

Saying you disagree 

I do not agree that . . . 

I disagree with (Mr Brown)/that ... 

I strongly disagree . .. 

Giving your opinion 

In my opinion, .. . 

I think that . .. 

I believe that .. . 

It seems to me that .. . 

Signing off 

Yours faithfully, (if the letter starts Dear Sir/Madam) 

Yours sincerely, (if the letter starts Dear + name) 
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A letter of complaint 
I 

~ 29 Mill Lane 

1 Write your address 
Brighton BR2 3RF 
6 January 2010 and the date in the f-

top right corner. I~ Customer Services 
JD Stores, 

2 Write the name and 

~ 
6 Rydal Road, 

address of the London NW3 2JM 
company you are 
writing to on the 

~ Dear Mr Davison, left. 

3 . Begin the letter. 11 P I am writing to make a complaint about a watch that I bought from 
JD Stores on 28 December. 

In paragraph 1, give V 4 

5 

1/ There are two problems with the watch. Firstly, the battery stopped your reason/s for 
writing. 

~ 
working after only a few days. However, the information leaflet says 
the battery should last for one to two years. Secondly, there is a 

In paragraph 2, fault with the glass and it is difficult to read the numbers properly. 
explain the problem The model I looked at in the shop was fine, so I was surprised that 
in detail. 

the watch I bought was not the same. I took the watch back to the 
store, but the manager told me I had to contact you directly. ~ 

I am enclosing a copy of the receipt. Could you please send me a 
new watch or give me a refund as soon as possible? --I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

tV1ris-tiV\.e.. Brol-\JV\. --
Christine Brown 

Useful language 

Beginning a formal letter 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

There is a fault in the controls. 

It broke two days after I bought it. 

We had a terrible meal because ... 

The remote control was missing. 

The TV suddenly stopped working. 

The course is very disorganised. 

Dear Mr Brown,lMs Jones, 

Saying why you are writing 

6 In paragraph 3, say 

~ 
what you want to 
happen as a result 
of your letter. 

H7 Say that you 
expect a reply. 

8 Sign off and write 
your name. 

9 Print your name 
underneath or 
write it in 
CAPITAL LETTERS. 

I am writing to complain about ... 

I am writing to make a complaint about . .. 
The room was very noisy/dirty and the service was slow/ 
terrible. 

I am writing about a fault in a camerafTV/phone. 

I am writing about a problem with my course/ 
hotel reservation/holiday. 

Giving details 

I bought it/them from JD Stores on 28 December. 

I bought a watch/mobile phone/ 
dress at your store yesterday. 

I visited your restaurant last week. 

I started a course at your language school 
ten days ago. 

Describing problems 

The battery does not work. 

There is a problem with the remote control. 

It is impossible to use the phone camera. 

Saying what you expect 

Could you please send me .. . 

I would like a refund/replacement. 

I enclose a copy of the receipt. 

I would be grateful if you could repair the cameral 
phone/watch. 

Showing you expect a reply 

I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 

I look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. 

I look forward to your prompt response. 

Signing off 

Yours sincerely, (if the letter starts Dear + name) 

Yours faithfully, (if the letter starts Dear Sir/Madam) 
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2nd Form 
(Past Simple) 

ring 

run 

say 

see 

sell 

send 

set 

shine 

3,d Form 

(Past Participle) 

rang 

ran 

said 

saw 

sold 

sent 

set set 

shone 
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answer key: sell-assessment tests and exam tests 

self-assessment test 1 
1 2 enter, 3 a goal, 4 goals, 5 state, 

6 your best, 7 revise 

2 2 about, 3 rules, 4 specialise, 5 salary, 
6 find, 7 career, 

3 2 did they come, 3 looks, 4 haven't seen, 
5 are you thinking, 6 went, 
7 is getting, a doesn't want 

4 2 This is the place where I saw her for 
the first t ime. 

3 The police are looking for the woman 
whose fingerprints were on the gun. 

4 I didn't like the meal she cooked for 
us yesterday. 

5 A Sat-Nav is an electronic device which/ 
that helps people to find their way. 

6 I don't like teachers who give a lot of 
homework. 

5 2 stand, 3 who/ that, 4 point, 5 've, 
6 degree, 7 at, a not 

6 1 Robert, 2 Grace, 3 Ann, 4 Robert, 5 Ann 

7 1 ?, 2X, 3.1, 4.1,5X,6? 

8 2 meet, 3 Seriously, 4 mean 

9 2 c, 3 b, 4 d, 5 -, 6 a, 7 e 

self-assessment test 2 
1 2 c, 3 a, 4 a, 5 c, 6 b, 7 b 
2 2 more organised, 3 the nicest, 

4 more sociable than, 
5 as argumentative as, 
6 the most indecisive 

3 2 repetitive, 3 social, 4 full -time, 
5 glamorous, 6 living, 7 shy, 

4 2 had to, 3 go, 4 much, 5 don't have to, 
6 from, 7 read, a not allowed, 9 ~s 

5 2 challenging, 3 stressful, 4 personality, 
5 ambitious, 6 rewarding 

6 1 Olivia, 2 Paul, 3 David, 4 Paul, 
5 Reb.ecca, 6 David, 7 Olivia, a David 

7 2 'm not sure, 3 another idea, 4 all right, 
5 think of, 6 not bad, 7 've got, 
a How about, 9 don't think, 10 all agree 

8 1 What does she look like?, 
2 What do they like?, 3 What's he like? 

self-assessment test 3 
1 2 footprint, 3 annoyed, 4 waste, 5 delayed, 

6 turning down, 7 classmate, a step-

2 2 've/ have known; since, 
3 've/have been thinking; since, 
4 's/has been learning; for, 
5 Have you read, 6 was; for 
7 have you been seeing 

3 2 lanes, 3 team, 4 global, 5 fuel, 6 jams, 
7 get 

4 2 I think our new head teacher will be 
very strict. 
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3 I'll get married when I'm 25. 
4 lan's planned everything - he~ 

!Q travel next year. 
5 If it doesn't stop raining, we'll stay at 

home. 
6 I won't talk to you unless you 

apologise for being rude. 
OR If you don't apologise for being 
rude, I won't talk to you. 

5 2 gave, 3 nervous, 4 got on, 5 saw, 6 up, 
7 unless 

6 2 the South East, 3 less, 4 energy use, 
5 carbon emissions, 6 online/the internet, 
7 wash the/your car 

7 1 c, 2 a, 3 c, 4 d, 5 b, 6 d 

self-assessment test 4 
1 2 c, 3 d, 4 f, 5 h, 6 a, 7 b, a g 

2 2 serve, 3 block, 4 melts, 5 attic, 6 peel, 
7 balcony 

3 2 Peter's going to have his heart checked. 
3 We've had a new double sink 

installed in our kitchen. 
4 You should have your hair dyed. 
5 I will have all the locks in my house 

changed. 
6 My aunt has milk delivered to her 

house every day. 

4 2 lost, 3 would knock, 4 didn't nag, 
5 would let!'d let, 6 wouldn't make, 
7 didn't feel 

5 2 is still being repaired. 
3 I wasn't/weren't so short.!1 was/ 

were taller. 
4 is spoken in many countries. 
5 had enough/ more money, he'd/ 

would go on holiday to Africa . 
6 have been broken in our school. 
7 was invented by Auguste and Louis 

Lumiere. 

6 Dialogue 2 - I, d 
Dialogue 3 - mind, a 
Dialogue 4 - made, c 
Dialogue 5 - What, e 

7 2 reasons, 3 floor, 4 there, 5 overlooks, 
6 hand, 7 opinion 

8 1 E, 2 B, 3 G, 4 D, 5 A, 6 F 
(C is the extra heading.) 

self-assessment test 5 
1 2 symptom, 3 gossip, 4 dizzy, 5 cartoon, 

6 crew, 7 review, a media 

2 2 used to go to the cinema more 
3 entered the room v. hile/when I 

was arguing 
4 told me to put my books 
5 felt sick because she'd/had eaten too 
6 didn't use to fall asleep in front 
7 asked (me) if I could help him with his 

OR asked me to help him with his 

3 2 burnt, 3 eventually, 4 the swelling, 
5 the news, 6 privacy 

4 2 was sinking, 3 had rescued, 
4 used to have/had, 5 had got, 
6 would hurt 

5 2 Ian asked me why I hadn't come to his 
birthday party. 

3 Beth didn't use to be so sociable. 
4 He told/said to me that he wanted to 

go home. 
5 Rob asked us if/whether we had plans 

for the weekend. 

6 I told her thatTom and I were going to 
get married. 

7 I took a photo of my sister while was 
sleeping. 

a Their teacher asked them !Q stop 
talking. 

6 1 d, 2 e, 3 g, 4 a, 5 c, 6 h, 7 f 
Extra phrase = b 

7 1.1, lX, 3 .1,4 ?, 5 X 

8 2 e, 3 a, 4 c, 5 f, 6 d 

9 2 Personally, 3 sorry, 4 should 

self-assessment test 6 
1 2 b, 3 c, 4 c, 5 a, 6 a, 7 b 

2 2 stage, 3 switch, 4 object, 5 audience, 
6 housework 

3 2 hadn't shouted, 3 would have won, 
4 'd/had invited, 
5 wouldn't have been/ hadn't missed 

4 2 Neither, 3 getting up, 4 every, 
5 Reading, 6 to study, 7 a little, 
a to revise 

5 2 invention, 3 developments, 4 educate, 
5 knowledge, 

6 2 his face, 3 intelligence, 4 age and sex, 
5 different/ more/other, 6 a 

7 2 background, 3 In, 4 must, 5 look/are, 
6 see, 7 There, a reminds 

8 Dialogue 1 
2 shape is it, 3 has it got, 4 is it used for 
Dialogue 2 
5 the matter/the problem/up, 
6 Can I ask your, 7 do you think, 
a should try 

exam test 1 
1 1 X,2.1, 3 ?, 4 X, 5 ?, 6.1 

2 1 d, 2 e, 3 a, 4 b 
Extra statement = c 

3 2 who, 3 educate, 4 secondary, 5 as, 
6 sack, 7 degree, a in, 9 conditions, 
10 her, 11 which 

4 2 living, 3 sailor, 4 consultant, 
5 ambitious, 6 sCientist, 7 solution, 
a successful, 9 wealthy, 10 satisfaction, 
11 unhappy 

exam test 2 
1 1 death, 2 sad, 3 football/ball, 4 cooking, 

5 Jimmy's dad/Jimmy's father, 
6 nervous, 7 jealous, a married, 
9 step-brother, 10 surprising 

2 1 c, 2 c, 3 a, 4 b, 5 b, 6 b 

3 2 a, 3 a, 4 b, 5 c, 6 a, 7 c, a b, 9"c, 10 a, 11 b 

4 2 be, 3 in, 4 all, 5 of, 6 to, 7 who/ that, 
a of, 9 to, 10 about, 11 you, 12 a, 
13 spend 

exam test 3 
1 1 c, 2 b, 3 c, 4 a, 5 a, 6 d 

2 1 d, 2 e, 3 b, 4 a 
Extra statement = c 

3 3 a, 4 .I, 5 has, 6 he, 7 .I, a much, 9 was, 
10.1,11 which, 12 being 

4 2 hadn't sprained, 3 to play, 
4 has been found, 5 I had studied, 
6 have my jacket, 7 must be, 
a he liked/had liked, 9 has been working 
10 is being printed, 11 not to touch 
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